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outstanding el-ent of 1935 in connection with atoiizic energy devel- 
eIlt was the International Conference on the Peaceful Uses of *file 

c'f'"lic E n e r n  which was held in Genera, Switzerland August 8 
iton 

* Originally proposed by the United States and later sponsored 
united Nations, the Conference brought together scientists and [030. 

bv the - rs of '73 nations to discuss almost every facet of the subject. ?nE ,-&e 
.fhere were extensive Governmental and commercial exhibits. The 

chapter of this report summarizes this Nation's participation in firs the resulk of the Conference. 
fiere were many other noteworthy developments in the Atoms-for- 

rogram of the United States and cooperating nations during peace P 
&is reporting period. The growing pace of action required the crea- 
tion of a new Division of International Affairs to provide organiza- 
Eional arrangements to help handle the Commission's part in the 

Erents of the 6 months included : completion of cooper a t* we agree- 
between the United States and 22 other countries on peaceful 

lications of atomic energy (5 others were pending as of December 
SPP 

1 : steadily increasing international exchange of technical informa- 
*;on t r  on various phases of atomic developments; progress in the 
a:tblishment of an International Atomic Energy Agency; and an- 
riouncement by the Commission of a price for enriched uranium leased 
:o cooperating nations under bilateral agreements (dong with sales 
yices for normal uranium and heavy water). 

V'hile moving forward with the international Atoms-for-Peace pro- 
yam, the Commission continued its domestic activities at  an accelerat- 
~2 pace. The pattern Tas formed for further -4EC provisions to 
wourage private enterprise in the development of an atomic energy 
:r.dustry, and for applying the necessary regulations and licensing 
frrangements under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954. Proposed regu- 
%ions vere published in the Federal Register for public comment, 
id the regulations themselves are being issued as soon as completed- 
-:.? first in January 1956. 

A constant flow of applications for access permits from a wide vari- 
-*I of industries, trades, and professions testified to the interest of 
:Irate organizations and individuals in obtaining; access to restricted 

An accelerated program of reviewing Corn- 
ion reports and other papers useful in civilian applications and 
assifYing 01' dolnigrading whenever possible was entered upon. 

trnd 

program. 

on civilian uses. 
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SCMMART VI11 

the Same time tlie program for publisllillg nlaterial available to 
industries and indiriduals in the ceidian applir.ati01~ program jYas 

greatly stepped, up. Seminars and other n1eet)ings were held \Tith 
representatires of companies interested in getting into the processinE 
or production of selected atomic energy materials. 

Domestic uranium ore and concentrate production continued to rise, 
maintaining this Nation% position as one of the world's leading uru- 
nium producers. Further foreign expalisioll in prodnction result 
from the operation of new ore processi~lg facilities under construction 
in the Union of South Africa, and in Canada. Increases in domesti,, 
ore reserves, on the Colorado Plateau and else\rhere, were again re- 
flected by the greatly expanded exploration actirit.37 of pri\Tate indus- 
try. Research and process development studies on economic ~ ~ e t ~ i a c ~ s  
for recovery of uranium from its ores continued. 

Production of various special nuclear niaterials during the last 
half of 1955 equalled or exceeded the quantities produced during the 
first half of that year. 

I n  hrovember, AEC refused recognition of the contract T Y i t h  tile 
hlississippi Valley Generating Co. This report enumerates the steps 
taken by the Commission with respect to this contract during the 
porting period. 

Construction of tlie gaseous diffusion facilities a t  Portsmouth, Ohio, 
was ahead of schedule as the last building neared completion. . . .  con- 
struction of additional feed materials processing f acilities which began 
last March at  Fernnld, Ohio, St. Louis, hlo., and Paducah, Icy., is 
underway. 

On October 27, the Commission announced it would accept up to 
October 1, 1956, proposals from industrial coiicerns for the manufw- 
ture of uranium feed materials. 

Construction activity continued to be concentrated on procluct ion 
plant facilities. However, with the shift in emphasis to constructing 
reactors of civilian and military significance, activity in this area is 
gradually gaining momentum and is expected to become increasingly 
important in the construction program. 

Largely as.a result of progress in the construction of plant facilitie 
capital inrestnient in atomic energy plant facilities was estimated to  
have reached about $6.62 billion before depreciation reserves. 

Analyses of the results of Operation TEA4POT, the test series con- 
ducted at  tlie Serada  Test Site in the spring of 1955, opened up seven1 
nem- and promising avenues for research and development which c d d  
strengthen materially the defenses of this nation and the free w d d .  
Research and development during the. last half of calendar year 
proceeded on an expedited basis, both for these new approaclles a d  
for those established by earlier stitdp and test. 



SUMMARS IX 

12, 1956, the Conmission and the Department of De- 
@' .,intlv allllounced that preparations were underw-a;v for a series 

ita@ 1 tests to begin in the spring at  the Eniwetok Proving 
jiW 3 , i m L l l I ~ .  Tile t e s t  Of the aniioiincenieiit and of a supplementaq 

ptpnlPnt by C,llnirnian Lewis 1,. Strauss appear 011 p g e s  38 and 30 

Com~lission's program of developing reactors for industrial Tb@ *libry power and for naval and aircraft propulsion made signifi- 
grid €m I n  September the Commission issued its second invita- 
t* under the power demonstration reactor program for proposals to 

design, construct and operate power reactors ranging from d p r e W >  
40,000 kilowatts of electrical capacity to demonstrate the 

.I. -m  to ,nc+.cal value of such units for commercial use. 
Emphasis continued on development of advanced power reactor 

t e r l m o l o ~  through a number of experimental reactor projects. In 
this p rogram four reactors are now under construction, three of which 

to be completed in calendar year 1956, and the fourth 
B r e  
in 1958. Construction of a fifth is sclieduled to start in 1956. I n  
,Jdition, 4 new Small reactor experiments are underway to explore 
&Iter promising reactor concepts. 

jI1 the field of military reactor development, the USS A'autilu~, 
rdlyered by the Submarine Thermal Reactor, Mark 11, steamed more 
hiall 25,000 miles and the reactor continued to operate satisfactorily. 
~kyelopment work for a boiling reactor to produce about 200 kilo- 
a a t t ~  of electricity was begun as part  of the Army program. Pros- 
pects for nuclear powered flight continued to show promise. 

The Engineering Test aeactor, a major tool for the development 
of tvpes of reactors, advanced to the architect-engineering stage. 
The ETR-in purpose a companion to the Materials Testing Re- 
p,.tor-is to be built nest to the MTR at the National Reactor Testing 
Station. 

Following a survey which defined the shortage of nuclear engineers, 
he Commission announced its first summer short course in reactor 
i~chnology for  college faculty members. \17aiver of certain cllarges 
for fuel for reactors for educational institutions mas also annollnced. 

Substantial progress was made in the construction of the nation's 
5rst large-scale ( 60,000-kilowatt) civilian nuclear powerplant-the 
A%ssurized Water Reactor at  Shippingport, Pa. lJ7estingl~ouse Elec- 
3~ Corp. is developing, designing, and fabricating the nuclear por- 
2on of the plant ; Duquesne Light Co. is building the conventional 
Wtion of the plant and will operate the entire plant upon completion. 

The physical research program continued to make sigllificallt con- 
abutions to fundamental knowledge of atomic energy alld related 
*;iences. AS a result of these recent accomplishments t11e llorizons 
'w future research have been widened. 

tliis report. I 

p r o g s .  
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X SUMMARY 

Significant progress was made in the use and de~Telopmciit of 8 ~ .  

celerators for research in  high energy @~sics.  
discovered as a result of research performed With the bevatron, 3.11‘ 

& 
86-inch cyclotron at  the Oak Ridge National Laboratory demllstrattd 
that many interesting radioisotopes can be produced econonlically and 
in large quanti ties. The technique of studyillg nlagnetic defleclioc 
of fine beams of atoms has been so perfected that it has becorrrt 
possible to determine the magnetic properties of the llucleus even frtp 

radioactive atoms. A major research effort (Project SHE€tWool-, 
1 is underway in a, long-range program to develop the controlled releak, 

of energy from atomic fusion. 
In the biology and medicine program the effects aiid uses of radia- 

tion continued under study by the Commission at  its National LabrL 
tories as me11 as by a large group of investigators worliing at corn 
mission facilities or in the laboratories of universities, co1leee, d -  

hospitals, and other research institutions. 
AS more and more data have been obtained it has become possitle 

to utilize radiation beneficially in an  increasingly wide variety of 
fields. These research studies are also supplying information tTi,ic!i 
will lead to perfecting methods of protection against the harn,fu) 
effects of radiation-a most important consideration in view of tilr 
increasing use of atomic energy for industrial purposes. This reI)or, 
gives examples of kinds of research underway and the practisnI 
applications of such research 

“Operation ARME” (an aerial radiological monitoring exercise 
was conducted at  the Kevada Test Site by the ,4EC during the a d  
of October 17, for Federal Civil Defense Administration-spon~o~~ 
personnel. Successful completion of this exercise demonstrated tire 
technical feasibility of aerial radiological survey techniques. 

I n  the field of community operations, the Atomic Energy Coil, 
munity Act of 1955 v a s  signed by the President on August 4. TIlr 
Act proyides for the disposal of Federally owned properties at Oak 
Ridge, Tenn., and Richland, Wash., and prescribes a basis for tfe 
establishmentr of self -government by tlie residents of these coni- 
munities. 

The financial report of AEC for fiscal year 1955 (Appendix 
contains more detailed financial information than tlie ConUnisiJii:- 
has made public preriously. It includes summaries of costs for tb 
years 1950-55 inclusive in the ma.j or AEC program activities. 

On October I O ,  in a recess appointment, the President named HadS 
S. Vance to fill the existing vacancy on the Commission. 

In  the staff, Dr. Charles L. Dunham, formerly Deputy Direct:’* 
Division of Biology and Medicine, was appointed Director of ‘i‘ 
Division replacing Dr. John C. Bugher who rill continue to S e n e  ‘a’ 

The antiproton 

iicatio11, was 
D. Luke, wli 

+iffairs, was 
Intern a tional 

Icenner F. 
Ofice, replaci 
F. Shaw as : 
transferred t c  
jfanuf ac t urin 

EvalU a t’ 1011. 
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SUMMARY XI 

,ission on the Advisory Committee on Biology and Nedicine. 
-onin 
. les Jfarshall, formerly Deputy Director, Division of Classi- 
'1IRS ic,gtion, was appointed Director of the Division replacing Dr. Charles 
7. fiuke, vho was appointed Technical ,4ssistant, Reactor Hazards 
,raluation. J o I ~  A. Hall, formerly Director, Office of Internatioml 

nppointed Director of the nexly established Dirision of 

Pte Senner F. Hertford was appointed Manager, Saiita Fe  Operations 
replacing Donald J. Leehey. James E. Travis succeeded David -tfice7 ; Sham as Manager, Hanford Operations Office. hlr. Shaw was 

. . ferred to Washingtol~, D. C., RS Assistant General Manager for. 
:@S 
ggDUfacturing* 

rnational Affairs. 

1 .  
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u. S. PARTICIPATION IN THE 
I ~ ~ ~ ~ N A T I O N A L  CONFERENCE ON THE 
PEACEFUL USES OF ATOMIC ENERGY 4 a 1 

i: anding among activities during the last G months intended to 

for l . . atiQll in the International Conference on the Peaceful Uses of 
itomic Enera ,  convened by the United Nations in Geneva, Switzer- 

8-20? 1955. The Conference was initially proposed by 
finited States, and the United States Delegation,1 took a leading 

&e in the work of the Conference. 

out-t szrd tile President‘s Atoms-for-Peace program was United States 

@ The formal report to the Secretary of State, on behalf of the United 

. 
pdlc1P 

bd? A*, 

Official Representatives states, “Every indication points to the $W ,,elusion that the Conference must be regarded as an unqualified 
The statements of the delegates of the 13 nations represented, w@* 

of the heads of states who sent messages there, the interest of the 
mblic, and the comments of the news agencies throughout the world, 

gUI,POrt this judgment. It is equally the considered conselisus of 
!be official Representatives of the United States and their advisers.” 

f i e  73 nations plus the eight specialized agencies of the United Nn- 
t:ons represented at  Geneva sent to the Conference a total of 1,428 
tPlegntes of Fhom 327 were accredited by the United States. I n  ad- 
3;rion to 902 representatives of the news media of the world, there also 
rrE 1,334 official observers, principally from nongovernmental or- 
anjzations, ~ academic institutions and industrial concerns. 

The roluine of scientific and technical information exchanged is 
rridenced by the fact that the United Kations has announced that 16 
:dumes Till be required to  publish the Conference proceedings. 
Ynenty-three nations and four United Nations agencies submitted to 

Conference a total of 1,067 scientific and technical papers, of which 
5l-nited States contributed 512, or about 48 percent of the total. 
h m  all the papers, the United Nations selected 450 papers for oral 
‘pmttltion and discussion a t  the Conference, of vhich 176 \yere 

-1ccording to the Chairman’s report, “the quality of the papers sub- 
-:tted, and the discussions of the papers, matched the best scientific 

tt.d States papers, or 39 percent of the total. 

- 
United States Official Representatives (as listed in the Eighteenth Seminannual 

*w’ were: Lewis L. Strauss, Chairman AEC, Chairman; Willard F. Libby, Commis- 
=+’ AEC9 Vice Chairman : Detlev W. Bronk, President National Academy of Sciences, 

President Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research ; Isidor I. Rabi, Chairman, Gen- 
*drisorS Committee, AEC, Higgins Professor of Physics, Columbia Unirersity ; ‘* warren. Scientific Director, Cancer Research Institute, New England Deaconess 

3 c.- :... .... .-, ~, r” ,..- 
r .  / ,  , .. ..... 
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4 M A J O R  ACTIVITIES 

General Tiem of the opening session of the International Conference on 
Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energj-, meeting in the Assembly Hall of the pnlai+ 
des Nations in Genera, Switzerland. The photograph is taken from the rigk,t 
of the speakers' rostrum. 

forums. The discussions among delegates m-ere deemed generally 
and frank. The spirit of cooperation and friendliness among dele- 
gates of all the Xations represented at  the Conference was entirelT in 
harmony with that engendered a few weeks before in Genera Clniil tC 

the Conference of President Eisenhower with the Prime JlinisteE 
France, the Gnion of Soviet Socialist Republics, and the 'Lnitetf 
Kingdom." 

The report continued : 
"The measure of the Conference's success in all these 1)articulaE 
vas  the uiianiniity of response to President Eisenhoxer's ex- 
pressed hope . . . that another international conference on p a * -  
ful uses of atomic energy could be held within two or three par?.-  
Prime Minister Uulganin of the USSE later made a simi1:ir SE 
gestion in a fornial niessnge sent to the Conference closing ses&fiA 
Secretary General Dag Hanimarskjold in his report 011 the COP 
ference to  the United S a t  ions General ,issembly on Sepfenlln'' 
14, 1955, stated that the Presicient of the Conference, HOnli 
Bhabha, of India, had found that there was 'Universal sentifl~ei'' 
. . . for anotlier. scientific conference . . , to carry forrrard tizp 
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60 rl; SO well begun.' It is gratifying to be able to report the con- 
r i d  ion of the United States Official Representatives that this Con- 
ferenCe has made a genuine contribution toward opening the way 
€or l T ~ r l d - ~ i d e  cooperation to place atomic energy at  the peace- 
ful serrice of all nations. President Eisenhower's leadership in 
this broad effort was generously praised. Speakers a t  the Con- 
ference referred repeatedly to the President's address before tlie 
LlDit$ed Nations General Assembly on December 8, 1953, in which 
he declared: '. . . The United States pledges before you-and 
therefore before the viorld-its determination to help solve the 
fearful atomic dilemma . . . to devote its entire heart and mincl 
to find the v a p  by which the miraculous inventiveness of man 
dla1l not be dedicated to his death, but consecrated to his life.' " 

PATTF~RPI' OF COXFEREBCE 

The Genda of the Conference, held in the United Kations Euro- 
ilmdquarters, the Palais des Nations, on the outskirts of Geneva, f@ balanced between plenary sessions on general subjects and con- 

mrEnt sections on scientific and technical subjects. There were 8 
brlf-days of plenary sessions and, partly overlapping with them, 52 
IK1lnical sections, the latter generally held in parallel, simultaneous 
forums starting the afternoon of August 10 and continuing daily 
?Icepi Sunday, through the morning of ,4ugust 20. 

plenary sessions dealt with such broad topics as future world needs 
[or enera, the economics of atomic power, programs of international 
flaperation, and scientific education. The technical sections discussed 
m r c h  and power reactors ; reactor therapy ; reactor physics ; fuel 
&nents ; fissionable products and their extraction ; raw materials 
qloration and processing ; waste disposal and health protection ; 
ndioactive materials in diagnosis and therapy, in industry and in 
zriculture ; and production, handling, and use of radioisotopes. 

In addition to the general and technical sessions of the Conference, 
:wies of 10 evening lectures was given in which leading men of 

elice from six nitions discussed matters of general scientific or 
;..jblic interest. Kine nations presented technical exhibits at the 
%ais des Xations : Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France, Norway, 
'Feden, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the United Kingdom 
d the United States. 
-h educational nnd commercial exposition was held simultaneously 

r;the Palais des Espositioiis in downtown Geneva. This was not an 
?ial part of the Conference, but was under the auspices of the Swiss 
'deral Council, tlie United Xatioiq the State Council of the Re- 

and Canton of Genera, and the Administrative Council of the 



6 3 4JOR ACTIVITIES 

The U. S. Official Representatives’ bench at the Conference a t  an early session. 
Right to left, Chairman Lewis L. Strauss, Mrs. Laura Fernii, U. S. Conferencu. 
Historian, Dr. Willard E”. Libby, and (stilnding) Dr. John A. Hall. 

City of Genera. The Goreriiiiients of France and the United ICingdoni 
sponsored coiiiinercial exhibits. The United States sponsored an 
educational “Atoiiis-for-Peace” exhibit in connection with the in&- 
pendent participation by United States commercial and industrial 
organ i z a ti on s. 

A program of documentary and technical motion pictures vas  pre- 
sented daily in a sinal1 theatre at  the Palais des Kations, rotating 21 
films prepared in the four  official languages of the Conferelice : 
Thglish, French, Russian and Spanish. Canada presented t v o  filnis- 
Franc0 txo, Xormay one, the USSR three, the United Kingdom five, 
and the United States eight. 

The Conference was unique among internatioiial scientific forums 
in that i t  was the first to be held in which all phases of a broad field 
were covered, f roiii f ~indaiiientsl biology and physics, to their ~ppli-  
CM tions in medicine, engineering, and industrj. 

U. S. BACKGROUXD AKD ORGANIZATIOX OF CONFERENCE 

The Internatioiial Conference evolved from earlier United statE 
I= J i  11-1  1(>2 ;a ~ h n s  to hold a conference on peaceful uses of atomic energy to  ad- 
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its A4t-111s-f or-Peace program. The first public suggestion for 
@Ce confere~~ce m s  macle by Chairman Lewis L. Strauss, of the 
SlICIl itolllic ~ l ~ e r g g  Coinmission, in an address on April It)? l%X9 when lie - 
trJznoU 

6 6 .  . . the President% intention to arrange . . . an internatiolial 
conferel~ce of scientists . . . devoted to an exploration of the be- 

nlD 
the United ;?rations, on the motion initiated by the United 

undertook in December 1954 to sponsor the Conference, tlie 
atomic Energy Commission was requested by the Secretary of State 
io ulldertake preparations for United States technical and scientific 
,B,.bicipation in tlie Conference and Chairman Strauss was asked to 

as Chairman of the United States Delegation. At Chairman 
Straus? request, Dr. Isidor I. Rabi had been directing preliminary 
lans for the Conference since April 1954. 
men Dr. Rabi became United States Representative on the United Y 

Tations Conference Advisory Committee, the Chairman selected, as 
dimtor of United States technical preparations, Dr. George L. Weil, 
;L coIlsultrtiit to industry, who had h e n  closely associated with nuclear 
@era' Fork since 1940, as an associate of Dr. Enrico Fermi, in tlie 
ganhattsn District, and in the Atomic Energy Commission as As- 

allt Director of Eeactor Development. Dr. IJ7eil established within 
,\KC, tlie Office for Internatioiial Conference, vhich directed all 
,reparations for United States technical participation in the Con- 
ference. 

The United States Delegation to the Conference, plus the secre- 
tsriat and staff, totaled 398 persons. The Official Representatives had 
PI, 'nht Congressional Advisers, 192 technical and other advisers, and 
a secretariat and staff comprising 84 principals (including 9 of the 
advisers) and 118 others. The Congressional advisers, all members 
rtf the Joint Congressional Committee on Atomic Energy were : Sena- 
tor Clinton P. Anderson, Chairman ; Senator John 0. Pastore, Sena- 
t5r Bourke B. IIiclienlooper, Senator John W. Bricker, and Repre- 
gntative Carl T. Durhain, Representative Chet Holifield, Representa- 
rive W. Sterling Cole and Representative Carl Hinshaw. 

Xembers of tlie United States Delegation named as Chairlnen for 
Collference Technical Sections r e r e :  Dr. J. C. Bugller, Dr. J, p. 

IioKe, Dr. D. J. I3ughes, Dr. W. F. Libby, Dr. Glenii Seaborg, Dr. 
H. Spedding, Dr. T'. F. Weisskopf, and Dr. E. P. IVigner. 

\\'hen the joint AEC-Department of State office was establislled 
"" tJulle 14, 1955, for actual conduct of the Conference, Dr. TVeil 
iiended the Office of Technical Programs and Exhibits, wit11 hIr. 
T, O* Jolles as Administrative Officer, Dr. Paul 117. BfcDaniel as 
'shnicd P q e r s  Officer, T)r. Albert0 I?. Thompson as Exhibits Of- 

llcecl 011 authority of President Eisenhoirer : 

'un and peaceful uses of atomic energT." 

L 

r 
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8 MAJOR ACTIVITIES 

Congressional advisers to the United States Delegation at the Conference. 
In the row behind the United Kingdom bench (Royaurne Uni), they are, left to 
right, Senator Clinton P. Anderson, Chairman, Joint Congressional Committe 
on Atomic Energy, Representatire Carl T. Durham, Senator Bourke B. Ricken- 
looper, Representatire W. Sterling Cole, Senator 3'ohn W. Bricker, and Senator 
John 0. Pastore. 

ficer, and Dr. George G. Manov as Reactor Officer. Harry S. Tray- 
nor, AEC -4ssistant General Rlanager, became Esecutive Officer if 
the United States Conference Office with George M. FennenloR 
(State) as his deputy. The United States Delegation's Inforniatian 
office was under the direction of John P. RicKnight (USIA), with 
Morse Salisbury ( AEC) , Joseph Hanson (USIA) , and Richard 
Friedman (State) as deputies. 

Other offices were : Liaison and Protocol, Dr. John A. Hall (AEC) ; 
Classification Office, Dr. Charles D. Luke (AEC) with Charles L 
Marshall ( AEC) as deputy ; Administrative Office under Albert J. 
Ciaffone (State) 11-ith H. D. A4namoss (AEC) and G. R. Koontz 
(State) as deputies ; and Special Services Office under the codirector- 
ship of Daniel 1-1. Clare, J r .  (State), and Bryan LaPlante (AECi 
with I<. 0. Lynch (State) and R. G. Cavanaugh (AEC) ns deputis 

Before and during the Conference, a nunher of news releases *s 
issued. Kews confereuces were held by Dr. Rabi a t  Kew York 3rd 
Paris in May and by Chairman Strauss and Dr. Weil in J u n e  tuid 
July a t  Kew York and TYashington; and by Dr. TYeil in B u P t  
ieneva before the Conference opened. 

Stmuss, acting t 

Schemer, Chair1 
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(r the Conference, two press conferences were held by Chair- 
Strauss and Commissioner Libby. I n  tlie first, Chairman 

@l &- Rid tribute to the Conference for “reopening lines of com- 
c tioli betxeeii men who have not been in comiunication for 
g,Uliica ~~~,~ ve8rs,s,’: and announced establislmient by the Ford Motor Co. 

d of 8 $1 inillion fund to provide world-wide atoms-for-peace 
Fup In  the second, Chairnian Strauss discussed the prospects 
,ads. 
~ f r t r  thermonuclear power. He confirmed that the United States had 

crram in this field but counseled that “there has been nothing in 
s prom ature of breaktliroughs that would warrant anyone assuming 
tbe th2t, this was anything except a very long range-and I would accent 

e United States took the occasion of the Conference to announce d@ 

U p s t  8 its prices for lease of enriched uranium or sale of normal 
w i u m  and heavy water (see International Affairs). 

one news release concerned the showing in Geneva of a motion 
*&ure on production of electricity by the Experimental Boiling 

Kater Reactor, Borax 11. The film, made especially for the Con- 
ference? pictured the town of Arco, Idaho-normally supplied with 
tlectricitjT by a conventional system-being lighted and powered ex- 
Ierblentally for  one hour with electricity from the reactor on July 
i;. 19jg-tlie first American conmunity to receive its entire supply 
of electricity from a nuclear reactor. 

Early in the planning stages of United States participation in the 
conference, S E C  undertook to prepare an 8-volume set of selected 
&Fence material, a collection of technical unclassified and declassi- 
fiod information on various peaceful uses of atomic energy, together 
Kit11 a special introductory volume, which. was printed in  the four 
&cis1 languages of the Conference : English, French, Russian, and 
Spanish. An initial presentation of the introductory volume was 
made at a luiicheon kiugust 9 to the United Kations and Conferellce 
deers. The coniplete sets were made arailable to official represent- 
ztke;: of all nations represented. 
On the fhal day of the Conference, August 20, 1955, the United 

k t a  presented to the United Nations a reference and depository 
zaraq’,  part of the United States Technical Library Exhibit a t  tlie 
iillfereIice, and similar to those that have been presented by the 
rgitd States to other countries. On that day also, Chairman 
’‘mu% acting on behalf of the United States, signed Over to Paul 
“herrel’, Chairm-m? swiss Commission for Xuclear Research, acting 
@ hehalf of the swiss Government, the research reactor exhibited a t  
amleva Jyhich the Swiss had arranged to purchase. 

j w k  

;trans5 P 

‘very’-prospect”. 

‘ F  

i‘ 
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* 

i 

Crowds waiting to enter U. S. Research Reactor Exhibit on grounds of palais 
des h’ations in Genera. The reactor was located in the higher central portion 
of the temporary building which the United States erected to house the reactor. 
The front panel of the building displays the “Atoms-for-Peace” emblem. 

U. S. PARTICIPATION IN SESSIONS 

Paramount among the ’activities of the Conference in influence 
world advancement in technical atomic energy knowledge-and there- 
fore in realizing the objectives of the Conference-were the sessions 
both pleilary and teclmical, for the presentation of papers and dit- 
cussion among the delegates. In the following paragraphs the United 
States participation in the. sessions is noted in general terms. 

The United States and all other nations presenting papers and en- 
L gaging in the discussions both received nnci gave information. E d  
uations of the Conference by Tlnited States technical men contain 1111- 
rnerous references to new kno.lr-ledge in nuclear theory and nuclear 
engineering which was derived froin the contributions of other ‘1%- 

tions. One particularly useful aspect was the confirmation of cw 
sidernble United States nuclear measurement data by inclepend*Er 
research in other nations which was niade public at the ConfeE@ 

Important contributions of tliis countrJ- includeci neiy data in W’ 
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gelds as b creolog~ of raw materials, ore recovery and processing, basic 
COnstalltS, neutron cross sections and in reactor design and ,,,denr 

jeve10p111ent* 

pEenaw Sessions 

united States Official Representatives spoke at  two of the Con- 
At  the opening assembly when messages 

of states were read, Chairman Strauss presented to the fron1 
%tes a statement from President Eisenhower in which the Presi- ’ ades dent reagrmed the pledge made before the United Nations General 

m b l ~  on December 8, 1953, that the United States would work we 
for r;The pledge which me gave 20 months ago,” the message stated, 
&has become the law of our land, written into our statutes by the 
kmaican Congress in the new Atomic Energy Act of 1954. The new 
i,,, states in forthright language that me recognize our responsibili- 
ties to share with others, in a spirit of cooperation, what we know 

b e  peaceful atomic art. To further encourage such cooperation 
aith other nations, the new Act relaxed the previously existing re- 
,trictions on independent atomic research and development by pri- 
rateindustry . .” 

In pointing out that the scientists and engineers held the keys to 
+e bright promise of the benign atom,” the President said, “NO 
other scientific gathering of such scope and importance, or of such 
sidespread interest, has erer taken place. The peoples of the world 

represented. At hand is a rich opportunity to restore old lines 
of free scientific communication which have been disrupted for so 
many years. The knowledge and skills which each of you has ac- 
quired in his own country to put the atom to work for peaceful pur- 
pow will be circulated and shared in the friendly atmosphere of 
hmpitable Switzerland with its age-old tradition of freedom.” 

In the closing session of the Conference, Dr. Willard F. Libby pre- 
.ated Conference paper No. 805, “The United States Program of 
International Cooperation for Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy,” in 
ahich he referred to the address of President Eisenhower on Decem- 
:*r 8, 1953, before the United Nations General Assembly, and the 
Proposal that an international agency be established under the ae@s 
-€the United Nations. H e  told of the steps the United States already 
kd taken toward international cooperation in advance of the forma- 
 ono of the international agency. 

Forty-seven countries now receive shipments of radioisotopes,” 
&*Libby pointed out. “It is intended to facilitate this foreign dis- 
rribution by an early substantial liberalization of the regulations ap- 

lenary sessions. p 

progress in peaceful uses of atomic energy. 

i; 
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I n  telling ;bout bilateral agreements of cooperatioll lTllicll t)lr 
United States had signed with other nations, Dr. Libby stated tiiat 
under these agreements, “the United States aids in the constructif,l: 
of research reactors, vi11 contribute half the cost of the first reactor in 
each country, and furnishes the necessary fuel for these reactolr ”‘ 
He cited the President’s allocation of 200 kilograms of enriched ura. 
nium for use in research reactors abroad. 

6‘1 sllould like to emphasize, ” Dr. Libby said, “that each of tj,w 
bilateral agreements states that it is tlie hope and expectation of hjtil 
parties that the initial Agreement for Cooperation will lead to 
sideration of further cooperation extending to the design, mlistructioh, 
a11d operation of power reactors.” He  cautioned, ho\vever, that -for 

tile next few years the atom will not be a major source of po\Ter , , . 
It is the aim of the United States to help other countries proceed. 
rapidly as possible, toward the economic production of electric pOIFkr 
fromtheatom . . . 

“AIaking the atom serve man is a long and laborious task,” Dr. 
Libby concluded. ‘’Atomic scientists and technicians must first t~ 
trained and given experience. Experimentation and derelopmrn: 
mark lnust be carried on continuously. The job is not a short one. hrrt 
if+tli large measures of patience, faith, and imagination, we confidentk 
anticipate the time when all men will realize the full potential of tb 
atoin.’? 

1: 

Technical Xec t ions 

United States papers were submitted to cover every agenda itm 
of the entire Conference, and the United Stat..es presented orall? ai 
least one paper in every technical session. Generally, the cnitd 
States Delegates offered the ke? papers. and led the discussion perik 
for which the3 prepared in meetings of delegates held prior 
technical session. 

*The  regulation was published in the Federal Register on January 11, 1956. i 
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all United States papers were presented by leading men in 
+ fields covered. The authors supplied full and competent answers 

the ,lestions asked about the papers, and asked well-f orniulated ques- 
tQq on the papers of others to stimulate discussion and to bring out 
€ions 

’dd e papers presented by all participants in the Conference and s m -  
of the discussions which took place in the technical sections Th 

a,ri@ 
%,,re reported on by United States Scientific Secretaries appointed 
rjor to the Conference to do this, as well as to assist preparations of 

of ole report of the Official Representatives to the Secretary of State, 

sfid transcripts Of the Conference, plus the texts of all papers 
lmitted, are being printed by the United Katdions Secretariat. gi) 
The United States presentation contained a considerable volulne of 

gaterial that previously had not been declassified. This release of 
wr.a~ accomplished without in any way infringing on 

,;tive areas of information, although there was no new pattern of 
&]gjsification established exclusively for the Conference. 
mat did make this possible was the unprecedented number of 

rs submitted by United States scientists and engineers for  the PF 
conference agenda. -411 of them were screened according to the De- 
$gsification Guide, revised on the basis of recommendations first 
m3de bF the %wenth Declassification Conference held at  Harwell, Eng- 
fiuld. in October of 1954. &411 recommendations for the revised Guide 
were rel7iemed and accepted by the responsible authorities of Canada, 
the Cnited f h g d o m ,  and the United States. 

itionsl information. 

delGates P for discussions. These reports haye been published &s part 

Erming Lectures 

rnited States scientists delivered four of the ten evening lectures 
i r en  during the Conference on subjects of broad scientific or public 
ztmst in connection with peaceful uses of atomic energy. On 
,tugust 11, Dr. Ernest 0. Lawrence, of the Radiation Laboratory, Uni- 
w i t y  of California, Berkeley, spoke on “High Current Accelerators.” 
fkAugust 15, Dr. Hans A. Bethe, of Cornel1 University, lectured on 
‘Elementary Part ides : Light Mesons,” and in another concurrent lec- 
*aa Dr. Il~illarct F. Libby, Atomic Energy Commissioner, discussed 
-bGocarbon Dating.” On *4ugust 17, Dr. Alexander Hollaender, of 
’hk Ridge Xational Laboratory, spoke on ‘Wodificntion of Radiation 
&qmns.” 

‘Be Cnited States scientific secretaries were Dr. Walter D. Claus, Dr. R. Carson 

“;itr* h. Robert D. h’ininger, Dr. Paul B. Pearson, Dr. ..4lvin Radkowsky, and Dr. 

i‘ 

Dr. Edward Epreminn, Dr. L. E. Glendenin, Dr. George A.  Kolstad, Dr. Karl M. 
31. Staebler. 
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1 

A model of the U. S. Technical Exhibit in Room S V  of the Library wing 
the Palais des Piations in Genera. 

U. S. COSFERENCE EXHIBITS 

The United States planned and executed comprehensive exhibits 
and a support program which supplemented the scientific and tech- 
nical contributions made by this country to the Conference agenda. 

The United States Teclmical Exhibit, in Room XV of the Librav 
Wing, of the Palais des Nations, to Which 105 acadeniic, nonprofit, and 
conmercial organizations contributed, drew about 36$00 visitors. The 
United States Research Reactor Exhibit, an operating pool-type fp- 
search reactor, installed in a specially constructed buildiny on t h  
k  rounds of the Palais des h'ations, ' T ~ S  visited by 63,400 persons dw- 
ing the 2 weeks of the Conference. The United States Techniml 
Library Exhibit, also in the Library Wing of the Palais des X&rt+ 
served as a reference library for delegates as well as denionstratiG 
the type of techiiical library xhich the United States is presentin," 
other nations. ,4n exhibit of 8 mrJbih 
laboratory and radiation detection instruments was set up  in a truck 
semitrailer on the Palais grounds. This mobile radiological labra-  
tory Tcxs visited by 25,000 persons. In  addition, the United KatioE* 
shoved daily in a small theatre in the Palnis the eight inotio11 Pict''rr 

It had about 19,500 visitors. 

vhich the United States provided. 

f 
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tile and commercial exhibit held at  the Palais des 

ENices, t1ie United States Governnieiit presented the, United States 
gzrnlation &ency‘s educat ioiiczl display. This included an ‘*-it onis- 

9, show d i i c h  had been displayed in TTest Germany, and 
contained exhibits from 18 United States organizations. Ad- 

hibits by 20 United States industrial and commercial 
hich had made independent arrangements with the 

n these exhibits, and including the 105 contributors to 
Technical Exhibit at the Palais des Nations, 143 separate institu- 

In  addition, 50 associations 
&lishing houses contributed to the Technical Library Exhibit. 

111 ositiolls in downtown Genera under Swiss and United Kations 

f@pPeace 

@ 

and P 

organizations participated. 

The reactor model section of the U. S. Technical Exhibit, with the four- 
knguage label above. 

The finitecl States Techiiical Exhibit filled a room 40 by 100 feet. 
Theexhibits were laid out around the walls, and also around a central 
;>land. The Enion of Soviet Socialist Republics exhibit was the only 
lm in the Palais which occupied space equivalent to that of the United 
xates. The USSR displayed models of three reactors, many miner- 
~ ~ r g i c a l  samples, and some experimental equipment. Intermittently, 

showed a color film in English test on constructing and operating 
a Pwr reactor. 

’Ile United I<ingdoxn plac,ed its main emphasis on the downtown 
Tmmercial exposition. A t  the Palais des Kations, the United King- 
hm emphasized pojj-er generation, showed a model of a Calder Hall 
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-- 
A portion of the reactor section of the U.  S. Technical Exhibit which attWt*& 

3 great deal of interest among tecl~nically admnced delegates : S 8 1 W i e  sf 

reactor fuel eleinents, cross sections of fuel elements, and special met:ii 
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ctor some instruments, and its  all panels pictured 
B rejects and the famous Congo Shinkolobn-e mines. The 

gave considerable emphasis to ore mining and process- 
d included a simplified full-scale reactor control panel, operat- 

in, e united States exhibit included 10 reactor models, two of them 
and four drawings and diagrams for wall panels on additional Th 

*ctors. There were samples of rare earths, with flow charts on their 
gration, actual samples of transuranic elements, a large contin- 

el of a chemical separating plant, a model of an Argonne National 
story greenhouse where plant experiments are carried out, grow- id 

ldK)r samples of irradiation mutated plants from Brookhaven Kational 
iG Isbratory, a comprehensive display of radiation-detection instru- 
ments, including a hand-and-foot counter used to protect workers in 
g o ~ c  plants, a 100-channel analyzer-a so-called electronic “brain” 
9d in scientific computations-from Los Alamos Scientic Labora- 
@T? 

~1 of these bore explanatory labels, printed in the four official 
I-pges of the Conference. I n  addition, 25,000 copies of a four- 
]%wage brochure describing the exhibit were distributed to visitors. 

The United states Research Reactor Exhibit featured the operating 
1’: reactor, installed in a specially designed and constructed build- “roo 

bg on the grounds of the Palais des Nations in Geneva. On August 
the reactor was turned over to the representatives of Reactor, Ltd., 

an behalf of the Sn-iss Government, which purchased the reactor from 
be United States under a bilateral agreement of cooperation on 
peaceful uses of atomic energy signed July 18, 1955. Formal docu- 
ments to transfer the reactor were signed on *4ugust 20, 1955. 

The reactor was built by the Oak Ridge National Laboratory, oper- 
ad for the U. S. S to ink  Energy Commission by the Union Carbide 
mdCarbon Corp. The idea was to demonstrate a type of researcll 
mctor diich nations could expect to build under bilateral agreements 
af cooperation JTith the United States, using uranium enriched to 
2Jttrrcent in the fissionable 835 isotope-the type of atomic fuel the 
r&d States had pledged to contribute to. an international pool. 

On June 30, the reactor m-as loaded at Knoxville, Tenn., aboard t\ro 
’libtall. S i r  Trallsport Service planes-a (3-124 Globenlaster and a 
i-**car@ lhne-and arrived in- Geneva July 2. By July 18, just 14 
rarbng days after its arriral, tIie reactor and all its equipment were 
‘‘2aUed an& 011 that. morning, the reactor ‘‘went critic,zl” for the 

time in Gene~a. By *July 15, the val l  panels and other units of 
‘eexllibit also were in place. 

* g a d 1  p 

iPg! ~ iT1 2L-n 

sp ttousls 

Fith a model of a vertical section of a reactor. 

sinal): 

cloud chamber, a master-slave r r h ~ t 7 7  laboratory, a 

md 8 medical exhibit from the Sloan-Kettering Institute. 

-7 
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Dr. George L. Weil conducts a group of United Nations officials t h r o a  
the U. S. Technical Exhibit. Dr. Weil (pointing), second, on his right, Mr. & 
Hammarskjold, Secretary General of the United Nations, and on his left, 
Gunnar Randers, atomic energy adviser to Mr. Hammarskjold. 

The reactor was placed in tlie center of the building, the core riGbb 
in a waterfilled cylindrical iron tank 10 feet in diameter and sur& 3 
feet into the earth, imbedded in solid rock. The superstructure ctf 

the reactor supported two strip-chart recorders of reactor actirit! mi 
the drive mechanism of the control rods. Underwater lights iliurrir- 
nated the pool when the reactor was not operating. They wm 
turned off when, every 15 minutes during the exhibit hours, the reactre 
tras brought to criticality and then up to its full power of 100 kke 
watts to demonstrate the blue glow of the Cerenkov egect. 

The active core was composed of 18 kilograms of uranium, enrich4 
to 20 percent in uranium 235, and enclosed in aluminum ''sandKiChb.F 
There were 23 fuel elements compactly arranged and mounted 
aluminum grid plate supl'orted from the bottom of the tank. Tm 
13,000 gallons of ordinary water TThich filled the tank, and n-as elr: 

culated through the demineralizer, served as coolant? inoderator. 3Lz 

shi el d . 
The panels displayed behind the glass f roiit of the control room , . 

-lore elaborate than required for the operation of tlie reactor, ana '' 
m 
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als through 
ht, Mr. Dag 
lis left, Dr. 

Ybitors looking down into the U. S. research reactor exhibited at Geneva. 
Tbbright halo about the reactor core, seen at the bottom of the pool of water 
*-: seryes as shield, moderator, and coolant, is the Cerenkor effect-a brilliant 

light caused by reactor radiation. 

Z L  ~ o u l c l  have been adequate for a high power, short-period reactor. 
% pool reactor control iiiechanisin included a completely autoinatic, 

P button, start-up, and a simple servomechanism to maintain con- 

\bi le  the reactor was being installed, President Eisenhower was 
Genera for the 'Lsuiiixnit'? Conference n--itli the Prime Rfinisters of 

'Faceq the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, and the United King- 



President Eisenhower on his risit to the reactor during the ''summit" C ~ * E  
ference in Genera on July 20, 1935. He is standing beside the reactor ~ X J L  

r ?  1 he fornial ceremonies turning over the reactor to representative 
of the Sn-iss Government and of Reactor, Ltd. (a compsiiy f i n a r t 4  
85 percent by Swiss AEC funds a i d  55 percent by SlTiss private ind= 
try) took place a t  noon on Saturday, August 20. 

official participants in the ceremony were Dr. Paul Sd1enr.r- 
acting for the Swiss Government, Dr. Walter Boreri for Reactor. Ud- 
United States Ambassador to Switzerland Fra.nces E. IVillis. 
Chairman Lewis L. Strauss and Commissioner qTillard F. Libby. 

Chairman Len-i> 
turning over the re 
beside the reactor 
Rillis. Dr. Paul Sc 
F. Libby. 
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Chairman Lewis L. Strauss makes 'a brief statement at the ceremonies 
d a g  oter the research reactor to the Swiss Government purchasers. Seated 
b i d e  the reactor are, left to right, U. S. Ambassador to Switzerland Frances 
Tiitis. Dr. Paul Scherrer. representing the Swiss Government, and Dr. Willard 

2% rnitecl Stafe.5 Technical L i b m y  Exhibit installed in the Palais 
Sations in Genera included a depository collection similar to 

-:w which the T_Tiiiteci States is presenting to cooperating nations 
a part of the ;b~Ltoli~s-for-Peace'! program. The depository collec- 
ka 'uis presented to the Uiiited Kations after the Conference. 

3 6 9 4 6 0 - 5 6 3  
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The United States Technical Library Exhibit Contained : 
a. The ,4EC depository collection. 

900 f ull-size copies of printed and photostated 
(57d pel)(JP& 
55,000 index cards) 

(150 titles) 

(62 titles) 

b. Books on atomic energy furnished by publishers. 

c. Journals containing articles on atomic energy. 

d. Mkerial describing tlie coiiipollents of the United sh k 
Exhibition. 

(48 reports, 4 copies each) 
e. Microcards of AEC reports. 

(approximately 7,000) 
f. Two microcard readers. 
g.  Conference papers. 

h. Complimentary commercial exhibit literature. 
(2 sets) 

(89 different items, approximately 17,000 copies) 
This comprehensive collection provided information, that, coupid 

with information previously published in technical journals and 
represents tlie total contribution of the United States to the unclaG- 
fied and declassified scientific literature on atomic energy. (fujde 
to the literature, journals of abstracts, and librarians' manuals, 
included to simplify reference. An assembled card catalog arraned 
by subject, author, and report number provided an index. 

The Technical Library Exhibit also included over 150 books of! 
atomic energy contributed by American publishers and a displar 
of technical and business journals published in the United States. 

Booklets, pamphlets and data sheets prepared by private cornpa&- 
which exhibited products, equipment, and processes in the United 
States Technical Exhibit in the nearby Room XV of the Palais de 
Nations and the United States Reactor Building on the Palais grounk. 
mere available in the Technical' Library. For the convenience of 
delegates and visitors, a card index of this material was also a d a b l e -  

Besides serving as a display, the exhibit provided a vorking refer- 
ence library for delegates attending the Conference. 

On August 20, Dr. Willard F. Libby, vice-chairman of the l h i t d  
States Delegation, presented to the United Nations Library in C e n e a  
this United States Technical Library. The gift of the Libra% \fP 
received for the United Nations by Dr. A. C. Breyclla huthier, chid 
li br ar ian . 

Dr. Libby stated that the Library would be kept up-to-date bT tb 
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission which will provide, 8s the3 3s 

issued, all new unclassified published documents originated in tk 
,=' ,.., ,"., .... . 
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Commissioner Villard F. Libby shakes hands with Dr. A. C. Breycha Vauthier 
tfight), United Xations Chief Librarian, after presenting to the United Nations 
&phalf of the United States, a technical library on peaceful uses of atomic 
aergy. A portion Of the U. S. Technical Library Exhibit at Geneva is in the 
m&groWd. 

-ac program. Dr. Libby pointed out that the Library is a depository 
&&on similar to those which the AEC maintains at 47 points in 
~ z n i t e d  States and has presented to 35 other nations and interna- 
&nal organizations as part of President Eisenhower's "Atoms-for- 
Peace" program. 
Possession was turned over to the United Nations Chief Librarian 

;f Nobile Radiological Unit, installed in a truck semi-trailer, vas 
i g!ttheUnitecl States staff on A4ugust 22. 

reniewe Of 

;o ay&ihk- 
*l<illg I ' P ~ C T -  

tile 1Ynitt-j 
; in Geneva. 
. ibrae 
ltllier, cflief 

.date t h e  

as the? 
ated in 

n the Palnis hounds  to the east of the northern Library Wing 
t housed the United States Technical Exhibit. 

ial radiation, and other toxic hazards. 

The trailer was 
d and constructed for the ,4EC for use in field tests of actual 

emobile laboratory, housed in a 35 x 8 foot trailer, contained 
ion monitoring and analytical equipment for use near labora- 
or industrial establishments where radioactive materinls are 

was designed so that specific instruments may be removed or 
to meet specific requirements. 

tained also fume hoods, especially designed to provide, in lim- 
Pace, the same  ent ti la ti on as full-scale equipment, air compres- 

trical generation equipment, and cz liquefied petroleum gas 

s* 



Selected Reference Afnteria7 

To supplement material presented in its technical and scientili,, 
papers, and to provide more detailed information 011 inany aspects of 

the peaceful uses of atomic energy, the United States presented to thr 
Official Represent atires of the 73 nations and eight specialized United 
Kations agencies taking part in the Conference, and to Collferene 
and United Xations officials, handsomely bound blue and gold S - ~ o l ~ ~ ~  
sets of Selected Reference Material. 

The first presentation of the sets was nmde by Chairinail S t r a b  
at a luncheon for United Kations Confereilce Officials given Autpq 
9 by tlie United States Official Representatives. Each  as presented 
Kith a copy of a special Introductory Tolume. Chiefs of national 
ctelegations were notified in letters from the Chairinan that a set m~ 
being reserved for each official representative and was arailat4r 
tlwough the t-nitecl States Technical Library at the Palais des Sa 
tions, and tha t  adclitioiinl sets coiilcl be shipped froiii tlie 1-nited State 
to  m-liatewr aclclress each n-islied. Copies of the special Introciucton 
T~oIuine. printec~ in four 1anpiages, :ui~ll illustrated with color pll~tgb 
graphs. were distributed in Geneva, as were 1 :3C; of the 8-rol~ulle set-' 

The Introductory T-olunie carried, as s declicatio~l, the statement 
f i v i i i  1'wsiclent Eiseii1iov-ei- u -~ i ic~i  vas dis1,l:tyecl on p~ac.:trtls 1 l r ~ h  
at tlie T-iiited St ate5 'I'wlniicaI Esliibit aiicI at the Eesearcll ~ e : ~ t ~ ~  
Exhibit. In a 1)reface to tile T7oluine, ~ h a i r n l a n  Strauss stlid I n  the planning 

Wons that the T_J' 
P@parations for tl 
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,bllltercllange of scientific and technical knowledge will greatly 
*litate the work of the scientists and engineers whose skills will 
eT,'nteci to the fiitu1.e de\-elol)iiiriit of tlw 1)e:icefiil IISW of atoniic fWC1 

t i d  
pnpI''~T+. 

,.+;e United States 1x1s macle availaL1e to tlie n-orld*s scielltific 
rorurnu~ljty a large body of S w l l  data. In llonor of this historic 

ference and to stimulate further exploration md  developinent can 
the beneficial applications of nuclear energy, the U. S. Atomic 

Commission has prepared this speci a1 collection of technical of 
suerz. 

(&The purpose of this collection is to proyide information cancel-11- 

. @die ways that we have found in v-hich fissionable materials call 
I D S  t to work in nuclear reactors for research purposes and for the be P U  
,nduction of polyer and radioisotopes. 
-It is our siiicere hope that this ninterinl will be of practical value P 
&e men and women of science and eiigineering in Those hands tlle 

pmer of the atom is becoming a benign force for world 

for the use of the delegates and the nations represented. 

0 

pace. " 

r+durationnl and Coni merciul Exhibits 
b 

Tj,e eclucatioiitd and commeibcial ex1)osi tioil :it tlie Pda is  des Ex- 
tidjtiOlls, inclucled appi*oximately 150 iiiclnstrial exhibits from as 
iisn\. firms jn eight countries, plus the educational shows of France, 

I t  was estimated by 
't T w I m ~  that, there were about 40,030 visitors, including delegates who 
zrteIlded iyithout charge and public paid admissions. 

The espositjon literature listed France as having 49 exhibitors, the 
t-aited Kingdoni 37, Switzerland 23, the United States 20, TITest Ger- 

11, ISelgiuin 5, :mcl tlie Xetherlands and Liclitenstein, one eacll. 
E'nited States Government did not officially sponsor commercial 

irticipatioii in tlie exposition, but notified individual concerlls that 
+fit be interested so that they could, if they wished, tlrrallge in- 
qmdently to 1inT.e esh j  bits there. 

France, tlie Cnited Kingdom, and the L-nited States sponsored edu- 
= m n d  displays, that of the United States being the previously 
z j t i o l ~ c l  L-nited St a t  es Information Agency:s "AtonlS-for-PeaCe" 
*-*a froin \Test Germany. 

knited Kingdom, a i d  the United States. 

RESULTS OF CONFEKESCE 
i 

I h th  plenilirlg stages of tlie Conference, Dr. Rabi pledged to o t h ~ r  
[qQN that the Ljnited States would tliron- its "full --eight'' behind 
[?QT3tions for the Conference, and vould gather the "best work of 

c::; pi i".! ..','j "7 y:: 
.: . . .,. i . 
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the best brains” for its participation. 
‘PIj. resentatives to the Secretary of State declares t h  t the  l;el,rebalta- 

tives “believe that this promise W‘RS fulfilled ill the ullitecl qtat 
‘- & presentations at  the Conference, and that the United States colltril 

JU elltire] s rql& 
sentative of United States progress in c~evelopiiig, in all its n,ari: 
aspects, the peaceful uses of atomic energy.” 

Their report states that “it Till not be possible for SOnle 

appraise fully the results of the Conference. Certain results 
cited with confidence, and others can be inferred as probable,’? 

The report of the Official 

tion to world howledge through the Coiiferellce 

ime [Q 

The following accomplishments of the Conference are then cit4 
1. The exchange of inforniation, and the friendly inlercouri 

among delegates to the Conference, began the re-establisbe,i 
of world-wide communication among atomic scientists and 
gineers. The stimulatioll of these contacts, the access to nea 
and broader information, provides an opportunity for tti9 
inventive imagination of the world of science to explore 

?trs discover, and to develop new knowledge for the benefit of a 
nations. 

2. Great quantities of scientific and technical iIlforrnation, 
of which never before had been made generally avaiI&]e, 
freely exchanged among the delegates of all nations, *iii  
nations learned new facts. Countries on the brink of 
atomic development will consequently be able to  plall ahme 
with greater confidence. Nations still without atomic p’cL 
grams have acquired a workable basis for determining w h  
they can best undertake and how to go about it. 

3. Through the full reports on the Conferelice which were v&&+ 
carried by the news services of the world, people e ~ e q n h &  
have had the opportunity to learn of the many useful and m 
structive purposes to which atomic energy can be applied fcsr 
their betterment and welfare. As a. consequence of tllh mi 
of further cooperaticm among nations, it is reasonable tu t~2p 

that the blind dread vhich many may feel of atomic ene 
if they know it only as a destructive force, map be dxid 
This is particularly true since the Conference emphasizd & 
highly significant fact that the scientific and industd de 
velopment changes being brought about by atomic 
which can profoundly alter the economics and patterns 
of people throughout the world, is being guided by 
tions for the biological requirements of man, and dirSt&’? 
ward advancing human welfare. 

4. The ~7olume and quality of work reported by the l’nited “? 
to harness atomic energy for the velfare and 

a* 
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to lea 
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peace.’ 
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man, and this nation’s willingness to share its knowledge and 
to learn from others, has helped to convince delegates from 

nations of the sincerity of United States efforts to “strip 
atom of its military casing and to adapt it to the arts of 

peace.” The reports these delegates make to their nations, and 
the news of the Conference which has preceded them, should 
convey a new understanding of the peaceful policies and in- 
tentions of the United States. 

j, If me are correct in this estimate, it must follow as a resdt  
of the Conference that people in other nations will have a 

eater understanding of the United States desire and efforts Sr 
to achieve a decent and enduring peace. 

closing the report, the Official Representatives concluded that the 
conference had fully justified the money, the effort and time which 
&united States invested in it, as the President recognized in urging 
bt bjs Conference should be followed by another to continue “this 

P t beginning of intern at ional cooperation .’’ 

f 3 ~ - - - 
3 

- .. ,-/ 

--I (-1 (-> - 9 7 c: 



Part Two 

Major Activities in Atomic Energy 
Programs, July-December 1955 



MAJOR ACTIVITIES IN ATOMIC ENERGY 
PROGRAMS, JULY-DECEMBER 1955 

Raw Materials 
,Tvorld uraGum production and receipts of uranium in concen- Free om both domestic and foreign sources continued to show sub- 

dsntlal increases. Further expansion in production will result from 
operation of new ore processing facilities under construction in the union of South Africa, Canada, and the United States. 

ttsfRs 
2 

DOMESTKC PRODUCTION 

Domestic uranium ore and concentrate production continued to rise, 
rnh bining the United States' status as one of the leading uranium 
producers. Production will increase further with the expansion of 
e n t  mills, the completion of new facilities now under construc- P [ion, and the construction of additional mills upon completion of 

poatracts now under negotiation. 

ore Production 

During the last 6 months of 1955, the number of producing mines 
acmsed to an estimated 925, asacornpared with approximately 850 
 of June of this year. Although the rate of increase in number of 
producing mines slowed considerably, the production rate f rom ex- 
~ting mines continued its sharp increase. 

Uranium producing areas were extended by the first commercial 
Jeposits of uranium in Oregon and Texas and new areas of potential 
production were developed in North and South Dakota and Alaska. 

*ire Processing 

Ore production is in excess of current processing capacity but ad&- 
hnal mill facilities are being provided at a rapid rate. Except for 
%e Commission's mill a t  Monticello, Utah, all expansions and new 
d l s  are privately financed. Stockpiles of ore in excess of normal 

requirements are found only at locations where new mills have 
:;st been completed or at  locations where new mills are either planned 
'under construction. 



The Globe, Ariz., ore-buying station and saiiiplilig plant was o&- 
cialiy opened on July 5,1955. 

Sinal1 toiinages of uranium c,onceiitrates continued to be produ,.cqi 
mil shipped as a byproduct of the recovery of p1iosp1iate chemical! 
:ind fertilizers from Florida phosphate rock. 

FOREIGN A 4 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  

The Sliiiikolobi~e iniiie in tlie Belgian Congo continues as a si.@- 
c:\iit producer of uranium concentrates.. 

~'i~oduct.ioii from S,outll Africa increased with the addition of I\ttt 

new processing plants, bringing to 13 tlie number of plants iion- ir 
operation. The Coiiibined Development Agency, a. joint I-iiite: 
Iiin~doiii-T_;nitec~ States-Canadian organization for procurenlent fii 

uranium and thorium supplies, has approved construction of o w  ad- 
ditional mill, bringing to 16 the total number of plants authoriz@i 

Production of I 
f Iill mine and tre 
ments being ma& 
h g m  operation i j  

from the Rum JUI 
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. grade coiiceiitrates Tit11 private companies. To qual- 
co~itract, the contractors must present reasonable er-idence 

if?, for l,wt prodll&m will COI~IIIIPIICP almiit April I ,  I !)37. ('ontixcts n-iII 

l,l~~iii1Rte 1 
The Eldorado Mining aid .  Refiiiiiig Co., Ltd. has aimouiiced plal~s 

2nd the capacity of its present mill in the Bearerlodge area of 
e P  rtberIl Saskatclie-vran. Substantial ore reserres have been outlined 

@ esult of tlie recently completed development program at  tlie g a r  property, which includes ground under lease to Eldo- qsrby 1 Tlie expanded mill v d l  also derive some of its ore suppl$ from ,do. erefill small prirntely operated mines. 
g,e large mill of Guimar Mines, Ltd. in the Lake Athabaskn area. 

,&ern SaskatcheTan started. up in -4ugust and tlie first unit is 
,prating at rated capacity. sn 

a the Blind River area of Ontario, first production of uranium ~011- 
$ntrats began with start-up of the milling plant of Pronto Uranium 
os, Ltd. in late Akugust. Construction of the two milling plants of 
**om Uranium Mines is proceeding on schedule. Consolidated 
Qnison Xines, Ltd. began construction of a milling plant of substa11- 

J~~ the 'Bancroft area of eastern Ontario, Bicroft Uraniuin Azines, 
lid. is constructing a mill which is scheduled to begiii treatillg ore' 

in 1956. 
mke redesigned Port  Hope refinery operated by E1dorad.o &fining 

Refking CO., Ltd. is now producing metal grade (11i&]y con- 

11 ill111 In 

~I:lrcll 31, 1962. 

with operation expected early in 1957. 

f!irElted) uranium oxide. 

I'rduction of low-grade iiieclianicsl concentrates from the Radium 
iGIl mine and treatment plant continued at  a nornial rate, with ship-' 

being made to tlie Port  Pirie chemical treatment plant, which 
zpn operation in mid-August. Shipments continued, to be received 
mi the Ruin Jungle ore processing plant. 

I'ortuguese oper;itioiis coiitiiiud at a norinn1 rate during this pei.iotl. 

II)OXESTIC EXPLORATION 

~ ~ J W S ~ S  in donlestic ore reserves, both on and off tlie Colorado 
'ateau, again reflected the greatly expanded exploration activity of 

industry. This lias permitted orientation of Government ex- 
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ploration activities performed by the Coinn-rission and the U. S * G e(,. 
logical Su rve ,~  to appraisal of results of priyate esploratioll ar,,l 
executio1-r of basic geologic prOgra111s. Private interests have no\l 
assmed virtually all drilling activities in connection wit11 Uranill,, 
exploration and development. 

Government drilling, restricted to support of geologic invest* 1ga- 
tions, amounted to less than 200,000 feet in the last half of 1955 hi 
comparison to 358,000 feet in the first half. The first commercial 
deposits of uranium mere found in Oregon; significant reserve are 
being developed in the Dakota plains lignite fields; and a consider- 
able tonnage of uranium ore has been found in Karnes County, T ~ ~ ~ .  
Recent preliminary investigations indicate the possibility of an im- 
portant uranium deposit on Prince of W d e ~  Island, Southea$e,I; 
Alaska. A major discovery was made in the Ambrosia Lake area of 
hgcKinley County, N. Mex. during the period. Preliminary resulk 
drilling by private companies indicate that reserves in the area m a! 
amount to several million tons. 

PROCESS DEVELOPMENT 

Work on the development of various uranium recovery prow- 
continued at the U. s. Bureau of Mines Experimental Station at salt 
Lake City, Utah, the National Lead Co., Inc. operating the Rsx & 
terials Development Laboratory at Winchester, Mass., Battelle Memc,- 
rial Institute, the Dow Chemical Co., and Arthur D. Little, Inc. 

Laboratory and bench scale studies on Chattanooga uraniferom 
shde continued at Columbia University. 

Production 
The production of the various special nuclear materials during 
last half of 1955 equalled or exceeded the quantities produced during 
the first half of the year. 

Construction of the gaseous diffusion facilities at Portsmout%l 
Ohio, is ahead of schedule as the last building is nearing completiot: 
Construction of additional. feed processing facilities which k p  
last Marcl-r at Fernald, Ohio, St. Louis, Mo., and Paducah, K?. ft 

under way. 

1’~~ivately Owned Peed illaterial Facilities 

On Octlober 2’7 the Commission‘ announced it would accept P* 
IXWJ~ from industrial concerns for the manufacture of uranium fm’ 
material. Deadline for submission of proposals is October 1, lge’- 

f 
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ecifically, the Commission is interested in receiving proposals 
ualified firms to process, over a 5-year period, uranium ores or 

iurn hemflooride, x i th  deliveries to be,& about April 1, 1959. 
rnmission will consider proposals for any production rate up 

D0 ysimum of  5,000 tons U308 equivalent per year. Proposals may 
[ D a r n  be based on arrmgements whereby the u30, concentrates are sup- 

the Commission and refined salts returned, 
atively the Commission will consider proposals for direct 

jied bY 
gtsrn 

a% of the refbed products from a company having or obtain- 
I n  the latter 

&tion the ComAnission will consider appropriate modifications 
L+@ in cantracts now in effect between the AEC and suppliers of uranium 
Mnantrateso 

During November a “Formal Inquiry for Purchase of Uranium 
ppducts from Private Industry” was sent to about 600 companies. 
Thw companies and other interested persons were invj ted to a general 
,,ientation meeting designed to present the scope and magnitude of 
&e undertaking. Proper security clearances were required for at- 
tendance at the sessions. 

gore than 100 persons representing ’70 companies attended. The 

SP 

pllcsntram fflflq to either uranium trioxide, uranium tetrafluoride, or 

PCh its supply of uranium ores or concentrates. 

was held in Washington on December 8. 

MISSISSIPPI VALLEY GENERATING Co. CONTRACT 

BY letter dated July 16, 1955, the Director of the Bureau of the 
Budget confirmed an oral notification of July 11 to the Commission 
;bat the President had accepted the commitment of the mayor of 
iImphis, Tenn., that the city mould construct a powerplant adequate 
lo~erve the people of that community without requesting any funds 
from the Federal Government toward construction ; that in this situ&- 
Con there was no longer any requirement for the arrangement made 
fnth the Mississippi Valley Generating Go.; and that the President 
~ 1 1 ~ s  requesting the Commission to take immediately the necessary 
geps to bring to an end the relationship between MVGC and the 
Knited States. 

On July 11, 1955, the Commission’s General Counsel submitted to 
&e Commission his opinion that the MVGC contract had become 
&tive pursuant to legal authority and constituted a t  that date a 
rabd obligation of the Government. 

on July 14, 1955, the Conmission requested the views of the Comp- 
rmUer General on the course of action i t  might pursue to accomplish 
%earection of the President and on the availability of funds appro- 
priated to the Commission for expenditures in connection with such 
@ion. 
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On July 29, 1955, the Assistant Coinptroller General wnfirnled the 
yiews expressed by the Commission’s General Counsel as to the validitV 
;Lnd effectiveness of the contract and adyised that, insofar as the cor;. 
tract terms and statutes applicable to the operations of the Atomic 
Energr Coniinission were concerned, the GovernmentJ had no rigjlt at 
that time to terminate the contract withont liability and that if the 
RWGC n-as willing to enter into an agreement of settlement, tile con, 
niission could use its appropriated funds for the payment of t l ’  
settlement. 

However, he called attention to the hearings of the Subcomrnittpe 
on ~ n t i t r u s t  and ~ o n o p o l y  Legislation of the Senate Committee on 
the Judiciary which were then in progress, and which raised questions 
of possible conflict of interest and public policy with respect to tk,e 
contract. I n  the circumstances he suggested that the Co~nrnissio~ con- 
sider appropriate means to protect the interest of the TTllited Stat, 
should it develop that the Governinent is entitled to relief frorn lis- 
bility on the ground of public policy. 

On July 30, 1955, the Commission notified MVGC of the p r ~ -  
dent% direction that ,4EC take the necessary steps to bring to an end 
tlre relationship between RSYGC and tlie lTnited States. The hop 
was expressed that the parties might agree on a nzutually acceptable 
basis for bringing the contract to an end. 

On August 2, 1955, limited negotiations looiing toward a possible 
settlement were begun. A t  the outset of these discussions, the mm. 
pmy was put on notice that the Commission was studying the mnftid 
of interest and public policy question, and there was a clear under. 
standing that the Commission was not waiving any contentions allice 
might be available to the United States on this score. 

I n  the meantime, in a letter dated August 1, 1955, the Commission 
asked the Comptroller General’s office for clarification of its suggestion 
regarding the taking of appropriate means to protect the interest of 
the United States on the public policy issue. 

The ,4ssistant Coinptroller General replied, in a. letter dated October 
;;, 1955, that the evidence so far  presented before the Senate Judicia? 
Subcommittee (,June 27-August 3, 1955) indicated tlie possibility of 
a violation of 18 USC 4% or other conflict of interest statutes in COB- 

nection with the negotiation of the Dixon-rates contract Khich 
might well affect the contract which resulted. It was his view., them 
fore, that no settlement of tlie liability of the United States in 
nection with tlie contract should be made which did not save to the 
Goreriiiiient tlie right. to have tlie public policy issue judicially deter- 
mined should it later be decided to follov that course of action. 

On October 7 ,  1955, in a letter to the Joint Coniinittee 011 Atomir 
Energy., the Commission advised that it had been studying the Pen* 
+;a1 efTects upon the contract of the questions of possible conflict Of 
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Coniinissir~~~ 
ts suggestion 
le interest r t f  

2nd public policy de\*eloped in tlie Senate Subconiniittee liear- 
id It stated that, on the basis of the study done thus far, 
I@ be a question as to tlie d i d i t 7  of the contract and in the 

qtaJICes the Coininission had decided to liolci in abepnce. the 
,1fl111n* 
t . tion of the niajor aspects of a settlement with RKGC until 

,Tilt la  
?I& analvsis had been completed. Representatives of SIT'GC n'ere 
&'. 1 if this decision. 
s i j , -~~e~  

0rt;unit~~ ~ r a s  off eyed to the c o n i p a n ~  represent at ives to pro- 
tIleir r ievs in the matter, and a nieinoranduin dated October 18, 

]lases of the evidence adduced in the Senate Subcommittee -&le 
- os alld related evidence in the earlier SEC hearing (of June k&r'n:. ' !vas subniitted to the Comniission by Daniel James, Counsel 19cS 1 

on ~ T o ~ ~ e m b e r  22, 1955, the Coinniission's General Counsel sub- 
,,irteci to the Commission his opinion dated Xorember 15, I D S ?  re- 
tia,dN the hearings before tlie Senate Subconimittee and the SEC, 

data respecting the contract. In brief tlie evidence indi- d %ted that an officer and director of a firm which became the financial Lqnt of the contractor, while acting in aid of the contractor with the 
ilon-]edge of and at  the request of its principal representative, also 
acted as one of the principal adrisors to the Government in the nego- 
[ion and formation of the terms of reference upon which the contract 
sg founded. The opiilion concluded that there was a substantial 
qip&m as to whether there were material violations of law and 
P Ubiic policy in the inception of tlhe contract which violations would 
*qlt in its being held invalid by the courts. 

011 Soreinber 93, 1955, the Commission adT-ised Al17GC that, upon 
the adrice of counsel, the conclusion had been reached that the con- 

vas not an obligation which can or will be reco,@zed by the 
I'nited States. Kotice of this action was also given to  tlie joint  
ihmmittee 011 A4tomic Energy, the Budget Bureau, the Comptroller 
&nerd and tlie Attorney General, together with copies of the General 
t'ouIlsel*s opinion. -~4t about tlie same time, the action of the Corn- 
fit k b n  vas made public along with the General Coulisel's opinion. 

o n  December 13, IDXJ~ the MVGC filed suit in the United States 
f ~ t  of chinis for $3,534,778 clainied for breach of contract. 

[bert' InlD 

;1P O Y P  

ff).i5, on P 

for 3mc. 

Military Application 
8 -kialgses of the results of Operation TEAPOT, the test series con- 

~ jWed at the Kevada Test Site in the spring of 1955, opened sei-era1 
s*eff arid proiiiisiug avenues for weapons research and derelopment. 
mlese should lead to weapon de~elopnient which will strengthen ina- 
i t r i a l l~  the defenses of tliis nation 2nd tlie free world. Research and 

" 4 6 0 - 5 L 4  
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development during the last half of calendar year 1955 proceeded 
on an expedited basis, both for these new approaches and for tlloa 
established by earlier study and test. 

Increases were made in the staffs of the LOS L41ail?~~ Scientific Lab_ 
oratory, Los Alamos, N. Mex., and of the University of California 
Radiation Laboratory, Livermore, Calif. Additions to certain of the 

underway. Weapons production continued in accordance Fit11 the 
directive of the President. 

engineering and production units of the weapons complex were Put 

Safety Tests 

To further the knowledge concerning the safety of weapons in stor- 
a, ae and transit, the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory began a series 
of experiments on November 1, 1955 a t  the Nevada Test Site. These 
experiments were designed to Provide essential data concerning the 
behavior of the various weapons and devices under conditions simulst. 
ing those which might occur in case of fire or accident. These ReR 
small scale tests and therefore the personnel and material require- 
ments were considerdbly less than those for previous tests. 

Eniwetob Test Series Announced 

On January 12, 1956, the Coinmission and the Department of De- 
fense jointly issued the followiiig announcement : 

“In the absence of effective international agreement safeguarded 
by adequate inspection to limit or control armaments, the United 
States Government continually endeavors to maintain the most mod- 
ern efficient military strength for purposes of peace. Pursuant to 
this course, preparations are under way for a series of nuclear tests 
to begin in the spring at the Eniwetok Proving Grounds. One of 
the important purposes of this series will be the further development 
of methods of defense against nuclear attack. 

“Air and sea traffic will be notified through normal channels of hhe 
details of the control area well in advance of the commencement of 
operations. 

“Operations will be conducted by Joint Task Force 7, commanded 
by Rear Adm. B. Hall Hanlon, USN. Dr. Alvin C. Graves, IAE 
Alamos Scientific Laboratory, is Deputy Commander for Scientific 
Matters.” 

Chairman Lewis L. Strauss, of the Atomic Energy C o ~ i s ~ i o n 4  
made the following supplementary statement in response to published 
speculation and inquiries of correspondents. 

“The forthcoming series of nuclear tests at the Eniwetok Pro& 
Grounds, as announced today by the Commission and the Department 
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&nSe, will involve weapons generally smaller in yield than those 

q t  is anticipated that the energy release of the largest test v d l  
Of Dd during the 1954 test series. 
t e  

ub&-mtially below that of the maximum 1954 test.’’ be S 

A@2ions to the Complex 

During the last half of calendar year 1955, several important addi- 
tions to the weapons development and production complex were begun 
arc  ompleted. The Commission’s Mound Laboratory a t  Miamisburg, 
Ohio, operated by the Monsanto Chemical Co., was assigned new pro- 
duction and development functions for the program. Effective July 

1955 its administration was transferred from Oak Ridge Operations 
dEce to Santa Fe  Operations Office. 

The Rocky Flats Plant near Denver, Colo., operated by the Dow 
aemical Co., is undergoing an important expansion. Architect- 
a keer work is being done by the Catalytic Construction Go. of 
phildelphia, Pa., and the construction work is being accomplished 
by the Swherton and Walberg co. of San Francisco, Calif., and 
Bnver, Cola. 

A $2.5 million expansion project at  the Commission’s Albuquerque 
P operated by the American Car & Foundry Industries, Inc., was 
nearing completion. Other smaller additions were undertaken at 
other existing weapons facilities and at  the national weapons 
laboratories. 

Tenth Anniversary of the Alamogordo Test  

The Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory held an open house on July 
1647,1955 the tenth anniversary of the detonation of the world’s first 
nuclear explosion at Alamogordo, N. Mex. Local residents and 
8 wests, including representatives of the press and the educational and 
scientific fields, thus had the opportunity to be informed of the un- 
classified facts on the nature of research facilities needed by such a 
laboratory and of the type of research accomplished, both for defense 
a d  for peaceful application. 

Reactor Development 
The program of developing reactors for industrial and military 

and for naval and aircraft propulsion made significant progress 
during the last 6 months of 1955. Expenditures for  this period totaled 
aPProximately $62.3 million. 

, __ ... , . -- . ... . .. . . . .  



During the last 6 months of 1955 substantial progress T ~ S  niadp 

in the construction of the Sution's first large-scale (GO,OOO kilorrntt 1 

ciriliaii nuclear powrp1ant-tlie Pressurized Water Reactor ( PKf: t 
at' Sliippingport, Pa. Westinghouse Electric Corp. is devrlopinz* 
clesipiiig aiid fabricating the nuclear portion of the P V R  for 1 1 ~  

AEC1. The Duquesne Light Co. of Pittsburgh is building tlle fim 
veiitional portion of the plant and will operate tlie entire pltint K ~ I @  

it is coiilplete. 

fwndation was poured in Augnst and some 15,000 cubic Fards 
Excantion IWS coiiipleted in July. First concrete for the rrnPtd 
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xere in place by Xovelnber 1. Erection of the steel structures 
the 1iucle;ir 1)ortion  as beg1111 in SoveinLer Lv the Pitts- 

it' -1Ies JIoiiies Steel Co. under ti fisect price subcontract to 
j& q+@lr . o~~ouse. 

reactor ressel, which vi-ill contain the core of iiraniuiii f:iel. is The Lteing constructed b7 Coinbustion Engilleering ("o. in  its Chatta- 
Term., shops. The plate in this vessel. 81::. inches thick iiiclucl- :1i)\T 

)(>'fa * I" 1/ -iIlch cladcling of stainless steel, vas  rolled bv the Liikeiis 
* b t l  /cl: 
"p 1 co, of Coatesville, Pa. Special transport ation irrnngements 
;tee be required to move this 33-foot long, 12-foot diameter rewel to rill 
tire generators arc being constructed by The Babcock & 

n-ilcOx CO.  and two by Foster Wheeler Corp. All other major 
ranlIlOnents are on order with first deliveries expected early in NX. 

The Duquesne Light co.  has Placed purchase orders for all niajor 
i p e n t  to be installed in the turbine-generator portion of tile 

ffl plant ~ i t h  delivery expected concurrently with nuclear components. 
in ,&Won, the coinpany will assume up to $5 millioii of the cost 
a,n~~ecte(i Kit11 developnient and construction of the reactor portioii 

plant and d l  pui-cliase, a t  specified rates, steam generated 

'bldustrially sponsored large pressurized Kater atomic powerplants, 
a t l i d l a t  modified by comparison with tlie Shippingport plant, 11ave 

(see 11. 47-28), and 
,arlier by the Consolidated Edison Co. 

,ctete 
1,ouse 

a t  Shippiiigport. 

Tao 

the reactor. 

proposed by Yankee Atomic Electric (20. 

Tlie Alrgoliiie Sational Laboratory continued its work on the de- 
&pnient of boiling water reactors. This tTpe of reactor differs 
ititm the pressurized water reactor in that steam generation is al- 
lned to take place in the reactor pressure ressel at the core itself. 
The development of the technology of the boiling reactor involved 
4 e s  of reactor tests known as the Boras experiments, the first of 

+ich (Boras I) was operated a t  the Sational Reactor Testing Sta- 
* [ ,J I  in Idaho in 1953. The secoiid experiineiit (Borax 11) \vas con- 
-med during the winter of 1054-55 to study the stead:- state and 
msient characteristics of a boiling reactor and to define the limits 
i sttable operation as a function of rariabIes such as pressure and 

-*w.ific poiyer. 
'I'h Boras 111 experiment used tlie same reactor vessel as Borax 11, 
incorporated n new core to produce greater tlierinal power. In ad- 

- ' 1 ~  a 3,300-Bilo~v-att turbine-generator was installed. This reactor 
' m I  on June 9, 1955, and on July 17, 1955, the town of 

I ,<I<)..- - s a 3  I 

&:anlp _ - *  1 ' 
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Arco, Idaho, was connected by transmission line to the Borax PORer- 
plant. For  an hour and five minutes electricity esclusively froln ti,ie 
plant vas furnished to Arco. 

The next step in tlie development of the boiling reactor project , 
the construction and operation of the Experimental Boiling wat:: 
Reactor powerplant (EBIVR) , which is deigned to Produce 20 nlega+ 

watts (20,000 kilowatts) of heat and 5,000 kilo-imtts of electriciif 
A plant of this capacity was considered to be the minimuin ah& 
would enable sound extrapolation to  large size central station poRer. 
plants. The EBWR is now under construction at the Argonnr 
National Laboratory and is expected to be generating power durinB 
tlie latter part of 1956. 

Sargent & Lundy Co. of Chicago is the architect-engineer for ttlp 
project; the Sumner Sollitt Co. has a 1 u m P - s ~  contract for con- 
struction of the reactor building ; the turbine-generator, condenser, 
circulating water pumps, and associated equipment are being fabri- 
cated by the Allis-Chalmers Co. The reactor vessel is being con- 
structed by The Babcock and Wilcox coo, and the Graver Tank CO. hrct 
erected the steel containment shell. 

The boiling reactor for which Commonwealth Edison and am- 
ciates have requested a license wmld carry this type of at,omir 
powerplant to the full-scale stage. 

t 

#odium Reactor Experiment 

A sodiuni-cooled, graphite-moderated experimental reactor of 3 
megawatts heat capacity is being built by Atomics International, a 
division of North American ,Qviation, Inc., at Santa Susana, Calif, 
25 miles northeast of Los Angeles. The engineering test buildq, 
to  be used for conducting experimental tests and for assembling fud 
elements, moderator, and other reactor components, was erected b! 
tlie Dudley Steel Co. and is now occupied by Atomics Internationa! 
personnel. The reactor building is scheduled for completion in Jaa- 
uary 1956 by the George ,4. Fuller Co. 

Many of tlie large components of the reactor assembly are read! 
for installation. The core cavity liner and the outer tank, fabricated 
by the American Pipe and Steel Gorp. mere completed and assembled. 
The inner core tank was completed for assembly in November b? the 
Southwest Welding and 3lanufacturing Co. The sodium pumF 
being manufactured by the Byron Jackson Co., and the sodium hHr 
exchangers, fabricated by the Alco Products, Inc,, are being 
seniblea for installation. - 

ipril 1956. 
Final assembly of all components for the SRE is scheduled f@ 

Full power operation is anticipated by July or Au@* 

Meanw 1 ~ 
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lfeallwhile, engineers are being trained for reactor operation, 
erimeiltal testing of reactor components is being continued. 

plans did not proT-ide for generating steam or electricity O& 
the SEE. However, all public and private utilities \Tithin trans- 

distance were queried. A contract is being negotiated with &*ion 
outhem California Edison Co., under which they would, without 

'e :o fie Government, install and operate a turbine-generator plant d heat exchangers and other electrical equipment. The com- '' pay the Commission 45 cents per million BTU for the 
clused to generate electricity, and has agreed to share with public 
* nlmps the information developed in the installation and opera- pser 

of b e  generating equipment. 
ne Commission has accepted for negotiation a Power Demonstra- 

Reactor Program proposal from the Consumers Public Power r;oo District of Columbus, Nebr., for the construction and operation of a 
sodium-graphite power reactor. The fabrication of this reactor 

e m d y  contingent upon the successful operation of the Sodium 
r&tor Experiment. 

Atomics International completed a preliminary design study for a 
-- t dr 000-kilowatt net electrical plant which takes full advantage of the 

rimental and fabrication experience gained with the SRE. This @?e 
$,& is the basis on which Consumers submitted its proposal. 

t956. 

sad 

Breeder Reactors 

Smerous experimental tests were conducted at the first Experi- 
mtal Breeder Reactor (EBR-1) to  evaluate this system further. 
fuelelements of plutonium were fabricated for EBR-1 and will be 
2 use in the near future. The plutonium loading will give valuable 
heal information on breeding and control behavior, and will pro- 
d e  other nuclear engineering data. 
The development of the second Experimental Breeder Reactor 
EBR-2) is well underway. The plant will be sodium-cooled, and 

=ill generate 62.5 megawatts of heat, and produce 15,000 kilowatts 
 more of electricity. 

A one-half scale, non-nuclear mechanical model of the EBRA was 
d t  at the Argonne National Laboratory. The model operated suc- 
-*lly and demonstrated the technical feasibility of operating 
amisms under sodium at temperatures of 700" F. The hydraulic 
anctmistics of the sodium-coolant system and the performance and 
*:ability of the electromagnetic coolant pumps are being determined. 
C5utruction of the EBR-2 is scheduled to start in 1956 a t  the 
Ptional Reactor Testing Station. The reactor is due to be in opera- 
* at full power in calendar year 1959. 
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Homogeneous Beactors 

4 homogeneous reactor is one in xliich the fuel material is erenlr 
mixed throughout the moderator. Aqueous homogeneous ~ w t o $  
me attractive for the production of power because the fluid state of 
the fuel and the unique quality of heavy water as a moderator makf 
1)ossiible such desirable characteristics as high power densit? and ion 
fuel iiiyent ory, continuous renioral of fission products and radiation 
damage prcducts, high degree of nuclear stability, elimination of fuel 
eleineiit fabrication, eliinination of control rods, and simple mechani- 
cal design. 

Aqueous Iioniogeneous reactors are classified as one-region-if tIw? 
1 issi 011 able and fertile in uteri als are uniformly mixed-r t zuo-regiart- 
if the fissionable ni:iterial is in  R core, surrounded by a blanket of 
fertile material in n shell. They are also classified as cir~zdaati~5 
f ue?  c,r bm'/;n~y. depeidiiig upon the method of removing heat. 

I'riiiiary ~*esponsibilit~ for t lie aqueous homogeneous reactor prrt. 
giwn is assignect to the Oak Eiclge Kational Laboratory where tbe 
IIoiiiogeneous Reactor Experiment KO. 1 (HRE-1) was designed ad 
coiistructed, and in 1954 clismnntlt.d after 2 years of successful o p -  
tion. 
periment KO. 2 (HBE-.), n tn-o-region system. 

The objectives of the HEE-2 are: to denionstrate that a hOrrw 

geiieous reactor of iiioclerate size (:an be operated with the contifiuiF 

The program is now focusecl on the Homogeneous Reactor 
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a powerplant ; to establish the reliability of engineering 
~ n l l ~  co1q)onents of a size vi-hicli can be adapted to full-scale 

13nts ; to evaluate equipment iiiocIifications leading to sinqdi- 
ecoiiomy ; to test simplified maintenance procedures, par- 

lfll.ll. lllainteiiance under water : and to develop a i d  test methods 

,lirt.d of 
rinl- fi"l 

nlilfr 

i g d ' P  . ~ 

ptlOnL 

t$U the * ,olltiliuous removal of fiuL -ion and coyrosion contaminants. 
fQ1' I'oIistr,l,-tion of tlie HRE-2 is sclreduled for completion early in 

Following the usual niechanical aiid leak testing, the reactor ]$is6 
be put into operation m-ith onl_v heavy water in the blanket sys- 

Tile fuel will be in a dilute solution of u r a n ~ l  sulfate (about ,gill 

ercellt uranium 235) in heavy water. Operation is expected to t i W  

@ P  ,,ntillue with this combination for a iiiiiiiiiiuiii of G months to estab- 

lish reliability of operation and to test the effectiveness of continu- 
For  the latter purpose, a chemi- 

CiU- 

nl P 
this period the power output of the reactor probably will 

10 megawatts of heat. Later, modification for  opera- 
rion at higher power is contemplated. I n  further testing it is planned 
touse a blanket consisting of a suspension of thorium oxide in heavy 

ter. 
Tile HRE-2 core tank which is also a pressure vessel and a blast 

.hie],j, has been fabricated and tested by Kewport Xem-s Shipbuilding 
sfid Dry Dock (20.. and shipped to Oak Ridge. The low-pressure 
fi1&gstern assembly and low-pressure blanket-system assembly mere 
mounted and operated on test stands to check their performance. The 
pactor cell structure was finished and tested satisfactorily at  design 
pressure. All component fabrication is now complete. 

Tbe Penns_vlrania Power & Light Co. and the JTestingl~ouse Elec- 
tric Corp. notified tlie Conimission that thev are working on the de- 
telopmellt of a full-scale homogeneous atomic poll-erplant which will 
etilize teclinology to be developed in the Oak Ridge program. 

In addition to the program at the Oak Ridge R'ational Laboratory, 
n-nrk on the development of aqueous homogeneous reactors using 
ann11 phosphate solution and a different mechanical arrangement 
WPS undertaken at tlie Los Alanios Scientific Laboratory. The pres- 
ant effort is directed tom-ard two concepts: the first, the Los ,41amos 
?'mer Reactor Experiment (LAPRE) KO. IT will employ a circu- 
%Ling pump; tlie second, tlie LAPRE KO. 2, will depend on natural 
i-im!ction to circulate the fuel. KO. 1 will generate fairly high 
Pressure steam and have a thermal output of 2 megawatts. NO. 2 mill 
Produce a lower pressu1.e steam and have a thermal output of about 
'-4 megawatts : no electricit!. will be generated. Both of these Power 
ee~ctor Experiments are expected to be critical in early 1956. The 

involved are of the "test tube'? t;vpe, so-called because of 

~ cllenlical extraction processes. 
ilot-plant is attached directly to the reactor. 

1 0  

i 
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the tall cylindrical pressure vessel which contains not only tile fuel 

steam. Thus, circulation of the higlily radioactive fuel solution 
side the pressure vessel is avoided. 

solution but also the heat exchanger or boiler for the generatio of 

Other Reactor Concepts 

0 ryank-Noderat cd Reat or E x p e r h e  nt. The Colnmission began 
negotiations with Atomics International, KAA, Inc., of DoKner, 
Calif ., to  undertake jointly the sponsorship of an organic-&foderati 
Reactor Experiment (OMRE) to be conducted a t  the Natiohal R e- 
actor Testing Station. The estimated cost of the initial pllase of the 
project is $1.8 million. 

The experiment, using the hydrocarbon diphenyl as moderator- 
coolant, will carry forward research done for the Commission br 
North American Aviation. The use of organic compounds as react& 
moderators and coolants has several potential advantages-low ill- 
c?uced radioactivity, low corrosion of fuel elements, and high boilin,, 
point which makes high temperature systems possible. The present 
experiment (to generate 5 to 15 megawatts of heat) is designed t,-, 

- simulate conditions of heat transfer, temperature, and coolant flea 
contemplated for a practical power reactor. 

The Worth American proposal was selected as the best of five sUt- 
mitted to the Commission as a result of AEC’S expressed interst in 
this technology. 

b 

Liquid Metal-Fuel Reactor. A reactor using a molten metal as it 

carrier for uranium is believed capable of operating at  high tempem- 
tures and relatively low pressures. The temperatures may be high 
enough so that the steam conditions are comparable to those in modern 
conventional generating plants. For  several years the Brookharm 
R’ational Laboratory has conducted fundamental research on the ap- 
plication of this concept to practical reactor systems. 

A technical team under The Babcock and Wilcox Go. completed B 

study of the Brookhaven National Laboratory data and calculations 
as applied to a reactor concept using graphite as modertxtor and 
a uranium solution in liquid bismuth as fuel. The study concludd 
that “the wide flexibility in design and the economic potentialitis of 
the Liquid Metal-Fueled Reactor (LMFR) concept justify eff orb to 
conduct aggressirely the necessary research and development r e q u i d  
to bring a full-scale plant into existence.” 

The construction and test operation of 8 small reactor experiment 
explore this concept is being considered,. 

Other promising types of power reactors are being inrestiPtd* 
including the gas-cooled type. 
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INDUSTRIAL PARTICIPATION 

47 

er ~~,,,,o&ration Reactor3 Program 
rtrlr 

In seytember the Coinmissioii issued its second invitation to private 
$dustry under the Power Demonstration Reactor Program for pro- 

to develop, design, construct, and operate power reactors in a 
of capacities to demonstrate the practical value of such units for 

d to nuclear powerplants in the following ranges : 5,000 to 10,000, 
&e 1o o o ~  to 20,000, and 20,000 to 40,000 kilowatts of electricity. Closing 
&L for receipt of proposals is February 1,1956. 
' The invitation was extended to individual organizations or to groups 

panizations representing private or publicly-owned utilities, of 0 b 
uipment manufacturers, or others. 
The Commission will evaluate the proposals on a competitive basis f+l 

d&in &e limits of funds and materials available. The Commission 
aNept one or several proposals, or it may find that none is av 

,cceptable. I n  addition to the types of assistance which the Com- 
mission indicated that it would consider offering in connection with 
tfia January 1955 invitation, it would also consider in this second 
rogan1 financing and retaining title to all or part of the reactor P 

pstem. 
cnder the Commission's original request for proposals last January 

fpp, 41-43 Eighteenth Semiannual Report, January-June 1955), four 
pposals for reactor plants with a combined electrical capacity of 
j jj,OW kilowatts were received. 

During July the Commission authorized the General Manager to 
proceed with contract negotiations with two of the proposing organi- 
zations-the Detroit Edison Co. and associates, which proposed a fast 
b d e r  reactor plant with 100,000 kilowatts capacity to be completed 
in late 1959, and the Commonwealth Edison Co. and associates which 
proposed a boiling mater reactor plant of 180,000 kilowatts capacity 
to be completed. in 1960. The Commonwealth Edison proposal was 
!der considered solely an application for a license since no Govern- 
ment assistance was sought. 

The Commission also determined that the proposals submitted by 
the Consumers Public Power District of Columbus, Webr., and the 
Tanlree Atomic Electric Co. did not constitute acceptable bases for 
fontpact negotiations under the criteria established for the power dem- 
!&ration reactor program. Accordingly, in response to Commission 
!etation both proposals were revised and resubmitted for Commis- 
:lOn consideration. 

On October 27 the Commission announced that the revised proposal 
O f t h a  qomuners District could be accepted as a basis for miltract 

p & l S  

@e @mercial use. The invitation called for  proposals especially di- 

i 
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T o r k  was begun on inodifications to the prototype Submnr.iI1e ~i~ 
inal Keactor (STX) Mark 1 at  the Xationxl Reactor Testing s;tatK- 
in Idaho to change i t  to x test facility for investigating new d p r r l ~ ~ ~  
inents in technology, design, and operation of improred ~ n t e ~ - c c ~ &  
nuclear pom-erplunts. This work is being performed by the \Ve&= 
house Electric Corp. and the Electric Boat Division of Geiiertll Lk 
nainics Corp. While this work is being performed, the protot1p 1 * 
is being refueled after 2y2 years of operation. 

The USS A'l'ccufi7zi,q. powered by the Submarine Tliernial R 
SIarli: 11, has steamed iii escess of 25:OOO miles, during a large p 
of m-liich it was totally submerged. The Knutilus also cruised. 
merged, froni Xew Imidon, Conn., to Sail Juan, Puerto Eico. :I 4~ 
taiice of inore tlian 1,300 miles, in M 1ioiu.s at an arerage speed of st 
16 knots. 

'rlie subiiiarine Intermediate Reactor (SIR) illark A the 1 a ~  
Lasecl prototype nuclear pon-erplant for tlie subniarinr Z ~ C Z V J ~ .  E: 

being test-operateci for tlie ,-IEC! at West Milton, 5. I-.? b? t l ~  G w ~  

The reactor continued to  operate satisfactorilx. 
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co. The SIR Mark I3 v-liicli will power the submarine is 
b~ the same conipany at the AEC's Iinvlls Atomic 

i,ilife' Lnboratory, Sclienectact~-, S. I-. The subniarine vliich was p*'er in July is being fitted out a t  the Electric Boat Pivision of 
]$IIllC ' 
*fie C m] Electric is also continuing to generate electricity from sur- ge@ 
I'llls 

from Mark A with the turbine generator installeci and 01)- 
by the company at  no cost to the Government. However, since 

oner in excess of the Commission's needs is being generated at  e* 

ljilton, the contract Trith the Siagara-Blo1iaw-k Power Co. for t10 P 
lwt of the resultant electrical output m-liich expired on October 11 has 
ipdle tint k e n  renewed. 

public bodies and cooperatives entitled to preference in disposition 
poxer under section 44 of tlie -4toniic Energy Act of 1934 have 

indicated an interest in the power but have not been able to make ar- 
mments for its transmission. I n  an effort to afford every possible 

@E fiunity to these groups to obtain the advantages of the preference 
ronsions of the Act, they were given until February 1, 1956, to P &nit firm proposals for the purcliase of West Milton power a t  the 

blls bar a t  the established price of 3 mills per kilowatt-hour. Ala7 1, 
19j6, aas  establislied as  the date by which tlie customer must obtaiii 
rl1e means of taking and delivering the power sold. 

\fork on the Submarine 9dvanced Reactor (SAR) contillued at  
the Knolls A4toniic Power LaboratorF. Earth was nzoyed at Jvest 
gilton, N. 17., in preparation of the site for construction of test facili- 
ties for the prototype of this nuclear propulsion plant. This proto- 
type ail1 be constructed in tlie area adjacent to the Submarine Inter- 
niediate Reactor, 3Iark A. 

On July 15 the -1EC contracted with Combustioii Engineering, Inc., 
for design and de\-elopment work on tlie Subinarine Reactor Sniall 
project. 

Ele't'ic 

Dynamics Co., Groton, Conn. 

@PP* 

Design and clerelopnieii t ~ - o r k  on the Large Ship Reactor (LSR ) 
mntinued a t  tlie nettis Plant at  Pittsburgh, Pa., by the IVestinghouse 
Ellectric Corp. under AEC contract. Coiistructioii of tlie prototype 
for this project will c'oninimce in the spring at the Kational Reactor 
Tasting Station in Idaho. A contract for the architect-engineering 
k9rk  for the piwtotype was an-:lrcied to -4rtliur G. 31cKee and c/o. of 
Q e ~ l a n d ,  Ohio. The Sewport KeT1-s Shipbuilding and Dry Dock 

ras avarded a contract to perform tlie design of the special ship- 
c ~ d  features of the prototype plant. 
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ARMY REACTORS PROGRAM 

The objective of the army reactors progranl is the development iJf 
and land-based package reactor sTstems suitable for meeting heat 

power requirements of the military services in remote areas. 
The program now includes two major developinent pro jectLtl 

Army Package Poxver Reactor (APPR-1) and the Ar, w ~ n n e  rJ0, 
Power Reactor ( ALPR) . 

it- 

Army Package Power Reactor (APPR-I) 

Construction of the plant, which will employ a pressurized lvater 
reactor and be capable of producing 1,825 kilowatts of electricity, 
begun at  Fort Belvoir, Va., on October 5-  Alto Products, Inc., is tile 
prime contractor. Completion date of the guaranteed performanw 
lump-sum contract was advanced by 5 months to July 10, 1957, bF 
contract amendment. 

Development work supporting military pressurized water reactor 
systems continued. This work included heat transfer tests at colum- 
bia University, critical experiments at the Oak Ridge Kational Labor- 
atory (ORNL), and fuel element irradiation tests a t  ORNL 2nd tilp 
National Reactor Testing Station. 

d?*gonne Low Power Reactor (ALPR) 

I n  K’ovember cz project was established leading to a boiling lieter,+ 
geneous reactor powerplant for military use, having an output of 
about one-tenth that of the APPR-1. A 1-year derelopment and en- 
0 wineering design program m-as initiated at  the Argonne National Lait- 
oratory to permit earl7 construction. Selection of a contractor is ir! 
progress. 

Preliminary design studies on advanced reactor svsteins for erentua! 
application to military and civilian use were completed, and mnteridt 
development work was initiated. Preliminary design of a prop*{ 
reactor experiment to furnish experimental data for incorporahB 
into reactor engineering designs vas begun. 

Conceptual design studies of mry  sinal1 reactor systems to m e 1  
additional requirements continued with the completion of a stud? b 
the Glenn L. Martin Co., Baltimore, hld. Snnderson and Porter* 
Eiigineers, Kew Tork City, under contract to the Engineer EeseaEh 

GE 
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eyelopent Laboratories, Fort Belvoir, Va., c.ompleted pre- 
d D  design of a small, gas-turbine powerplant suitable for use 

, ,ucle;~~ reactor. ISinarS 
,ith a 

A 4 ~ ~ c ~ ~  REACTORS P R O G R ~ ~ ~  

aircraft nuclear propulsion program was accelerated, and the 
ecfi for nuclear-powered flight continued to show promise. Th 

pm!ruction of initial test facilities a t  the aircraft nuclear test area con3 
T tional Reactor Testing Station was completed and some test 

$ the ha  mrlr @-enced. The Aircraft Nuclear Propulsion Department of 
eneml Electric Co. is the operating contractor. 
a e  early fall, design and construction work began on a new 

$r Fo rce plant and laboratory at  Middletown, Conn., which mill 
ble Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Division to enter more extensively 

tns 
the aircraft nuclear propulsion program. The facility will be 
for both AEC and Air Force work. 

G 

GENERAL ENGINEERING ANI) DET~ELOPBIENT 

gajor emphasis continued to be placed on the solution of problenis 
&bg from the handling and disposing of high level radioactive 
sste. Chemical plants which process irradiated fuel elements are 
tfte chief source of these wastes. 

*it the Brookhaven National Laboratory, the pilot plant for the 
b t i o n  of radioactivity on montmorillonite clay continued "hot" 
*ration to provide data for possible application to full-scale plants. 
+plication of this technique to various types of wastes from fuel 
pming  is being studied. A t  the Johns Hoplcins University, in- 
mjgations were started on the fixation of fission product wastes on 
lqdrated aluminosilicates. 

The Oak Ridge n'ational Laboratory worked on the fixing of 
doactivity in mixtures of natural earth materials such as limestone, 
&e, and sodium carbonate. The use of radioactive dewy heat in 
momplishing this fixation is also under investigation. Fixation 
rndies were also carried out at the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, 
%me National Laboratory, and at the chemical processing plant 
&:the National Reactor Testing Station. 

The possibilities of ocean disposal were considered by a meeting of 
dhr3' oceanographic experts at the Woods Hole Oceanographic 
b t u t e .  This conference resulted in the conclusion that a number of 

: ; ( - * I  I 
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oceanographic questioiis must lx ans\I*erecl before tlle feasjlJilir, . Of 
SL1c.h ctisposal can be assessed. 

collfereiice of geologists. petrolruiii tiigineers, : i n d  otl,er 
&atb. 

pl1yvsicul experts a t  Priiicet 011 I-nii-ersit;v considered for tile (. 
''11,- 

missioll tlie possiibiIities of uiidergro1u1cl disposa1. Thej  c o n ~ ~ l , , , j ~ f j  

that sucll direct disposal inay be tec1iiiicdI;v feasible in c1 
f orinations containing stagnant brines, in spaces formed by dissolmic,, 
in salt beds or salt domes, in excavations in inlpernieable 
under certain conditions, in uiisaturated zones at  CollSiderable diF- 

tances above the water table. 
required before this kiiid of disposal can be 13"t 011 a practictll, 
tinuously operating basis. 

Disposing of wastes by pumping thein into wells drilled for 
purpose was investigated at the Cnirersitp of  California. >Iajqr 
effort on this project was directed to study of the reaction betwbt- 
radioactive materials and standard earth materials. 

Oak Ridge Kational Laboratory continued its inrestiga,tion of the 
iise of surface pits excavated in the Coiiesanga shale formation frir 

direct disposal of high level radioactive wastes to the earth, 
Eyalu~t ion of tlie dilution factors in streams with respect to if,% 

level wastes was continued by Harnrcl University and the Teplnrtl, 
logical Institute of Sortliwestern University. At RSassaclmsett Ir,- 
stitute of Technology, fall-out data collected during the 19% weaI,t,tjs 
test at the Kevada Test Site in 25 water supply systems tlircqllOUt 
the country \\-ere coiiipiled and interpretation was begun. It wb 
apparent that nowhere did radioactivity concentrations reach leysl. 

m-hic11 woulcl create a public health problem. 
At tlie TI'. S. Bureau of Mines, design work progressed on in&- 

erators for disposing 30 and 100 pounds per hour of combustibk 
wastes contaniinated with low-level radioactivity. 
started by the Harvard Air Cleaning Laboratory. 

Two nia jor conferences attended prininrily by _4EC and contraeta: 
persolillel v-ei*p held-the Fourth h n u a l  AEC ,4ir Cleaning Confer- 
ence at A$i-goliiie Sntional Laboratoi-y aiicl the Third Saiiitar;v E I ~  
lieering 6oi~fei~enc.e a t  the Robert ,4. Taft  Sanitary Engineeriaz 
Celiter of tlie 1'. S. Public Health Service, Cincinnati. The 
nleetiiig, spo1isore(1 jointly with the C. S. Public Health Serrke. & 
\>-as atte~idecl by st ate public health representatii-es. 

''1) 

es ah& 

Ho~\-ever, much del-elopmellt \Tork 

t. 

The design 

Construct ion of the first Special Power Excursion Reactor Td 
f acilit#y (SPERT-I) and reniote control center were completed 2t * 
Kationd Eeactor Testing Station. This unit is an unpressuik 
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v,ter-miierated heterogeneous reactor with nluiiiinuiii clad, 
,gilt. lk enriched uranium fuel plates. The reactor, operated for the 

{ O l V  q ,&sion by the Phillips Petroleum Co., is similar to the Borax 
L@eliberat,&j destroyed in a transient test in 195-1. The fuel elements, 
l d  are more rugged in design to better withstand violent 
b,gerer: 

-lire, surges. 
Col,struction COlltillUed a t  SRllta SLlSCzlltL, Calif .? 011 R parallel f a d -  
for trnn~ie~it  testiiig of small honiogeiieous reactors. This facility, 

the Kinetic Experiment on T7’ater Boilers (KEWB) , will be 

frw 

for the AEC by North American Aviation, Inc. 
,Iler 

VUst the Coniinissioii decided to undertake with Government 
fuIlds tile constructioii tind operation of an Engineering Test Reactor 
I E ~ ~ )  at  the Kational Reactor Testing Station where facilities 
slre:ldy exist for auxiliary services. Two private industry proposals 
to t,uild this type of reactor. were uiia.cceptable to the Goreriimeiit 
ilir 

Fqor  es;lmple, both proposals required indemnification by the AEC 
fop persold injuries and property damage arising from atomic haz- 
ads n.Ilicli could not be covered by insurance, whereas the Atomic 
E l l e r a  Act vould require the owner of the reactor to hold the 
r;merlment harmless from any damages resulting from the use of 
. F i a l  nuclear ma terids. 

fll addition, both asked that the AEC guarantee payment of per- 
,.t,lluges of operating costs (iucluding.amortizatio.ii) and profit to a 

approacliing coniini tments which the Commission would have 
fo make under cost-type contracts for construction and operation of 
a ETR as a Gorerninent facility. Furtherniore, the estimated costs 
to the Government over the periods for which guarantees were re- 
quested were substantially in excess of the estimated cost of con- 
awing and operatiiig the ETR nest to the Materials Testing Ite- 
m r  a t  the il’ational Reactor Testing Station. 

.\ti engineering test reactor is urgently needed to provide irradia- 
:;on facilities for the development of reactor components for iiiilitarx 
a d  civilian power reactors. Existing facilities are not suitable for 
t T h m L d  work requiring relatively large spaces in areas with high 
:eutron intensities, 

calrceptual design of the ETR was prepared by the Atamic Energy 
!)Irision, Phillips Petroleum Co. Architect-en~neerin,a and con- 
qnlction are being done by the Kaiser Engineers Division of the 
‘enT J. Ihiser Ch. Kuclear design of the reactor core and facilities 

the tank is being perforinecl by the Atomic Power Equipmelit 

In Aue 

nuniber of reasons. 

3fl@16O--gg-_s 
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Department of the General Electric Co. under contract t o  &is,* 
Overall cost of the reactor is estimated at $15 million. I t  is scheduled 
for completion early in 1957. 

The core of the ETR will contain a number of experimental hole, 
%, capable of accepting reactor fuel elements and other cornpone 

These holes will range up to 9 inches square and extend completely 
through the core and reflector. Nearly all will be provided with &- 
cilities outside the reactor tank, such as pumps, heat exchangers, Sam. 
pling equipment and clean-up systems. These will form loops 
which tests may be conducted a t  temperatures, pressures, and Other 
operating conditions similar to those which the materials undergoing 
testing might experience in actual reactor applications. 

The reactor-to operate st a power level of 175 megawatts of heat, 
will be light-water-moderated and -cooled, and will be fueled bv 
uranium enriched in the isotope 235. 

Materia& 2’estin.g Reactor 

Power level of the Materials Testing Reactor was raised from 
30 megawatts of heat to 40 megawatts September 26, with a mrre 
sponding increase in the usable thermal neutron flux from approxi. 
mately 3.5 x 10f4 to 4.5 x l W 4  neutrons per square centimeter 
second, and the reactor has been routinely operated at  that level sine 
that time. The increase enables the reactor to handle a greater 
perimental load by making more high flux space available and, in 
some cases, shortening irradiation time. 

The reactor has been operating at  capacity, particularly Kith 
spect to the experimental holes providing the highest flux, The 
MTR is used both by AEC laboratories and private experimenters- 
with greatest emphasis being placed on experiments furthering the 
reactor development program. However, its high flux enables it to 
produce radioactive isotopes of greater intensity than is possible 
elsewhere. 

A contract has been entered into between the Phillips Petrolem 
Co. which operates the Materials Testing Reactor under contract to the 
AEC, and The Babcock and Wilcox Go., New York City, for tbe 
commercial fabrication of reactor fuel elements on a fixed-price basis 
The 325 fuel assemblies covered by the contract price of $90,766 fl 
to be fabricated a t  a new Babcock and Wilcox plant at  LynchbW 
Va. First deliveries are to be made in July 1956. 

Ultimately, the contract will free Oak Ridge Katiunttl Laborat@?* 
which has been providing the fuel assemblies, of a routine manu- 
facturing load, and at the same time will contribute to the develop 
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During August the Argonne National Laboratory placed into op- 
tion a large irradiation facility for studies of the effects of gamma 

@ %tion on foods and other materials. The facility utilizes spent 
fuel elements as an intense source of gamma radiation. Twelve 

ents, each of which provides more than 100,000 curies of radiation, dm used, These elements are replaced a t  frequent intervals in order 
,intain a minimum radiation intensity of one million roentgens 

Dar hour. Sixty number-two cans of material can be irradiated a t  

a& 
fl* 

€0 

;De time* 
n e  facility is available to non-BEC organizations as a part of the 

c , s s i o n ' s  program of providing assistance to industrial concerns, 
dawt,ional institutions, and Government agencies, for the develop- 
ment of peacetime uses of atomic energy. One of the principal users 
& the Army Quartermaster Corps which has recently begun a broad 
audy of the sterilization of food by irradiation. 

EDUCATTON AND ~ I N I N U  ASSISTANCE 

For some time the Atomio Energy Commission has been concerned 
ai& the shortage of engineers, in particular of nuclear engineers, and 
with the adverse effect the accumulating shortage will have on the de- 
Rlopment of a large nuclear power industry in the United States. 
.k surrey of training and, manpower requirements in the atomic 

energy industry for the next 3 years was completed during the period 
of this report. Data were collected from 201 industrial concerns 
haring an established or potential interest in atomic power applica- 
tions and from AEC Operations Offices and prime contractors. This 
survey showed that in the next 3 years in the United States alone there 
will  be an annual demand for approximately 2,000 engineers and 
sientists-mostly engineers-in the atomic power field. Of these 
%oOO, it is expected that approximately 1,200 will already be trained 
in nuclear technology. 

There are in the United States approximately 5,000 engineers and 
gfientists effectively trained to  work in this new industry. Present 
nuclear educational and training programs of all types are geared to 

out fewer than 500 engineers and scientists annually. As a con- 
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sequence, on the basis of the short range requirements abne, th ere i, 
an immediate need to expand education and training capacity, 

Recognizing this need, the Commission recently adopted Policia 
aimed at  helping expand the capacitj of universities and coliem frJ; 

producing nuclear engineers in particlllar and thus partially to 
viate the shortage. In  the longer range of 10 to 20 years, additional 
education facilities in this field undoubtedly will be required. . 

Research Reactor Assistance 

and The Commission continued its policy of assisting nonprofit 
educational institutions in the construction an4 operation of research 
reactors. This assistance consists of waiving use charges on special 
nuclear materials and heavy water. In  addition, no charge is to 
inade for special nuclear materials consumed in the operation of Ip- 
search and training reactors. The &mmission will also PIQcide 

QtS, funds or services without charge for the fabrication of fuel elem 
preparation of fuel solutions and replacement and reprmes&g of 
used fuel elements and neutron sources. 

The fuel elements of the pool-type research reactor a t  the 3hlnST1, 
\-:lnia State IJniversity were furnished under this policcv. This ~ ‘ c & , ~  
is now operating at  a power level of 100 kilowatts and is scheduled to 

be raised to 1,000 kilon-atts in the near future. 
The “water boiler” homogeneous reactor a t  North Carolina Stat, 

College was out of commission for some time for replacement of 
the main reactor core vessel, made necessary by corrosion caused by 
the uranium fuel solution. Repairs hare been completed and the k. 
actor is operating again. 

The University of 3lichigan is building a pool-type research re- 
actor. Uassachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, IInss., h i -  

completed the design of a. heavy water research reactor. 
A proposal has been received from Washington State Unirersitj 

requesting the AEC to supply fuel elements for a snTimming pi 
research reactor. In addition to the assistance available under the 
new policy, the University also seeks financial assistance in construc- 
tion. The request is being considered. 

Subcriti;cal Facility ,4ssistance 

Although reactors are important training tools, subcritical reactors 
or assemblies, are excellent for many nuclear physics and, engin&% 
laboratory experiments. The AEC adopted a policy of assistan* tG 

nonprofit educational institutions planning to acquire such facilitie . .  
1% purposes. $*w 4-Vnl- l  

:-!( Jc-):,!-Jg ’ h  
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a,&stmce arailable cuiuists of loaning the source material, 
ial nuclear n l < ~ r i a l ,  or other needed specid materials without 

SF Such loans are subject to availability of materials S e w  &mP fork anivers i t~~ was the first recipient of such a loan and the sub- 
iticd msembly constructed with the materials loaned was shibitpd 

cr Nuclear EnergS Congress in Cleveland, Ohio, during Decem- 
pt filassachusetts Institute of Teclmology has also asked for mate- w* rid for such an assembly and requests from other educational 
institutions are expected. . 

T~ assist universities in building qualified st ail's to teaoh nuclear 
crineering, the Conmission has arranged for tlie School of Nuclear e n ,  piace and Engineering at h-gonne National Laboratory to hold a 

i21 short course for college faculty members in the summer of .F 1956. This course will be under the joint sponsorship of the AEC, 
the sational sci,ence Foundation, the American Society for  Engi- 
mrillg Education, and Korthwestern University. Beginning the 
latter part of June and lasting 2 months, it will include nuclear 
phrsics, nuclear en@eering, separation chemistry, nietallury, and 
&W subjects. Sixty facultg members from a number of colleges 
rind universities can be accommodated. 

other Types of Assistame Planned 

Funding for several ot,her types of assistance is sought in tlie 
*dent's budget for 1957, nom before the Congress. The aim is 
@increase the numbers of men and women trained for the work of 
*he Forring atomic energy program and nuclear power industry. 

In August, 8-1 students were graduated from the 1954-55 session 
sif the Commission's Oak Ridge School of Xeactor Technology, a 1- 
war graduate-level course run at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory. 
of the 51 sponsored students, 33 returned to tlie AEC or to military 
mtractors, and 18 to tlie military services and other Governineut 
PhCieS. Of the 33 unspnwred students, 30 accepted employment 
51th the AEC or with military contractors, and tlie other 3 accepted 
mphynient with Government agencies. Wi tli the completion of the 
354-55 session, the school had graduated 374 men. The 1955-56 ses- 

commenced in September wit11 95 students. 

j 

! 
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A r g o n w  SchoZ of NucZear Science and Engifieering 

Twenty-two United States students-18 sponsored by industry ¶ U  

from the AEC and 1 from the Rural Electrification Administration, 
were among the 62 students enrolled in the second ?-month uncltlssi 
lied course in the School of Nuclear Science and Engineering at the 
Argonne Kational Laboratory. This training f aci1it.y was designed 
originally to fulfill the Government commitments under the Inkrna- 
tional Atoms-for-Peace program (see International Affairs). 

Physical Research 
During the past 6 months, the Commission’s p1nysical research pro- 
gram continued to  make significant contributions to fundament4 
knowledge of atomic energy and the related sciences- As a result of 
these recent accomplishments the horizons for future research have 
been widened. The research is carried on a t  the AEC’S laboratoria 
and through an off -site program that utilizes the scientific manpoaer 
and capabilities of universities and private laboratory contractom_. 
At  all of these sites, important on-the-job training of scientists and 
technicians is being combined with the Commission’s research Rork. 
Below are reported findings in the physical research program illustra. 
tive of developments during this report period. 

PHYSICS 

H i g h  Energy  Physics 

Significant progress was made in the use and development of a- 
celerators for research in high energy physics. 

At Brookhaven, research with the cosmotron increased steadilr in 
scope and the machine is now operating on 3 shifts, 5 days per ~ e e k  
A great deal of the research is done by physicists from collaborating 
universities. A large part of their effort is now devoted to the stud! 
of unstable particles, including heavy mesons and hyperons? 

Design and construction of the alternating gradient synchrotron gt 

Brookhaven is progressing satisfactorily. The diameter of the mag- 
net ring has been set a t  842 feet. This dimension will provide 
energy of at least 25 billion electron volts. It is estimated that 
maximum attainable energy may reach 33 Bev, if the magnetic 
erties of the magnet steel can be quality-controlled in large sede 
production. 

‘ See page 35, Sixteenth Semiannual Report to Congress (January-Julr 1954). 
I 1 4  - 8  
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important advance in this program is the successful opera- 
This is an experimental alternating- 

machine which accelerates electrons rather than protons. 
study orbit dynamics, it is 45 feet in diameter, has an aper- 
-8 inch square, and has very strong focusing. Operation of 

e has already provided much experience in the handling 
g gradient machines and has confirmed the calculation 

of orbits for the larger machine. 
:\he university of California Radiation Laboratory in Berkeley, 
* 

erformance of the bevatron was improved significantly as a 
ult of modifications to all of the accelerator components. Addi- 

res and improvements were also made to the target area, the beam 
and tracing facilities, and the automatic programming 

the electron analogue. 

ne most important result of research performed with the bevatron 
a+g this report period was the discovery of the antiproton. Identi- 
fistion of the particle was achieved by a team of UCRL physicists 
tomposed of Drs. Owen Chamberlain, Emilio Segre, Clyde Wiegand, 
m,j nomas Ypsilantis. The help of Herbert Shiner and the coopera- 
tion of Dr. Edward Lofgren, physicists in charge of the bevatron, 
aE instrumental in the discovery. 

@kction of the antiproton fulfills one of the important purposes 
for ahich the multi-billion volt bevatron was constructed. The exis- 

of antiprotons has been a basic tenet of generally accepted 
nuclear theory for a quarter of a century. Despite continuing experi- 
mats with cosmic rays, however, the particle had not been detected. 
The long lapse between the prediction of the antiproton and its dis- 
awry had brought into question the validity of the most basic con- 
q t s  of nuclear properties. This elimination of uncertainty about 
r,ne of the cornerstones of nuclear theory is the discovery's most 
inportant feature. 

The antiproton does not exist in the atomic nucleus, which is com- 
wed of only protons and neutrons. Rather, it is born in some high 
QUO nuclear event, such as a collision resulting from bombardment 
of targets by protons accelerated in the bevatron. Until the bevatron 
Zas constructed, nuclear bombardments of sufficient energy to create 
@@rotons could not be achieved. 

To produce the new particle, protons are accelerated in the beva- 
hn to 6.2 billion electron volts. These particles are directed at a 
W t  of copper inside the bevatron chamber. When a proton of this 
~W strikes a neutron or proton of one of the copper atoms, the 

", 1-1 (1) 2, I , (7 (2 



Tlie 86-inch cyclotron at the Oak Ridge Xational Laboratory haj 
been used in denionstrating that many interesting radioisotope; can 
be produced economically and in large quantities. The unusually 
large currents of high-energy protons generated in this cyclotron 
i i inke it a versatile tool for use in basic nuclear research; they a1m 
malie it ai1 unusually effective machine for the production of certain 
radioisotopes which are tliemselyes useful tools in medical and biolqi- 
cal research. 

The cyclotron, completed in 1951, routinely produces currents j to 
10 times larger than those available from other cyclotrons, and ii! 

11miy cases the protons are more effective for isotope production than 
the deuterons coinnionl~ andable  in other cyclotrons. Hence. the 
isotope production rates are higher and the isotope costs lower. 

Production of radioisotopes in the Oak Ridge Kational Laborator! 
cyclotron complements, rather than competes with, radioisotope pnt- 
duction in nuclear reactors. Whereas reactors produce isotopes con- 
taining n surplus of neutrons, the cyclotron is especially useful in pm 
ctuciiig the neutron-deficient isotopes. Since the latter are produad 
by traiisniutation from another chemical element, they can usu&' br 
chemically separated from the original target material so that tlir 
p&ict is of high purity and very high specific activity. 
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reduction rates of a number of radioisotopes have been ob- 
flit11 the 86-inch cyclotron: including the following : beryllium 

Yiiuorine 18, manganese 54, cobalt 5’7, zirconium 65, cadmium 109, 
‘ 9  74, and gallium 67. @nit commercial processing and distribution of cyclotron-produced 

dioisotopes by the Oak Ridge Kational Laboratory have been dis- 

recessed and distributed through industrial laboratories. The 
cjl cyclotron will continue to be available? liovcerer, to aiiy quali- pep 

$in 
&$j gm*P for service bombardments (without processing) where the 

hills offers unique advantages and can be used without interfer- 
I@ 
en@ 

pig11 P 

Hntinued. rit The isotopes produced in tlie cyclotroii in the future will 

the research program. 

t‘crrtpon Physics 

For 2 number of years, the Keutron Cross Section Compilation 
at Brookhaven has collected and evaluated the numerous cross GmUP 

~ , j o l l s  that are important to nuclear theory and reactor develop- 
ments. The results of this work have appeared in the cross section 
,,pilation AECU-2040, published in 1952, together with various 
- ;up+elnents. A new edition af the compilation, containing many 
,,,]v-declassified results regarding fissionable isotopes was prepared 

p a r  and distributed at  the Geneva Conference on the Peaceful 
of Atomic Energy. This new edition, BNL-325, also contains 

j8b on resonance parameters and inelastic ssattering, which did not 
q p a r  in AECU-2040. (For sale by Office of Technical Services, 
Department of Commerce, Washington 25, D. C.)  

Because of the cooperation of other countries, it was possible to  
prepare in advance an addendum to BR’L-325, containing cross sec- 
&ms to be presented at the International Conference on the Peaceful 
ks of Atomic Energy, so that the addendum was available for 
distribution at Geneva. At the Geneva Conference, scientists from 
I number of countries, including the Union of Soviet Socialist Repub- 
~ C S ,  combined their results to obtain a set of world’s average cross 
wtions of the fissionable isotopes uranium 233, uranium 235, and 
pluhnium 239. The establislnnent of these cross sections is an exam- 
ple of the cooperation exhibited a t  Geneva, and will be of vdue  in 
~ @ i n g  reactor calculations throughout the world. 

and Magnetzlc Moments of Rudiouctiile Uuterials 

‘ h e  technique of studying magnetic deflection of fine beams of atoms 
&been so perfected that it has become possible to determine tlie mag- 
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lletic properties of the nucleus eren for radioactire atoms. 
tile determinable properties of nuclei are the strengths of their spi; 
and their strengt?hs as magnets. These can be determined i 
called "atolllic beam?' apparatus by obseri-ing the deflections in 
iietic and radio fields of a beam of atoms ellzerging from a hot furnace. 
Such results for radioactii-e nuclei are of special interest because 
spin is one of the quantities determining the probability of radioactire 
disintegration. 

An apparatus has been built by Argonne National Laboratory which 
lias so far obtained data on 39 different materials a t  each of 20 
of the energy below 1.7 million electron volts, scattering at  five differ- 
ent angles being measured simultaneously. The data are being com- 
puted by the AVIDAC for analysis. 

b o o e  

mag- 

Angular Distribution of Scattered Neutrons of Medium Energy 

Neutrons, upon striking other nuclei, scatter various diretion, 
By determining the numbers scattered to different angles away from 
the original direction, scientists can obtain some insight into the me- 
chanics of the collision process. The distribution is of importance 
fast reactors, because if the scattering is predominantly forward, tfie 
neutrons are held back less effectively by such collisions than ther 
IT ould be if they were uniformly scattered in all directions. 

An apparatus has been built by Argonne National Laborat09 to 
collect a large amount of such information, using neutrons at m a y  

energies up to an energy of 1.7 million electron volts and with a larp! 
variety of scattering materials. 

Klectromagnetic Isotope Separation 

Techniques and equipment necessary for the production of extreme]! 
Ligh-purity samples of certain isotopes have been developed, and gram 
quantities of chromium 52, iron 56, lithium 6, and lithium 7 ,  contain- 
ing only one part  isotopic contaminant in 100,000 parts of the d e s d  
isotope, have been produced in the ORNL electromagnetic separatoE 

During the Geneva Conference, Chairman Strauss announced tM 
the United States has underway a long-range research pmeiPE 
to de-relop the controlled release of energy from atomic fusion. 1' 
was emphasized at  Genera and in all subsequent discussions that tb 
program-called Project Sherwood-is considered a verr long-rsw 
effort. 

Rare-Earth 
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The major research effort in this field is being carried out at AEC 

rstories operated by the UniversitF of California at Los Alamos, 
and Livermore, Calif. ; and a t  Princeton UniversitF. I n  ad- 

there are smaller projects at Oak Ridge, Tenn., and Kern York 
&lion! I;rjcersitY. The programs at LOS Alamos and Princeton began in 

to test ideas for  the containment and control of 1951 as onuclear combustion at temperatures comparable to those of the 
previousls; such temperatures have been achieved on earth only &em 

in ed at Livermore, Calif., by the University of California Radiation 
&t 
bbratoV* 

The possibility of tapping this source of energy has long been intrig- 
to scientists. Some of the problems to be overcome, however, are in, difficult. One problem is that of heating an appropriate 
lear material (such as deuterium) to temperatures of several hun- 

PUG million degrees and of confining it a t  that temperature for a 
dciently long period of time to allom an appreciable portion of the 
iudei to fuse together, with the consequent release of energy in the 
fom of energetic neutrons, charged particles and gamma radiation. 
Once this temperature has been achieved the main problem would 
be that of getting enough thermonuclear energy back from the mate- 
rial to repay the power used to achieve and maintain the high 
remperature. 

,U.hough the level of research has been greatly expanded since 1951, 
he program is still in the research stage. Many years of intensive 
beoretical and experimental effort will be required before the first 
prototype of an operating thermonuclear machine is developed. 

<, Ye% 

@ atomic explosions. Shortly thereafter, a third program was ini- 

CHEMISTRP 

,lpplication of a liquid-liquid (tributyl phosphate-nitric acid) ex- 
traction process developed at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory for 
he separation of rare earths has greatly facilitated the production of 
%I grams of the extremely rare element, europium. This is the 
lugest known single quantity of this element, which is of interest 
‘because of its possible utilization in reactor control rods. 

The Ames Laboratory isolated in its rare earth pilot plant more 
than 150 pounds of pure yttrium oxide which is being converted to  the 
mhl. This metal is presently of considerable interest in reactor 
krelopment as are other rare earth metals and compounds. 

Several industrial companies have shown interest in the production 
rrfrare earths on a pilot plant scale and are planning to use essentially 

h e s  Laboratory design and procedures. 
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Research at Ames on the separation of rare earths by ion exch 
lias been extended to new cornplexing agents di ic l i  appear to be c 

to separate yttrium from other rare earths more readily. 

Synthesis of Cofinite 

Coffinite, since its discovery in 1951, has beconie rec0Dized as il 
major uranium mineral of the Colorado Plateau. Its composition is 
believed to be USiO4, though the inability to obtain pure samples has 
Ilreveiited confirmation of the formula. ,4rgonne Xational Labora- 
tory scientists have now succeeded in synthesizing cofinite by a llyd,, 
thermal method, and its properties are m d e r  illvestigation. It it; 

hoped that a study of the conditions required for the formation of 
coffinite in the laboratory will proride an explanation for its occur_ 
rence in nature and thus assist in the search for the mineral. 

Elements 99 and IO0 

Through the cooperative work of the nuclear chemists of the univer- 
sity of California Radiation Laboratory, the Argonne S:ltiofl,i 
Laboratory, and the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, two 1IpK elr- 
inents n-ere identified in the debris of the “Mike” thermonuclear esI,Io- 
sioii which occ.urred in the Pacific Proving Grounds in XovemiPr 
1952. Tliese new elements hare the atomic numbers 98 and. 100. ~ ~ 1 .  
lowing their discovery the elements were produced and identifie(] lIv 
laboratory mebhods.2 Earlier this year, element 101 was identified 
at  the University of California Radiation Laboratory, Berkeley (s 
p. 51, Seventeenth Semiaiinustl Report to Congress, Janunry-Junk 
1955). 

It lias been suggested that element 89 be given the name Einsteinium 
(Synibol E) and element 100, the name Fermium (Symbol Fm) in 
hoiior of the importxiit contributions of Albert Einstein and Enrim 
Fermi to nucle.ar science. 

,4 number of agents for lessening the corrosion of steel hare lo@ 
been hiown, a typical one being the chromate ion. Oak Ridge Sat im- 
a1 Laboratory tested the corrosion-inhibiting characteristics of an im 
of a technetium compound-the pertechnetah ion-with the r e d l W  
discover;- that i t  is by fa r  the most) effective ion of this type. :but 
30 parts per million in water suffice to protect ordinary carbon stel 
conipletely from corrosion by water. 

%e Page 41, Sixteenth Semiannual Report to  Congress (JanuaryJane 1064) fer 
scription o f  laboratory method of production. 
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since teclinetium does not occur in nature? but is produced in nuclear 
ft’gc tors? its high cast will probably preclude extensire practical ap- 

.cations. Kerertbeless, continuing research with pertechnetate as 
? inbibitor is advancing knon-ledge of the phenomena of inhibition 
‘Q of the corrosion process itself. 
f l d  

opam has been initiated at  Argoime Kational Laboratory to 5 Pr 
;rife stiuate e suspensions of uranium compounds in liquid metals with 

uoa1 of developing a suitable urnniuni or plutonium slurrx for 
fll@ b 

as a power reactor fuel. It has now been found that uranium 
djogide which has been treated with hydrogen a t  500° C can be readily 
aspended in liquid sodium-pot assiuin alloy at  rooin teinperature 
i d  that it does not cake after prolonged settling. Froni the results 
dtsined in a circulating loop, it may be concluded that a slurry con- 
triglg 10 percent of uranium dioside by volume can be easily main- 

at uniform concentration. The slurry promises to  be a useful 

&i 

*Actor fuel. 

Tbe neutrino is a hypothetical particle predicted to balance the 
,Ilerp and momentum in certain nuclear reactions. It has never yet 
ieI1 directly observed. Research a t  Brookhaven envisages the pw- 
;ibijity of detecting the free neutrino by radiochemical methods. 

Tile idea is to expose the chlorine nuclei in a large mass of carbon 
!etrachloride (about 1,000 gals.) to an intense flux of neutrinos froin 
nuclear reactor and to detect radioactive argon 37 produced by the 

%pture of neutrinos in chlorine 37 nuclei. The technique has been 
rrfined to the point where neutrinos of the theoretically predicted 
;roperties could be detected-if they exist-and an experiment is being 
YL up a t  one of the Savaiiiiall River reactors. A different experiment 
-: h s  A41ainos scientists is aimed at  detecting the neutrino by physical 
xhods.3 

. ~ j fo@c LaFeZling by il‘uclear Recoil 

Brookhaven K a t i s i d  Laboratory has been conducting research on 
chiical reactions of the “hot atoms” which recoil after a nuclear 

’9folmation. h i  outgrox-th of this work has been the finding 
Zat these reactions can be used for labelling organic compounds Kith - 
‘see Page 31, Fffteenth Semiannual Report to  Congress (July-December 1953) and Page 

;f &lateenth Semiannual Report to  Congress (JanuarF-June 1954) for explanation of 
,.,, ’rr and the Los Alamos Experiment. 
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carbon 14 alld vrith tritium. The Fields are high ellough to be useful 
in 1nany cases. TT'hen nitrogen-cont a i n i n ~  organic colllpounds are 
exposed to iieutrons, the carbon 14 atoms produced take the place of 
carboii or nitrogen aton= in the molecules with d i i c h  they collide. 

Similarly, tritium labelling is accoinplislied by exposing a mixture 
of salt of lithi~uii (from m-liich the tritium is produced) and an Organic 
compound. This technique has been used to label sugars, aromatic: 
acids, and steroids with tritium. 

Chemical Isotope Separation 

i 

New methods for producing highly concentrated nitrogen 15 hare 

s. been developed at  the A m e s  Labomtory and at  Columbia Universit 
Gram quantities of nearly 100 percent puritF material have heen 
produced in the Ames Laboratory by ion exchange. A small-scale 
pilot plant has been set up and highly enriched material has been 
produced at  Columbia by the nitric oxide-nitric acid exchange method 
This material may be useful in homogeneous breeder-type reach; 
if it can be produced at s&ciently low cost. 

METALLURGY 

DirnensionaZ Zlzstubility of Uranium 

Two of the most important metallurgical problems associated xi& 
the use of uranium in nuclear reactors are corrosion and the dimen- 
sional instability of uranium. Since uranium is highly corrosible 
and the radioactive fission products must be prevented from entering 
the reactor system, the uraiiiuin fuel is usually clad in a protectire 
jacket. The effectiveness of this jacket, however, can be greatly 
impaired by dimensional changes in the uranium fuel during w. 
These changes also reduce the flov in the cooling system of heters- 
geneous reactors, in which coolants pass through narrow channels 
past the fuel elements. 

For  these reasons considerable research has been conducted on the 
dimensional inst ability of uranium in order to understand the basis 
of the plieiiomeiioii and seek means of minimizing or eliminating it. 

Dimensional changes in uranium can occur as a result of thermal 
cycling (repeated heating and cooling) or irradiation with neutrom, 
The meclianisnis of these two effects differ, but both are based on tfie 
fact that uranium is anisotropic. This means that a t  temperature 
below 660" C the crystal structure of uranium has different phSjiCsl 
properties in the three principal crystallographic directions. 
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kS an indication of thermal cycling effects, a. polycrystalline rod 
le of wrought uranium can extend to about 6 times its original SOP & when subjected to prolonged cycling betn-een temperatures of le% 

o and 600" c. This increase in length is xcconipanied by a decrease 
diameter and essentially no change in 1-olume. 50 

in Such effects occur particularly in wrought material because the 
fabrication process produces a preferred orientation, that is, the 
#orking of the metal tends to place the individual grains of the 
material in the same direction in  the length of the rod. It has been 
found that the greater the degree of preferred orientation, the greater 
the uni-directional growth upon thermal cycling. 

A less drastic effect of thermal cycling, found particularly with cast 
e i u m ,  is a roughening of the surface. It is now known, however, 
fiat if uranium is prepared, processed, or heat treated in such a way 
as to produce a very fine grain structure with completely random 

neither axial growth nor surf ace roughening will occur 
upon thermal cycling. It has been found that the addition of small 
,mounts of certain alloys of about one percent by weight can produce 
gn indirect effect on the thermal cycling behavior of uranium by 
influencing its grain size. 

A single-grain sample of uranium does not undergo dimensional 
changes upon thermal cycling. Several mechanisms have been pro- 
Po sed to explain thermal cycling effects based on the interactions of 
pins in the polycrystalline metal and the anisotropy of uranium. 
Although a great deal of progress has been made in understanding the 
effects of thermal cycling, a completely satisfactory theory for the 
phenomenon has not yet been developed and work on this continues. 

m e n  a single crystal of uranium is irradiated by neutrons, it pro- 
gressively - elohgates in one (010) crystallographic direction, shrinks 
m a second (100) direction and remains unchanged in the third 

= ~ fool) direction. At 100" C, this dimensional instability involves 
mextension of about 50 percent after sufEicient irradiation to cause 
&on of 0.1 percent of the uranium atoms. The volume changes ac- 
Mmpanying this phenomenon are negligible. 
IVhen polycrystalline rod samples with a high degree of preferred 

Brientation are irradiated, it has been found that the rate of growth 
QaF be as much as twice that of a single crystal. It is also known 
that in such rods, other things being equal, the rate of linear growth 
:€@n irradiation becomes greater with increasing cold work and also 
~ t h  decreasing grain size. 

i6 - 
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carbon 14 and r i t h  tritium. The yields are hig:h enougli to  be useful 
in Inany cases. TThen nitrogen-conta.ini1lg Orga1lic COnipounds ate 
exposed to neutrons, the carbon 14 atoms produceci take the place of 
carbon or nitrogen atoms in tlie molecules r i t h  which they collide. 

Siniilarly, tritium labelling is acconiplislied by exposing a mixt Lire 
of salt of lithium (froni which the tritium is produced) and 811 Organ* 

1c 
compound. This technique has been used to label sugars, aromatic 
acids, and steroids with tritium. 

Chemical Isotope Separation 

MET~LLURGT 

Dimensional Instability of Uranium 

Two of the most important metallurgical problems associated with 
the use of uranium in nuclear reactors are corrosion and the dimen- 
sional instability of uranium. Since uranium is highly corrosible 
and the radioactive fission products must be prevented from entering 
the reactor sjstein, the uranium fuel is usually clad in a protective 
jacket. The effectiveness of this jacket, however, can be greatlj 
impaired by dimensional changes in the uranium fuel during use. 
These changes also reduce the flow in the cooling system of hetero- 
geneous reactors, in which coolants pass through narrow channels 
past the fuel elements. 

For these reasons coiisiderable research has been conducted 011 tfie 
diniensioiial instability of uranium in order to understand the basis 
of the phenomenon and seek means of minimizing or eliminating it. 

Dimensional changes in uranium can occur as a result of thermal 
cycling (repeated heating and cooling) or irradiation with neutrons. 
The mechanisms of these tvo  effects differ, but both are based on the 
fact that uranium is anisotropic. This means that at  temperature 
below 660" C tlie crystal structure of uranium has different physical 
properties in the three principal crystallographic directions. 
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8n indication of thermal cycling effects, a polycrystalline rod 
* le of wrought uraniuni can extend to about 6 tiiiies its original .@P ntil when subjected to prolonged c)-cling betv-een temperatures of 

fenb and 600" C. This increase in length is accompanied by a decrease 50 dinmeter and essentially no change in volume. in Such effects occur particularly in wrought material because the 
f2bricatiOn process produces a preferred orientation, that is, the 
%orking of the metal tends to place the individual grains of the 
Daterial in the same direction in  the length of the rod. It has been 
found that the gre.ater the degree of preferred orientation, the greater 
fie uni-directional gro-ivth upon thermal cycling. 

A less drastic effect of thermal cycling, found particularly with cast 
aranium, is a roughening of the surface. It, is now known, however, 
&at if uranium is prepared, processed, or heat treated in such a way 
8s to produce a very fine grain structure with completely random 

neither axial growth nor surf ace roughening will occur 
upon thermal cycling. It has been found that the addition of small 
mounts of certain alloys of about one percent by weight can produce 
an indirect effect on the thermal cycling behavior of uranium by 
influencing its grain size. 

A single-pain sample of uranium does not undergo dimensional 
changes upon thermal cycling. Several mechanisms have been pro- 
posed to explain thermal cycling effects based on the interactions of 
t mains in the polycrystalline metal and the anisotropy of uranium. 
Although a p e a t  deal of progress has been made in understanding the 
effects of thermal cycling, a completely satisfactory theory for the 
phenomenon has not yet been developed and work on this continues. 

Irradiation E f e cts 

'&'hen a single crystal of uranium is irradiated by neutrons, it pro- 
pessively elongates in one ( 010) crystallographic direction, shrinks 
in a second (100) direction and remains unchanged in the third 
(001) direction. A t  100' C, this dimensional instability involves 
tin extension of about 50 percent after sufticient irradiation to cause 
h i o n  of 0.1 percent of the uranium atoms. The volume changes ac- 
Nmpanying this phenomenon are negligible. 

Inen  polycrystalline rod samples with a high degree of preferred 
orientation are irradiated, it has been found that the rate of growth 
bay be as much as twice that of a single crystal. It is also known 
&at in such rods, other things being equal, the rate of linear growth 
upon irradiation becomes greater with increasing cold work and also 

decreasing grain size. 
c:: ;-. -.P .... ., (".. ,, ! i ,  . . I  1 , .... 
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Irradiation also can produce a, roughening of the surface. Callhe,, 

by ~ 1 e  individual grains growing in different clii-ections, this is most 
noticed in coarse grained samples. A. third type of dilnension~l 
change is due to an increase in volume. 

This effect is much smaller in magnitude than irradiation or tllerrnal 
cycling extension. I t  consists of an increase in xdume on the 
of 1 percent after 0.1 percent of the uraniuni atoms have fissioned, 
as compared to a possible 100 percent increase in length of a 
oriented polycrystalline sample for the same irridation. This cllanoc, 
is thought to be due to internal porosity in addition to the extra uolu& 
of fission product atoms, as the latter does not quantitatively account 
for the effect. 

AS a result, of these studies, several means of decreasing 01' elinl. 
inating the dimensional changes of uranium under irradiatioll have 
been developed. Fabrication techniques and heat treatments :Ire used 
to control tlle g a i n  size and obtain a random orientation of the 
grains. Dimensional stability can also be greatly ellhanced by suit- 
able alloying. Additions of chromium, molybdenum, niobium, and 
zirconium alone and in combinations can refine and randomize the 
el erain structure through heat treatment with resultant improvellient 
of stability. By using still greater amounts of these alloying ele- 
ments, a crystal modification can be obtained a t  room temperature 
which has excellent dimensional st ability under irradiation. 

Of the several mechanisms which have been advanced to =plain 
the growth of uranium under irradiation, a very promising esplana- 
tioii is based on the anisotropic diffusion of displaced atoms and 
vacancies produced in the lattice by irradiation and fission. The 
theory advances the idea, that the displaced uranium atoms diffus 
preferentially in the (010) lattice direction thus causing growth in 
that direction. The theory predicts several causes of the effect and 
these as well as other theories are being checked by further esperi- 
mentation. 

This research is being conducted at  many laboratories including the 
;Irgonne National Laboratory, Knolls Atomic Power Labortltoq. 
Hanforcl Atomic Products Operation, Splrania Electric Products Co., 
and Korth American Ariation, Inc. 

The regular array of atoms in a solid is throvm into disorder by fag 
particle bombardment, but much of the disorder is thermally unstable 
wen at  low temperatures. To understand the detailed nature of the 
disordering process, it is necessary to examine both the nature of the 
 instable disorder and the annealing process in which order is resto1.ed. 
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this end an experimental facility for the irradiation of solids a t  
,rat,ures in the neighborhood of 20" Kelvin ( -253" C) has been T 

€@'P ,talled near the center of the Graphite Reactor at  Oak Ridge. The 
fadit! mnsists of a refrigerated specimen chamber which is cooled 

lleliuni refrigerator. The rate of disordering in specimeiis held 
tile l.eactor at a temperature of 20" K has been measured for a F? 

in of metals and alloys, using the change of electrical resistivity 
$5 tm index of lattice damage. The electrical resistirity of the metal 

to increase with the lattice. 
. It found that there is apparently a wide variation in both the 
d9trdering rate and the thermal stability of lattice disorder for the 
metds studied. The order of their increasing rates of resistirity 
L-itanb csg is: gold, copper, brass, aluminum, nickel, cobalt, iron, zinc, 
C U P  4u (disordered) , C u A u  (ordered). ,4ppreciable amounts of the 
iaw se in r e s i s t i~ ty  could be eliminated by warming the specimen to 
room temperature except for iron and zinc, which require higher 
wmperatureS. 

is b 0 ~  

Biology and Medicine 
The effects a m  uses of radiation are coilstant~y unber stuc y by the 
commission at  its Kational Laboratories as well as by a large group 
of investigators working at  Commission facilities or in the laboratories 
of unirersities, colleges, hospitals, and other research institutions. 

-4s more and more data have been obtained it has become possible to 
utilize radiation beneficially in an increasingly wide variety of fields. 
nese research studies are also supplying information which will 
had to  perfecting methods of protection against the harmful effects 
of radiation-a most important consideration in view of the increas- 
rtg use of atomic energy for industrial purposes. 

In this report exaniples of the kinds of research underway and the 
practical applicatjons of such research are given. These examples 
8rer only a sniall part of the overall program of medical and biologi- 
al research, but are believed $0 be t.ypica1 of the effort in that field. 
hher areas of participation are also reported. 

The subject of this section is necessarily one in which the conclu- 
kfis may vary over a m-ide range. In  tfhese circumstances the Com- 
?&ion furnishes the following as the best estimate of its staff. 

Radioactive materials disseminated in the atmosphere from large- 
de use of nuclear weapons in warfare probably would affect 
b%e segments of the world's pupulation. The Atomic Energy Coni- 

36M6&5- 
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mission has been keenly avare of such possibilities and has had thj, 
problem under study since 1948. 

Hazards from fall-out of bomb debris T V O ~ ~  arise from two  SOU^^^^ 
1. Exposure of personnel to radiation outside the body. 9 1. * e., ' 

radiation from radioactive fall-out lying on the ground or  or^ 
other exposed surfaces, and 

2. Exposure of body tissues to radiation from radioactive ma- 
terials taken into the body in food, water and air. 

. 

depend upon the time after detonation a t  which exposure is b egun 
and upon relative precautions taken to avoid one or the other. If no 
special precautions were taken, it would be expected that in are% 
of heaviest f all-out, the external gamma radiation mould be 
important than the internal exposures for many weeks or months a b p  
the detonation. 

The quantities of radioactivity that probably would be taken into 
the bodies of members of a particular population POUP as the result 
of nuclear warfare would depend upon many factors. These would 
include the number of weapons, the distribution of targets, &,sion 
yields and conditions of use of weapons, dissemination of weapou 
debris in the atmosphere and rate of deposition from the atmosphere, 
retention by soils, uptake by plants and animals, and biological effects 
of radioactive materials in the human body. Some of these facbE 
would depend upon concurrent conditions, such as the physical and 
chemical nature of the bomb debris, the chemical nature and use of 
soils, and the dietary habits of persons affected. 

The relative importance of these two sources of radiation 

Difficulties in Estimating Wartime Bmards  

All of these factors enter bhe problem of estimating the hazards 
which would result from fall-out in nuclear warfare. Their eralu- 
ation involves many uncertainties, for it is very difficult to simulate 
for laboratory study the properties and behavior of radioactive debrk 
from nuclear weapons. One other approach to the problem, hom-rer. 
lies in the fact that weapons tests to  date have produced small but 
measurable quantities of radioactive materials in air, soil, water. 
foods, animals and human beings, in addition to the natural radio- 
activity present in the en\-ironment. Direct measurement of tflm 
quantities has been in progress for about 3 years. 

Of course, many of the conditions which might affect the entv of 
radioactive materials into the food supply in the event of nuclear 
marfare would be very different from those present in nuclear t d I %  
programs. Xevertheless, some of these differences can be estimaMe 
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their influence upon total body uptake of radioactive materials 
redicted on the basis of auxiliary laboratory and field studies. @ 

cao ,dlonctive b”.p fission products of particular significance are isotopes of 
% 

id Since iodine concentrates in the thyroid, comparatively small quan- 
of radioiodine taken into the body gives the thyroid large doses tities 

of mdiation. Howeyer, the potential hazard from this source is less 
-ous than it might otherwise be due to the short half -lives of radio- @’ MtDpes of iodine, to the comparative insensitivity of the thyroid to 

Ndl. ’?tion, and to the possibility of survival without the thvroid. 
n e  radioisotopes of strontium are of importance for a number of 

and of strontium. 

rpg,ons : 
1. They are among the more abundant of the fission products. 
2, Because of their great chemical similarity to calcium, Rhich 

is an essential element in the nutrition of both plants and 
animals, they are readily taken up and metabolized. 

3. Sufficiently high concentrations of radioactive strontium in 
the skeleton will result in serious injury to the bone, and may 
lead to eventual death of the patient from cancer of the bone. 

4, The half-life of one of the isotopes, strontium 90, is sufficiently 
long (about 28 years) so that short term protective measures, 
such as stockpiling of foods, would be impracticable. 

The chemical and physical properties of strontium 90 permit its 
detection in very low concentrations. Since its occurrence in the 
enrironment is almost entirely due to its production by nuclear ex- 
plosions, it is possible to determine with considerable accuracy its 
wcurrence in soils, plants, animals, and human beings in relation to  
the explosions which produced it. 

rmentrations of Strontium 90 in Buman Bows 

Assays of fragments of human bones available from routine surgi- 
a1 operations indicate the degree to which strontium 90 has entered 
he skeletons of persons of various ages. The highest concentrations 
h3re been observed in children, amounting to about one micro-micro- 
mie  (one-trillionth curie) of strontium 90 per gram of skeletal cal- 
:b. Assays of regetation, animal tissues and milk indicate the 
principal paths by which strontium 90 enters the body and, with other 
bta! provide a basis for estimating the dependence of such entry 
upon pertinent factors. 

It is believed that- skeletal concentrations of strontium 90 required 
Produce observable skeletal injur7 to human beings are several 

*lousand times those which have been observed in the United States. 

/::: >... .. . ...,. .. ..- .... 
I .  / I  , 
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Concentrations required to produce serious injIlr5- n?a~- range 
ten thusand  to more than a huiidrd thousand times tlmse 
]lave been &served. These degrees of iincertaillty exist because t]lorc 
is no speific experience invol~6ng injurj- to hunmn Iseings by Padic,: 
,xtive strontium. The estirnata are based on long study of the efiwtA 
of radium in the human skeleton, coupled Kith esperimental studiei 
of the comparative effects of radium and strontium 90 in animals* 

Concentrations of radiostrontium in the bones of grazing animalG 
as a result of weapons tests to date, are found to be several tima 
higller than in human beings, although still far  below amounts -hict, 
n1-e hazardous. This difference a r k s  largely from the fact that gaz- 
ing animals obtain their needed calcium (and other food require. 
ments) , by consuming large quantities of regetation. The radic, 
activity in the bones of these animals depends 011 the quantity of 
radioactive debris that has settled on the plants from the air. €ru- 
mans, on the other hand, obtain more than half their calcium from 
nhilk which has been screened somewhat by the animal body to remme 
niuch of the strontium. 

The A4tomic Energy Commission is continuing its studies to proridc 
data for civil defense purposes and to evaluate carefully the 
to mankind bhat might result from a large-scale nuclear war, 

L. 

RESEARCH ACTIVITIES 

Experiments with monkeys at  the Johns Hopkins University 
School of Public Health indicate that moderately incapacitating 
doses of ionizing radiation frequently reactivate lakent epidemic 
typhus infectians in aniinal-s a-hich had completely recovered from 
the disease several months prior to the irradiation. Heavy doses of 
cortisone may also lead to reactivation of these dormant infections- 
This suggests the possibility of a public health hazard, which might 
complicate the aftermatli of a very h e a 9  exposure of densely popu- 
ltitect areas to nuclear rxdi n t' 1011. 

Ex-idence of n previous typhus infection was found in about % of 9 

large group of Baltimoreans who emigra.ted from Eastern Europ 
some decades ago. Aniong those persons there has been a small n u l -  
l~ of cases of apparent reactiration of the disease follo\Ting inci- 
dental treatment with cortimne or radiation. 

Further analysis of this question is now planned, with extension 
of the study to larger similar population groups in other Eastern 
Unite,d States cities. This should provide more significant numbE 
of such persons who also happen tc-require cortisone or X-ray treat- 
ments, and who may be studied following treatment. :#(:!( I :,1.,2.Cl 
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D h l l e d  Compounds in, IjTnderstmding T w r  .Metabolism 

liaritie in the Y i t a l  chemical processes of tumors, as revealed 
,,dioisotopic tracing metliods, are under detailed study at  the 

It is hoped thak knowl- 
diflerences between the metabolism of normal and. cancer cells 

It bas been shown in rodents that diff ereiit tissues in the same species 
rld corresponding issues in different species) utilize different quan- 

l a  of yarious substances in building nucleic acids, and that certain titie i~ ,~prco~~~ersions of one substance to another during the process are of 
Quite dis- CSF 5 

ti,lctiTe characteristics of this nature were also denionstrated by cer- 
@in tumors. These observations suggest the need for further research 

a view towards blocking specific chemical steps which appear to 
he more essential to the tumors than to the surrounding nornial tissues. 
gs of these isotopic techniques for comparison of the chemical be- 

hanor of tumors in different species of animals has also brought to 
iiFht I interesting new information on the interplay between the tumor 
i d  its host. Certain alterations in the host‘s own tissues, as a result 

the presence of the tumors, seem to be independent of which species 
of host is used. The metabolism of the tumors is also modified in 
@dain details when the tumor is transplanted from one host to 
s,other, but not to the extent of duplicating the host’s own patterns. 

,inother study in which the use of isotopes has brought out special 
chemical re@’emelits of cancer cells is being pursued a t  the UIii- 
msity of Rochester Atomic Energy Project, Here it 11s been sho\Tn 
K i t h  carbon 14-labelled amino acids that a certain type of tumor has 
an ullusually 11ig1l requii-ement for these substances, and that growth 
d the t ~ ~ r  depends on some factor from the host’s liver wlIic1l is 
%Xntlal for nlaintaining a large supply of ami110 acids. 

This lead 14 be developed further, as any special metabolic re- 
drement of ca1icer cells not shared by normal tissues mig]lt Serve as 
1 ~ ~ e r a b l e  point for attacking the cancer wit11 metabolic pisons,  

[-a& 0. 

p&u 
br 
qoe11 

-1+ttering Institute in Kew Tork City. 

Of eqloibble  in the use of chemical methods for treatment. 
ID%?- be 

in# degrees of prominence in different cell types. 

f i m y  Radiotion atid Psychological and Behauwrd Chnnge.9 

In the field of possible psychological and behavioral changes fol- 
”g exposure to heavy ionizing radiation, studies on rats at  the 
inirersity of Nebraska have been suggestive of a rather unexpected 
duence on the learning process. The rather heavily irradiated 
~ a l s ,  tested in rarious standard puzzle situations in which cz 
%ward is given for “correct” performance, seem to ‘‘learn” the coy- 

Rsponse more rapidly than unirradiated animals, and to “forget” 

fr 

’ 

‘ P~ht i s ly  mastered response more slowly. 
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It does not appear that a true basic improvement in the learninR 

process is involved, but rather that the injured animals are less 
4lL 

j ect to incidental distractions. They show markedly less spontaneob 
activity, lch Nr. 
sist long after the exposure to radiation. 

For some days, the irradiated rats performed poorly on prepiouslv 
learned tasks. However, it became apparent after the acute 

% turbance had subsided that during the p e r i d  immediately follol, 

&kt irradiation they had been retaining their previous t rahing some 
more effectively than had the nonexposed control animals (this mq 
be associated with their relative “disinterest” in new experienc eq*  These differences are most clearly evident in groups of rats in 
which only the brain was irradiated, so that the dose could be in- 
creased to levels which would be fatal if given to the entire bodym It 
is, of course, most unlikely that this sort of exposure would ever be 
met except in an artificial experimental situation ; nevertheless, &e 
observations call attention to the possibility of disturbing meek1 
function by irradiation, and the matter is under further invegip- 
tion. There is considerable interest in studying possible alteratioE 
in mental performance resulting from radiation exposure during em- 
bryonic development, rather than after the brain and nervous system 
have attained the adult form. 

well as various deficits in motivation and drive mh’ 

Xtudies on Steroid MetaboZhm 

Long-range studies at the Worcester Foundation for Experima. 
tal Biology, in Shrewsbury, Mass., have made a major contribution 
to the understanding of the chemical transformations involved in 
the production and utilization of the steroid hormones of the adrenal 
cortex. 

By means of special isotopic methods for labelling and tracing 
these substances, and other micro-assay methods developed on this 
project, i t  has become feasible to follow the chemical steps in the  
turnover of the adrenal cortical steroids within the animal bod!, 
where the naturally occurring amounts of these important hormone 
are very minute. Many hitherto unknown details of the synthes+ 
and metabolism of these substances, and the activities of the en- 
zymes concerned, have been brought out in these studies. 

There is also work underway on the problem of the disturbanceof 
these metabolic processes by exposure of the animal, or of the isc- 
lated adrenal gland, to ionizing radiation. Some specific alteratioa 
have already been demonstrated and i t  is hoped to clarify this further 
by investigating what role these disturbances may play in the 
reactions of the body to irradiation. 
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Ezperiments With Eigh-Energy Proton Beam pjiatiofi  

75 

t 
i 
i 
t 

i 
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e University of California at  Berkeley, h i g h e n e r a  irradia- 
At n.ith th protons or deuterons from the cyclotron is under evaluation 

tioD eanS of treating various special cancers. Primary emphasis 
rogram has been on the use of radiation to suppress the ac- this pituitary gland, so as to dispense with the serious hazards 

‘tar7 surgery in those cancer patients in  which removal of 

qccelerat& high-energy charged particles (such as protons or deu- 
are especially suitable for localized irradiation of small vol- 

of tissue situated relatively deep within the body, as the beams nms e,ratO satisfactorily and travel practically in a straight line, pro- 
p @ a rather sharply delimited area of radiation effects. Less &Cia, srstter to neighboring parts is encountered than with other types of 
rsdj8tion used at  present in clinical radiology. 

Exploratory work on this project was carried out on about 1,000 
rats, in which the functional state of the pituitary gland can 

removed surgically served as controls against which to  evaluate 
he effectiveness of the radiation as a means of suppressing or destroy- 
& the gland. Doses were given in amounts of 3,200 to 31,500 reps 
cmntgens equivalent physical) by directing a pencil beam of deu- 
mns laterally through the pituitary of the rats. 

The animals’ development was then closely followed, and at au- 
t o ~  the pituitaries and most of the other endocrine glands were 
weighed and studied microscopically. Some of the rats which sur- 
ived the highest doses showed a complete failure to gain in weight 
a d  length as did the controls in which the pituitary had been re- 
mored by surgery. 

Only by giving extremely high doses of radiation (25,000 reps or 
nore) was it possible to bring about complete cessation of pituitary 
hction within a few days. At lower doses (12,600 reps or less) 
the pituitary and the various glands which it regdates continued 
IO increase in size for some time and then proceeded to undergo 
aQophy. The greater the dose, the earlier the onset of the atrophy. 
Body growth and thyroid growth were impaired soon after irradia- 
tion at each dose level, but degeneration of the testes occurred much 
hter. 

There was no evidence of stimulation of any function of the an- 
‘&or pituitary with the doses and periods of observation employed 
‘this study, nor of recovery of the pituitary after being damaged 
ffanY of the dose levels employed. The different cells of the anterior 
plGtaQ mere found to be almost equally sensitive to irradiation. 

g&”l 

$ity of 

MOM) 

of Pitu’ fllmd is desirable. 

A 

ro? beestlmated in a variety of ways. Rats whose pituitary glands had 
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Pursuant to this basic study, promisillg tests of the nlethad ,,,el.p 

niade on dogs and other animals suffering froin iiiallilliarj- carcinol,, 
or otker cancers of the type n-liich may be benefitted bF pituita,. ii: 
activity. 

have had their pituitary glands irradiated with protons. Eridenl,d 
of good suppression of pituitary function has been obtained alld 
liumber of the patients hare shown coiisiderable relief. 

At last report, 30 patients, including 28 in advanced stages of 

Radiation E fec t s  on Life Expectancy 

At the University of Rochester Atomic Energy Project there arE 
underway a variety of studies expected to improve our understand. 

immediately or obviously damaging. This type of i"vestigation is 
essential to maintenance of a radiation protectioii program throughout 
the widespread nuclear energy enterprise. 

One facet of the general problem under inrestigation is the effect of 
radiation in shortening life expectancy. Certain basic I i y p o t ~ ~ , ~  
about the quantitative relation between life-span and the amount 
timing of radiation exposure are under test in rats and mice. 

single large dose of radiation shortens life-expectancy in rats tQ 
greater degree than an equivalent total dose given piecemeal oyer 
lo-day period. Due to the statistical nature of the problem. ]arp 
numbers of a homogeneous population of animals ~nust be used ir. 
such experiments, and these must be followed under controlled mndj- 
tiom for their full life spans. T ~ L I S  the complete analysis ~ i l ]  R. 
quire long continuation of the program. 

of tlie effects of long-range chronic exposure to radiation at leyels llClt l% 

For example, a recent series of experinients demonstrated tllat a 

Radiation E f e c t s  on Pmductdwity 

The need fo r  protection from repeated small doses of X-raFs w+ 
recognized  earl^ in the history of radiolo,gy, although not earl! 
enough to prerent the occurrence of skin and crippling hand lesiork 
n-hich were frequent among the earliest workers in the field. 'h 
expmcled development and peacetime use of nuclear energy has ~mJr  
it advisable to obtain data on the long brn i  biologic effects of repeat& 
small doses of irradiation. 

It is especially important to test experiment all^, in a bioIo@k 
suitable long-lived aizinial species, the possible effects of the prLqE: 
maximum permissible exposure level for human beings for &on!' 
S- and ganinm-radiation (0.3 rin-eek): and of other dosage l e d 5  j' 
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el_v radio-semiti ye physiologic processes such as 
eproduction. 

nergy Project at tlie Gniversity of Rochester is con- 
life-term experiment on thoroughbred male beagle dogs to 
lol~g-term effects of sninll daily doses of X-rays on the 

Three experimental groups receive weekly 
doses of 0.3, 0.6, and 3.0 roentgens respectively, and a control 
is maintained. At regular intervals semen is sampled, sperm 

, and samples are examined inicroscopically for 

fertility are the real concern, the sperm data are 
lemented by wating each irradiated dog with an unirradiated 

pd female. TO date these dogs have been X-irradiated for periods 
ilt 10 times the maximum permissible weekly 

adiation produced sterility in most of the dogs 
The absolute sperm count began to decline progres- 

GrelP after 20 b 30 weeks of exposure, and reached levels less than 
a1 within a year. Moderate or marked increases 
f morphologically abnormal, immotile, and dead 
er the numbers of normal sperm. With continu- 

so redtzction in fertility has been observed so far  in the group 
*-iring the maximum permissible exposure rate or the group re- 
&ing‘twice that rate. Many of these dogs have shown small in- 
m s e s  in the percentages of certain abnormalities of sperm. No 
mlusion can be drawn at this time regarding the possible relation 
lthese changes to irradiation. They are being studied mostly for 
qnificant development, and functional effects. This experiment will 

Later in the experiment 
& dogs will be studied for other possible effects, including cancer 
d u c t i o n ,  acceleration of aging processes, and life shortening. 

7 m ~ r  Studies With  Plants 

dl,,-,tion of sperm. 

conditions have persisted. 

lifetime of the dogs. 

- - 
Argonne h’ation:ll Laboratory is continuing its biosynthesis pro- 

m, in which carbon 14 and other radioactive isotopes are being 
arporated into plants for the purpose of furnishing labelled com- 

ds for ,medical, biological, agricultural and industrial research. 
example of these studies is given below. 

4 Tubber studies.  The assimilation of carbon and the biosynthesis 
mover of rubber in rubber trees (Hevea brasiliensi~) was inves- 

in cooperation with the U. S. Department of Agriculture and 
Quartermaster Corps, United States A4rmy. Rubber seedlings 
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and old stumps which had released new shoots were in th e 

dioxide. These experiments supplied information on formation and 
Argome chamber in an atmosphere Containing radioactive carbol, 

turnover of rubber which will be arailable for use in varioUf 
technological studies. 

later in stem rubber. Up to now, it was thought that rubber forma- 
tion occurs only in the bark. It appears now that the leaf not onlr 
possesses the complete biochemical pathway for rubber f omatior;, 
but that it also may be the chief source of a specific substance required 
for rubber formation a t  other places in the plant. 

A field study was carried out in cooperation with the paeral 
Experiment Station, 77. S. Department of Apiculture, Mayaguez 
Puerto Rim. 
active carbon assimilated by rubber trees is formed initially h' '& - 
molecular weight rather khan low molecular weight rubber. 

formed in the plant is later broken down. The data suggest that 
starved plants may metabolize a t  least a fraction of the formed r u b b  

In the course of these investigations, a quantity of C14 l&u i  
rubber will be formed. It will be released to the Quarterm&@ 
Corps for distribution and use in tracer studies on the breakdown or 
degradation of rubber in rubber products under varied environmenM 
conditions. 

Portions of the tissues from the radioactive rubber plants have been 
sent to the New South Wales University of Technology in Austmb 
where an attempt to isolate and identify the inositols present in the 
tissues will be made. Inositols are sugarlike compounds found natu- 
rally in many plant and animal tissues; in some chemical forms thpr 
act as vitamins (part of the B complex). Portions of the p ~ r i f i i  
compounds will be returned for distribution to other investigators. 
The use of the labelled inositols promises to give useful informatiat 
both in plant and in animal studies. 

The radioactive carbon was found first leaf rubber and 

The experimental evidence suggests that the 

Other studies were designed to  determine whether rubber 

Uptake of Strontium by Plants 

The interest of the ,Qtomic Energy Commission in the uptake of 
fission products by plants and animals is directly related to peacetime 
development of atomic energy for power. It is recognized that 
knowledge of how these elements enter into the food chain m w  t~ 
well developed. 

One of the studies being conducted along these lines is COR@? 

with the uptake and utilization by plants of the natural ( n o d &  
aCf>ive) strontium that occurs in our soils. Information gained @ 
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tfiis iDvestigation will be useful in studies of the uptake of radio- 

glnvestip,brs have determined the calcium and strontium contents 
100 crop samples of wheat and alfalfa, and the corresponding 

of iaboU ssmples taken from 12 states. The total contents of calcium and 
ntium in the plant samples were determined. I n  the soil samples si1 

be layer, the amounts of calcium and strontium exchange- 
froIll Iith neutral normal ammonium acetate solution were determined. 
&le data on exchangeable calcium and strontium show the dif- 

ces in contents which may be encountered in different areas. The 
ts of exchangeable strontium and calcium in the soil are highly P 

omom 
late& However, the ratio varies with location, from 0.5 atoms cor* of dro&m per 1,000 atoms of calcium in northern Illinois and 

,uthernwiScOnsin to 3 atoms of strontium per 1,000 atoms of calcium 
in Nebraska and Oregon. 
fie distribution of the ratio of atoms of strontium per 1,000 atoms 

,fcslcium show differences with respect to the parent material of the 
d, m i l e  this difference is small, those soils derived from igneous 
fad limestone materials, in general, are more fertile and contain larger 
pantities of calcium. 

Since the plant samples had virtually the same ratio of strontium to 
alcim as was found in the ammonium acetate extract of the soil on 
rhk$ the plants were grown, it may be inferred that plants grown on 
&e more fertile soils will have a relatively high strontium content. 
It cannot, however, be concluded that the radioactive strontium which 

enter the soil will follow this same pattern. This question re- 
mains to be determined. 

The possibility of fixation of strontium by soils is being investi- 
@d. A recent investigation indicates that some of the added stron- 
tium is more or less fixed. The addition of lime to the soil tends 
bmase slightly the fraction that is k e d .  The data suggest that 
ahen strontium is added to soils relatively high in limestone, a large 
fractiOU of the strontium may be expected to be in a less soluble state. 
This Rill tend to counterbalance the previously observed data indica& 
'k higher uptake Of native strontium from soils inherently high in 
enlcium. 

$iye strontiw. 

8dktiov-t Induced Mutations in Plants 

Studies at Brookhaven National Laboratory have been underway 
hx N w a l  years to test the possibility of using radiations to produce 
e f ~ l  mutations in plants. m e n  a mutation is produced in a plant, 

that a new variety has been created. It is only necessary tc 
-nthe new varieties and select the ones having desirable properties. 

*?.. ._ .._,, .-,. .. .. . , , , i -:r .I 
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niutations are produced by subjecting the P"'\'W! Plallts gaQrrt, 
radi&on in the Brookliaren "ganima field" or subjwting S~Q& 

01 cuttings to x-rays. or to neutron.;; in the thermal ~ o l ~ n n  of the Br,,k- 
haven reactor. 

as thc  Impro\-ed TTarieties hare already been obtained in such plants 
small grains, in which i t  is ecoiioinicnll~ feasible to discard numerOui 

el\ plants carrying deleterious mutations in order to recover the relatip 
few plants-showing improvement. One of the first inlportant 
tiolis produced was one in which the JIohawk rariety of oats, wl,iclt 
is normally very susceptible to an oat rust disease, was rendered ~~- 

sistant to the disease without clianging a l l ~  of its other qualltitie,. 
This variety has now bred true for five generations. 
&4 number of other interesting mutations have heen produced, all,c,,,p 

them a variety of oats with shorter, stronger Straw and wider leayp, 
which may have considerable practical importance. A nuher of 
the new varieties differ in only minor W L ~ S  from the parent rarietja 
but are valuable for breeding purposes. 

easily, but the new rariety is usually susceptible to rust &pa&- 

although the parent variety was not. Thus these two diseases must 
involve closely associated characteristics of the plant, and a studr of 
the genetic properties of these diseases is giving a profound && 
into the nature of disease resistance in plants. 

Production of new varieties by radiation-induced mutatiorls 
h e n  tried before with almost no success because i t  vas  not recopi& 
that the exact control of dosage is extremely important. In order tE 
make the results of new research available to  agriculturists as sw-F 
as possible, Brookhaveil initiated a cooperat i\-e research prograin ~ l r i  

universities, agricul t urd experiment st at ions and the U. S. D q m  
ment of Agriculture with a vieli- to the development of new rm; 

- 

It m-as found that blight resistance in oats can be induced 

varieties. 
Under this prograiri, the 1al;oratory interested in a particular CD-~; 

works out :I program ill consultation with Brookhaven scielltists. Tk 
seeds, cuttings or n-hole plants or trees are then irradiated at Bmi 
liaren with the appropriate radiation and sent back to the origins? 
laboratory to be grown and screened for desirable mutations. 

This program lias already Fielded soiiie very important results. 
mrietj- of wheat ]ins been produced n-hich gives a very high yield e 
is resistant to one forin of wheat rust, a disease wliich ~ L Z S  c a k  
crop loss in the niidctle, west of niaiiy millions of dollars amdl: 

variety of rice has been produced which has short, strung sm* 
which will withstand \yind damage which often devastates t h  *t+= 
rice crop. A variety of flax has been produced vhich is resistanr 

' 
prevalent flax rust disease. There are now over 100 such proje"-' 
progress: many of which are producing this sort of result,. 
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de ~ e s e a r c h  

rative research betmen Brookhaven National Laboratory and 
@ 17. Department of Agriculture Neniatode Research Laboratory 

that relatively small doses of radiation will produce sterility 
shoq- 

Neniatode infections are very serious in many 
as potatoes and strawberries. By irradiation of the pota- in 

@F fronl an infected area, it would be possible to prevent the spread 
tL@ d&e infection and also to prolong the storage life of the potatoes by 

,mting theln from sprouting (see pp. 57-58, Sixteenth Semiannual 
p" rt, JWuary-June 1954). 
EtpP T1lis fildilig leads to the possibility of c,ontrolling a number of 

For  example, such 
;,,wtio,ns in stranTl>erries are usually passed along with new plants, 

~ ht. irradiation of the plants before planting, it should bs possible 
~~ a field free of infection. Preliminary investigations 

$@at0 

vmrms. 

atde infectiolls by the use of radiation. 

I. 

this line are r e r j  encouraging. 

; ~ , ~ ; ~ ~ i ~  I n j w  in Plants 

\fill,\. aspects of the effects of radiation on plants have been studied 
lttii iIllporta1~t information has been obtained. Recent investigations 
tt ;\rColllle X;ttionnl Laboratory were desigiied to give mom precise 
-foriltltioil 011 tlie ~i~eclianisrns by which radiation produces plant 

-jUrF. The results of inany experiments hare suggested that grow- 
-* [issues are more sensitire to radiation than am nongrowing 
:axe. It is also m-ell known that shortages' or excesses of certain 

neEil eleineiits in plants result in reduction of metabolic activity 
~ t i d a t i o 1 ~  of growth : for example, the nbseiice of boron, even 

TCt srientists at  the Argonne Laboratory these facts suggested that 
I t  be profitable to  investigate the effects of boron on the radio- 
it? of plants. 111 normal sunflower plants exposed to X-ray 

t typical radiation spptonis-speckling, mottling, and distor- 
appeared in all the subsequently developed leaves (26 to 28 
up to 70 dags later: in addition, growth was retarded. I n  

11-deficient sunfiower plants, leaf damage was observed only in the 
to Seven pairs of leaves, and recovery thereafter was complete. 

sdts of this study indicate also that tlie saine experimelltal 
whmay well be used to obtain more information on the roles 

F311 alld other essential iiiiiieral elements in the growth of plants. 

a .  

m= 

* 

k short periods, decreases cellular activity and arrests growth. 

- 

* Plants were considerably less stunted. 

- 

..... 
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MAJOR ACTIVITIES 

The scint~illation counter technique which was introduced shoptiv 
after \yorld %Tar I1 has progressed so rapidly that it is now the Q,-t 
effective and versatile method for the detection and measurement of 
nuclear radiations and particles. The method depends on the inkr. 
action of radiations with special materials known as scintillst,,s, ih 
which minute flashes of light are generated in proportion to tBk 

energy of the incident nuclear ray. These individual flashes ~~ 

“viewed” by a photomultiplier tube which converts the light ’et4 a 

small electrical impulses and then amplifies them to levels 
utilized by electronic techniques. 

greater efficiency than the Geiger counter or ionization 
Counting efficiencies approaching 100 percent are realizable and 
phenomena occurring in one-one hundred millionth of a second 
be analyzed. 

Two new photomultiplier tubes developed under contract, for the 
Commission are now being produced in quantities and mill shodlv 
readily available. The two tubes offer new applications for scin&,- 
tion counting techniques. 

One is a 16-inch photomultiplier tube developed by the Allen 
DuMont Laboratories. Its application for g a m a - r a y  spectrom- 
etr- with either large solid fluors or liquid scintillators opens nea 
fields of experimentation and measurement. The other tube, &ye!- 

oped by the Radio Corporation of America, is a %inch photocathode, 
high gain linear, multiplier phototube. It was designed for applim 
tions in high speed measurements of nuclear events required for & 
study of phenomena associated with high energy accelerators. T m  
of these tubes were used successfully in the instrumentation emplopi 
in the recent discovery by Uiiiversity of California Radiation Labon 
tory scientists of the antiproton. 

The scintillation counter detects radiation much faster and 

MOKITORING OF MARINE FOOD PRODUCTS 

Follo\ving the underwater defense test detonation of a small fisk 
device in the eastern Pacific this past spring, the Atomic E n e r g  cm 
mission, in cooperation with the Federal Food and Drug Adminim 
tion, established a monitoring system on the west coast to detect W 
possible presence of radioactivity in marine food fish as a result t-d 
the detonation. 

-knchovies, mackerel, tuna, and sharks (livers and fins) caWhr 
the general area off California and Mexico, were monitored. Autp 
matic survey counting and recording equipment was installed 

&+ 

.onveyor lines at the large fish canneries. Hand monitorkg 
a=- 

r- , , 
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,er and \ ~ i t h  
on chamber. 
alizable and 
a second can 

tract for the, 
ill shortly tw  
for scintillmt- 

at the smaller canneries by trained Food and Drug ,4dminis- 
if,’‘ inspectors. 

vinning of the program in mid-May to its termination EFatioll 
ugust, 49?514,500 pounds of fish were monitored. The 

in ring program confirmed the previous announcement that the 
floDft’o~ved no health hazard to mainland or island inhabitants or 
@t 

p a  the 
. ,arb A 

of fish* 

CIVIL DEFEXSE LIAISON ACTNITIES 

emphasis during this reporting period was placed on 
dereloping the most effective means of providing additional scientific 

technical support to the Federal Civil Defense Administration 
berance of the Commission’s long standing policy of support to ad 

@fur nsticgd civil defense program. This effort included the follow- 
@ & i t i W .  

D- 

;Operation ARME”, an aerial radiological moniuaring exercise, was 
-ducted a t  the Nevada Test Site by the Atomic Energy Commission 

the week of October 17, 1955, for Federal Civil Defense duri% 
~inistration-sponsored personnel. The objective was to acquaint 

participants, representing FCDA, state and local radiological 
c gense organizations, with aerial survey techniques and equipment 
&eloped by the Health and Safety Laboratory, New York Opera- 
2a Office, for monitoring large water and land areas adjoining 
S b e n t a l  and overseas test sites. The aerial survey instrumentation 
&uded an airborne detector, an altitude compensator and a tele- 
suing unit to transmit information to a remote ground station. 
The successful completion of this exercise demonstrated the tech- 

ml feasibility of aerial radiological survey techniques. The Federal 
Defense Administration will utilize the experience gained to 

op criteria and guidance in radiological monitoring for civil 
h s e  applications in connection with f all-out from nuclear attack. 
%bed shot areas in Pucca Flat, Nevada Test Site, were surveyed 

ial and ground teams to determine the level of activity and 
ution of the low-level radiation remaining principally from the 

% 5.1955 “Open Shot”. The exercise provided a basis of compari- 

a ’he operational program included briefings and field familiariza- 
Ern Rith the component parts of the air and ground monitoring [*a and equipment, including mobile radar for tracking the 
‘-9 aircraft. A total of 27 persons took part  in Operation ARME, 

i 

4 aerial and ground survey operations and results. 
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including 13 FCDA and U. S. Public Health Serrice personn el, f, 

representing state and local civil defense organizations, and j frQl,t 

,4EC. 

4 EC-FCDA C o n f e r e n c e  

A 2-day conference on "Sucleai. Effects and Civil Defense" \vas held 
in Chicago in late October to sum up the state of howled, we of ."Ucfg, 
effects applicable to civil defense research problems and apphcallorl; 

physical damage to civilian structures and the modes of Occurrence 
of such damage ; biomedical effects, iiicluding blast biology, pronlLt 
and residual radiation and radiation effects on fmdstuffs; and meas- 
urement and evaluation of radiological contamination. 

AEC staff nteinbers and experts f roni various ammission contrac- 
tors discussed these subjects, drawing upqli civil effects Projects of 
Operation TEAPOT (spring 1955, Nevada Test Site), as well ~ 

earlier atomic weapons tests and results of other field and lahraton 
research. Forty-eight persons attended this conference, including :; 
from the Federal Civil Defense Administration. 

of Teapons effects data. The meeting covered the main are as of 

Dksenhat ion of Civil Effects Inform atidn 

Thirty-seven preliminary reports have been issued covering Parii 
of the projects carried out by the Civil Effects Test Group, durjna 
Operation TEAPOT. Seventeen of these were issued as u~~dassifi; 
reports with r i d e  distribution resulting in many cases. 

Final reports, completing description and evaluation of each ci+/ 
effects project, are u1ide.r preparation. Emphasis is being placed u p r i R  
elimination or segregation of classified information wherever possible. 
so that release of a large mass of inforniation on the civil effectsof 
nuclear detonations can be made to state and local civil defense orgmm:l- 
zations, architects, engineers, the medical profession, and to the public 

I n  addition, classified reports in this area of information resultiy 
from all past test, operations, both Pacific and continental, are bein: 
iwiewed for possible declassification. These reports total seremi 
hundred. Classified weapons effects reports are rout in el^ pr01*idN 
the Fedwd  Civil Defense Administration by the AEC and &pan- 

i 
i 

f 
I 

f nieiit of Defense under prescribed security safeguards. 
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tile common defense and securitF and to niake available to 
f2 , prating 11 a ions the benefits of peaceful applications of atomic 
S U P  >. 

interest of foreign nations in atomic energy derelop- ,:gefr. 
Tl1e in and the new obligations of the ,4EC resulting from the provi- 

@'?for international cooperation in the neLy law led the Conimission 
;$5 
~ +blisll on Kovember 13, 1955, a Division of International -4ff airs. 

TT division is responsible for developing and directing a pro- @ @ 

of international cooperation in the area of peaceful applications 
~g~oI l l ic  energy to the extent authorized by the Atomic Energy Act 
@ j4 consistent with United States policy. The program in- 

coordination of AEC activities relating to the various types f 
eenlents for international cooperation, including those covering #f OP 

Fa le or lease of nuclear or special materials ; assistance on matters 
pltlli% cr to the proposed International Atomic EnergyV Agency ; in- 
Iemational scientific conferelices on atomic energy developments and 

Tpchnical advice and assistance will be provided other nations, as 
$0 horized, througll the exchnge of t echnical and nontechnical re- 
:sJrtS. * 4EC libraries? arraligements for risits of foreign ilationals 
;:, ,\EC headquarters and field installations, their participatioii in 
.+&lized trailling courses a t  AEC centers or cooperating univer- 
i i i ~ ,  

lll  addition, the division will also maintain liasion with the Depart- 
*nt of State and other Government agencies concerned vsTith inter- 
3 t i o d  affairs and foreign officials Pegardiiig atomic ener,oST matters. 
T!& \vi11 include direct participation with tlle Department of State 
K pt+o1lOSa1S preselited to the United Kations illvolring atomic energy 
~ 4 1  ns disarmament and the study of ionizing radi a t' ion. 

6. 

file. ne 

,lated projects- 

the use of materials and equipment. 

ISTERSATIOXAL COOPERSTION PROGRAM 

Specific Rccomplislllileiits for the 6 months' period of this report 
--der the interiiational program are reported below. 

SeFotiations Ieaciing to agreements for cooperation in the civil uses 
4 atomic energy we1-e undertaken with 27 countries. Fully effective 
swnents  for cooperation were completed with 22 countries by 
k* 31. Agreements relating to the exchange of unclassified 
Zfornlation on design, construction, and operation of research reactors 
2.Iude the countries of Argentina, Brazil, Colombia, Chile, Denmark, 
'me, Israel, Italy, Japan, Lebanon, Ketherlands, Pakistan, the 

3 6 9 4 6 0 , 6 6 7  
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Philippines, Portugal, the Republic of China, Spain, Switzerland 
Turkey, and Venezuela. Agreements with Belgim,  Canada 

3 an4 the United Kingdom pertain to  the excliange of restricted data 
“Id information on power reactors. 

Five other agreements-with Korea, Peru, Sweden, Thailand 
7 “d Uruguay-are before the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy Felid. 

ing completion of the statutory 30-day waiting period. 
Following the International Conference on the Peaceful uses 

of Atomic Energy a t  Geneva in August, other countries indicated a dei, 
to undertake negotiations with the United States on atomi C enerQ 
development. Accordingly, after the Conference, arrangements 
made for preliminary discussions and visits for representatives oi 
interested countries with AEC personnel. Also, on the last day of 
the Conference, the AEC formally transferred the research reaot 
exhibited there to the Swiss government, 8s reported in the earlie 
section on e he Conference. 

Exchanges With Other Natwm 

The flow of information on atomic energy between the United stat, 
and other nations is aided by the exchange of visitors which provide 
opportunities for person- to*-person discussions. 

were arranged within the framework of United States agreementp 
for cooperation with Belgium, Canada, and the United &@om, 
as reported below. I n  addition,-357 representatives of other natiog 
interested in atomic energy development have come to the c~~ 
States during 1955 for unclassified discussions or have made me]&. 
fied visits to Washington or AEC installations. Classified conferenm 
totaled 164; 113 held in the United States, 35 held in Canada, and 16 
held in the United Kingdom. Classified visits to facilities included M 
United States representatives to Canada, 124 United States r e p -  
sentatives- to United Kingdom, 94 Canadian representatives to t?? 
United States, 72 United Kingdom representatives to the Tlnitd 
States, and 6 Belgian representatives to AEC installations. 

These totals included visits to the United Kingdom’s research center 
at Harmell, England, by 95 United States scientists and e n e m  
following the Geneva Conference. Most of the United States +hE 
were members of the United States Delegation to the Conference a d  
the British invitation to come to Harwell was one of the first actiG~s 
taken under the agreement for cooperation between the two 
The United States members were afforded a broad oppodunif? @ 

learn through laboratory observations and discussions with the €Iw 

During this reporting period, approximately 398 classifid 

t.’.’ , ) (  - .;:!... ....... 
..I -... .... ... , !. I .  ’. ’ .. I ::i 
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of the various fields of atomic energy research and develop- 

Government representatives, in connection with their agree- 
,;sited T17ashington and AEC installations. The discussions 

@p‘l:Ed on, the type of power reactor suitable for construction in 
Pn pejgium ; an engineering test reactor, a power reactor suitable for the 

coming World Fair in Brussels in 1958, and personnel training 
forth 

classified visits were planned to provide informal discussions d s *  
foreip nationals with AEC personnel, and to  allow first-hand 

‘Or ations of atomic energy activities at  field installations. The w risibm included representatives from 33 nations, including $7 tha, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Burma, Republic of &P 
8, Colombia, Denmark, Egypt, Finland, France, West Germany, 

Haiti, India, Indonesia, Israel, Italy, Japan, Mexico, Nether- cbin 
6-7 New Zealand, Norway, Pakistan, Philippines, Portugal, Spain, wds, 3% den, Thailand, Turkey, Union of South Africa, United Kingdom, 

11 foreign nationals from various countries employed by the 
VSLB. 

& s@’ utual interest to both nations. 
&lt of 

pel$@ 

TbeU” 

,UNITED NATIONS ACTIVITIES 

$pima Conference 

There were four projects involving the United Nations in which 
be&mmission cooperated closely with the Department of State in 
pmiding technical assistance. The first was the successful Interna- 
~aml Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy held at  
Cmeva, Switzerland, August 8-20, 1955. At the request of the De- 
w e n t  of State, the Commission carried the major burden in the 
%qanization and presentation of the United States contribution to  
&is h&toric meeting and a more detailed account is given earlier in 
5s report. 

On December 3,1955, the General Assembly of the United Nations 
rpproved the recommendation of its Political and Security Committee 
ih t  a second international conference on atomic energy applications 
k held under auspices of the United Nations in 2 or 3 years. 

~@mationul Atomic Energy Agency 

hgress  has been made on the draft statute for an International 
which was originally negotiated by the Governments of the 

. % t d  States, Belgium, Canada, France, the United Kingdom, Portu- 
- .  



The C'oinniission sewed with other Goveriiinent departments in an 
adT-isoiy capacity to assist the United States delegation to  the Unit4 
Sations in the &nation subconunittee of the United Kations Disarm- 
nlent (loinmission. Meetings of the subcommittee were held in Sev 
I-orli throughout September. 

Gro~~- ing  interest on an internatioiiul scale was shown in the subjwt 
of the elt'ects of ionizing radiation on man and his enviroimient due in 
p i s t  to weapons test actiyities, and in part to the developing d e  
spread uses of atoinic energy for peaceful applications. A resolutior 
011 this subject, developed and sponsored by the United States a d  
seren other countries, was adopted on December 3 by tlie unit& 
Sations General Sssembly. The AEC assisted the Department of 
State in preparing the clraft resolution. 

t 
The resolution est ab] ishes a Scientific Comniittee to receive a*fti 

cwllate in appropriate a i i c ~  useful form. reports from States I I E ~ ~ ~ E  

'-1 of the L'nited Satjoils and of its specialized agencies. These repra- _ _  
L:l 
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,11 include data on the effects of observed leyels of radioactivity in 
\cl ironlnent, and on scientific observations or experiiiieiits reley 
€ha to efi*ects of ionjzing radiation on inan and his enrironnient. The 
@ ~ u t i o n  provides for Committee membership of one i~presentat  ive * qcll of the following countries : ,trgentiiia, Australia? Belgiuin. 

pr@ I;,,.edell, the United Kingdoni, the TTiiited States? and the Union of 
i@>. c %viet socjalist Republics. 

The Coniniittce is requested to recoiiiineiid uniforiii staiiclards wit11 
ct to procedures for saiiiple collections of radioactire materials! 

. ctrunlelltntiol~, and radiation counting procedures for analyses of 
@3ples. It is also requested to make yearly progress reports and to 

by J L Z ~ Y  1, 1958, or earlier if the assembled facts warrant, a & d O P  
e 

PIlf 

&@m il, e‘ Canada, Czec.l~osloraki~~, Egypt, France, India, qJapaii, Mes- 

ti l .  

a q  of the reports received. 

On the day the Geneva Conference opened, August 8, 1955, the 
~ammi~ion announced a value for enriched uranium leased to coop- 
,ntiiig nations under the bilateral agreements. Sale prices also were 
9l for noriiial uranium and heavy water. The leased value of ura- 
nium enriched to 20 percent in uranium 235 (and not exceeding a total 

6 kilograms) was placed at  $25 per gram of the contained uranium 
s. Xormal uranium metal was priced at  $40 a kilogram and heavy 
rgtm at $28 per pound. 

Tliis lease-sale schedule is part of the AEC’s support of the L4tom- 
foppeace program. The figures are as near as the Commission could 
&mate the costs of these materials and represent neither a subsidy 
toother nations nor a profit to the United States. 

rncler this schedule, the Commission recently approved the sale 
sf up to 7 tons of heavy water to Reactor, Ltd., a private Swiss firm, 
h r  an experimental research reactor. The request was endorsed by 
the Swiss Government. Beginning in February 1855, the Commis- 
i o n  also has approved sales of heavy water to the United ICingdolli, 
fndia, Australia, Italy? and France. 

Twining a d  Education 

S C h d  Of nl’uc2ear Science a d  Engineering. On October 14, ti total 
.fa students from 1:) countries conipleted the first session of the 
*Qd of Nuclear Science and Engineering, operated by the Argoili~e 
xaional LaboratorF, near Chicago, Ill. - 
_Lfniwl courses in these schools and the names of the participating countries are shown 

&e Eighteenth Semiannual Report to Congress (January-June 1955). 
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The second course, also comprising 7 months’ training, began 0- 

vember 7, 1955, with 40 nationals from 21 other countries enroll ed. 
This makes a total of 70 foreign students from 29 countries who hart 
had the opportunity to take these courses. 

Courses in radioisotope techniques. Beginning October 17, 1955, 
scientists from 21 countries enrolled in the second special course in 
radioisotope techniques to be held by the Oak Ridge Institute of 
Nuclear Studies specifically for students from other Countries. The 
course consisted of 4 weeks’ training and was similar to that given 
United States students in regular sessions. 

Tours of United Xtates facilities. I n  J’une, the first group of 
doctors, surgeons, and biological scientists f rom foreign nations visita 
atomic energy laboratories, and United States hospitals and univer- 
sities to observe the uses of ionizing radiation in the treatment of 
disease, such as cancer, and general medical applications. I n  a second 
group of 13 visitors who began a similar 5-week tour on October 17 
1955, there were representatives from Burma, Chile, Ecuador, France: 
Guatemala, Indonesia, Lebanon, Luxembourg, Paraguay, Portugal 
Turkey, and Uruguay. 

Technical libraries. During the interval covered by this report, the 
Commission approved the presentation of technical libraries to 10 
additional nations, and three international organizations. 
total of 36 libraries containing comprehensive compilations of m. 
classified nuclear energy data have been contributed to date. 

The new libraries will be located in Brazil, Chile, Dominican Repub 
lic, Haiti, Lebanon, Pakistan, Republic of China, Switzerland, Thai- 
land, Uruguay, and in UN headquarters in New York, and uh’ and 
CERN installations in Switzerland. 

Civilian Application 
The Commission’s program for encouraging the participation of pfi- 
vate enterprise in the development of the civilian uses of atomic 
energy gained further momentum during the period covered b~ this 
report. Proposed regulations were published in the Fedem2 RegG:c 
for public comment. 

The interest of private organizations and individuals in obtain&! 
access to restricted data on civilian uses continued to be dern0m-d 
by a constant flow of applications for access permits from 
variety of industries, trades, and professions. Ta assist p e ~ -  
to obtain information in fields of inkrest, the Commission held fi 
inars and similar meetings for representatives of interested mmPsIues 
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sed regulations on licensing of operators of production and 
tion facilities, radiation protection, and rules of practice were 

ids in Federal Register (under Notice of Rule Making), so that 
f n  ub]ic might have an opportunity to comment on them before 
€I@ p became effective. A number of helpful comments and sugges- 

on these three regulations, and the four proposed regulations 
&@ ~ o u s l y  published, were received. Work is continuing on the re- 
f' of the proposed regulations in light of these comments and hion 

her staff studies. A regulation on operator's licenses was pub- '' in the Fedma2 Refister January 4, 1956, to become effective in 
" days* Other regulations were scheduled to  follow rapidly. 
In connection with the proposed regulations prescribing standards 

against radiation hazards, the Commission has estab- 
advisory committee of State officials as a means of obtaining 

ne ws and suggestions of State regulatory agencies on regulatory 
b]em of public health and industrial safety (see Appendix 2). 

prop 

bliShed 

Pt'o 

&@8 P w r a m  

ln order to make classified atomic energy information available to 
kations and individuals for their private uses, the Commission 

the Access Permit program on April 20, 1955. Under this 
m m ,  private individuals or organizations may obtain permits 

PmE 
br access to either Confidential or Confidential and Secret Restricted 
Ibta depending on their needs. 

&of December 31, 1955, AEC had received 686 applications for 
~ t s  and 602 permits had been issued. Of the issued permits, 
&I were for access to Confidential Restricted Data only. The re- 
h d e r  were for Secret Data in certain limited categories of 
dormation. 

Access permits were issued to companies in all parts of the country, 
km most segments of industry, and from companies which have 
ilpressed interest in many phases of atomic energy activity as indi- 
%HI by the listing below : 

%'I!i ON ACCESS PERMITS ISSUED THROUGH DECBYMBER 31, 1955 

GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION 
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MAJOR ACTIVITIES 

FIELD @F IK'TEBEBT 

0pc i .n  t ing A tontic Facilities 

Reactors for production of electric power __----- - -------_____ 138 
Reactors for other purposes such as research, propulsion of 

ships, etc__----------_--__----------------------------_-- 28 
Plants to refine uranium and thorium ore and process feed 

materials---_____,--__-_---_----------------------------- 39 
Chemical plants for reprocessing spent fueI elements---------- 21 

.Ifaniifuctirrc of z4tomic Energg Products 

Entire reactors__-__________-_----_-_-_-----_------_------ 40 
Components such as fuel elements, instruments and ~iumps for 

reactors and related facilities _-_________________________  1.3 
Matrriols for atomic energy applications such ns zircrmium, 

carbon and special alloys _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  d!) 

Relatcd. dc t iv i t  ies 
Utilizing radioactive isotopes for sterilization of food, radio- 

chemistry, research, etc---- ---- ---- _ _ _ - _ - _ _  - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  35 
Design and construction of atomic energy facilities----__--- 56 
General nuclear research _________________________________ 2s 
Consulting on atomic energy problems _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  54 
Inyesting and lending capital _______-_____________________  16 
Evnh ia  tinz insurance risks __-__-___________________^______ 2i  
Others not elsewhere classified,--, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  63 

XoTE.-These figures include permit holders with more than one fjeld of 
interest, resulting in a total greater than the number of permittees. 

The permit holders must obtain security clearances for such of thif 
personnel as will require access and establish suitable arrangemen@ 
for storage of classified material and for securitv educatioll befoa 
they may receive any classified documents. -4f;er fulfilling thy 
requirements, permit holders and their emplo~ees may receive dmi- 
fied matter and discuss clgssified topics with other cleared pea$ 
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,4EC program to foster developnient of a private 
ustrj-? several meetings were conducted by the R,e- 

nient Dirision and the Division of Production to present 
information of interest to companies planning atomic 

July 1055, the first syniposiuni on fuel processing was held at 
tional Laboratory with about 200 representatives 

nt from industrial processing companies and utilities interested 
The sessions were classified and open to com- 

Descriptions 
O R ~ L  Metal Recovery Plant, an irradiated thorium processing 

d the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant were presented along 
ve the visitors a basis for comparing costs of com- 
reactor fuel processing plants. 
tional Laboratory reported on research and devel- 

qlmmt, of the boiling water and fast breeder reactor systems at  a. 
1-2 a t  the National Reactor Testing Station in 

,4 seminar on the liquid metal fueled reactor concept WM 

br the Brookhaven Kational Laboratory at  the laboratory site 
Between 200 and 300 acces 

nuclear power. 
access permits or  study agreements. 

November 21-22. 

40 

1 '3 

4!l 

nfrmit holders attended these sessions. 
~ in unclassified discussion of problems relating to the development 
,ri construction of the Pressurized Water Reactor Plant a t  Ship- 
,ingort, Pa., m-as conducted at  Pittsburgh, Pa. on December 2, 

bJ- officials and technical people from industrial firms, electric 
ailities, banking and invest iiient firms and insurance companies. 

Certain materials and services required for the civilian uses of 
i!41mic energy are presently available only from the Commission. 
f ie  Coniiiiission has dereloped and is countinuing to  develop pricing 
4 allocation schedules to provide the necessary materials and serv- 

€or the peacetime atomic energy industry. 

k&ities of U. S. Companies in Foreign Atomic Energy Programs 

In October, the Commission, pursuant to Section 57 a (3) (B) of 
1% L4~t, anhounced a general authorization under which United 
~FS companies and indiriduals may engage in unclassified activities 
foreign countries without specific approval of the Commission. 
on11 limitations are that the authorization does not apply to those 

ies listed as Subgroup *4 countries or destinations in Section 
f the Comprehensive Export Schedule of the Department of 

(see Appendix 6),  that the activity does not involve the 
nnication of restricted data or other classified defense informa- 
a d  is conducted in compliance with other applicable provisions 

I i  I - ' , {  ILi r-, 
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The bilateral agreement for cooperation with Canada has been irQ- 
plemr~ited in nine instmces to allow priv:i te cominewial fir~ns of tl,c 
countries to collaborate in activities -n-hich iiivolve the C O I I I ~ I I U ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , ,  

of restricted data or other unclassified defense information. 

Applications for licenses to construct production and/or utilization 

Cook Electric Co., Chicago, IZZ.-for construction a d  operatio,, 
facilities were received from the folloxing : 

a facility for the fabrication of fuel elements. COllStrUCtion of the 
facility was approTed. 

T h e  Babcock and m’ilcox Co., Kew York, N .  Y.-for construction 
and operation of a fuel element fabrication facility and a critical 
sembly facility, both at the company’s site near Lynchburg, Va. con- 
struction of both facilities was approved. 

Metals and Controls Corp., A ttleboro, i2lass.-for construction and 
operation of a fuel element fabrication facility. Construction of the 
jracility mas approved. 

Butte& MenzoriaZ InStitute, Go Zunabus, Ohio-for construction and 
operation of a critical assembly facility a t  West Jefferson, Ohio. -4 
construction permit was issued. The Institute was also issued a con- 
struction permit covering the construction of a modified “s~rnmiq 
pool” type research reactor to operate a t  1,000 kilowatts. 

A ppZied NucZeonics Corp., -Walnut Creek, Calgf .-f or constructiofi 
and operation of a research reactor to operate a t  a power level of 1Cg1 
milliwatts. 

,4 license to operate a research reactor, also of the “svimming pod” 
type, was issued to Pennsylvania State University. Construction of 
this reactor T T ~ S  started before enactment of the Atomic Energy Act 
of 1954. 

A formal license was issued to North Carolina State College for 
operation of the Raleigh Research Reactor. The college preriod! 
operated the reactor under a contract and interim licensing arra%g 
ment Kith the, Commission. 

,4pplications to receive and possess special nuclear material ~ e r ~  
received f roni the following : 

L4tonzic Power Developwent Associates, Inc., Detroit, Nich. 
connection with its research and derelopment activities relatin€ @ 

nuclear po-iver reactors, this organization applied for an allocation 
and appropriate licenses for 15 kilograms of uranium enriched to li; 
percent in the isotope uranium 235 and 2,000 kilograms of nom’’ 
uranium and uranium depleted in the isotope uranium 235. 

I 

I 
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,,, L. Martin co., Baltimore,  lid. This application is for an 
GI@* qtion of 18 grams and a license to possess 50 grams of contained 

d1@ iUII1 305 for use in fuel element research and derelopnient. 
Q<t4>leaY DetqeZopnzent corporation of America, White Plains, hT. Y. 

applied for a license to authorize the possession of two kilo- 
of uraiiiunl enriched up to 30 percent in the isotope uranium *Tor irradiation studies relating to fuel element research. 

$3 ahcock and  COX eo., Netu Pork, $. P. This application is 
license to possess 50 grams of uranium 236 for use in a breeder 

fitf 9 e.nt test loop for obtaining data relating to the construction of 
Fkm Consolidated Edison Reactor, and to possess the uranium 233 
*dtinP. from irradiation o€ a small quantity of thorium. 

ffliuer&/ of Nichigan, Ann Arbor, Nich. The University applied 
authorization to receix7e four spent MTR fuel assemblies and a 

%IS ;*m to possess these assemblies to investigate the methods and 
dgts of using them as high intensity gamma irradiation sources 

addition to those indicated above licenses authorizing the receipt 
ad use of special nuclear materials were issued to Battelle Memorial 
LStitute, Columbus, Ohio ; Nuclear Science and Engineering Corp., 
att&urgh, ( 1  Pa. ; and Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, N. IT. 

Eleren applications for operator licenses were received ; however, 
ill. thee applications contained all the required information. 
fj,ymes vere issued in those cases, 

f1js firm 

The 6 

s 

bio]ogiCd and other processes. 

Atotal of 1,874 source material licenses were issued or renewed dur- 
the calendar year 1955. These include 885 to producers, 28 to 

A o r s ,  79 to distributors, 167 to consumers, and 715 to exporters. 

FgAity Component Licenses 

Effective September 26,1955, the Commission relinquished the AEC 
ztrols administered since 194'7 with respect to the export of certain 

omponents. The specific items involved were (1) radiation 
%@tion and measurement instruments, (2) mass spectrometers, mass 

trogaphs and mass spectrometer-type leak detectors, (3) large 
iff usion pumps, and (4) certain types of electro-nuclear ma- 

Concurrently with this action by the Commission, the U. s. 
nt of Commerce assumed export licensing jurisdiction Kith 

t to these items. During the period January I to September 26, 
he Commission issued 3,480 export licenses authorizing ship- 
of these types of instruments and equipment. 

I_ 
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Insurance on Privately Owned ATtdear Facilities 

Information for Industry 
L 4 ~  an indication of rising industrial interest in -atomic energy 
ment average daily sales of AEC unclassified technical reports hare 
increased to nearly four times tlie 1954 levels. The daily avenge 
was 218 in September 1954; and 833 in September 1955. 

To service the industrial access permittees, as well as iIldiriduab 
and firm interested only in unclassified information, the BEC 
has innuprated an accelerated industrial information program 
provide written and graphic information including unchssified and 
classified data on nearly every phase of science and technolo= dh 
veloped within the national atomic energy propam, excepting K~~ 

ons technology and certain other limited defense-sensitive mattem. 
Program activities initiated or expanded to increase the dissemka- 

tion of information include unclassified and classified documentan 
sales services, technological advisory serrice, a Tvriting prosam and 
drawing sales program. 

- 

Dowmentary Service 

The AEC’s documentary service for industry includes both clas,-.. 
fied and unclassified materials. Sales for unclassified documents rn 
haiiclled by the Office of Technical Services, Department of Coir:- 
merce. Some 2,000 AEC unclassified reports are now available in fi;L 
size copy and reports are being added to the collection at  the rate of 1; 
to 15 reports per working day. Price lists of these reports are am::- 
able from tlie Office of Technical Services, Department of C o w e m  
and an nrailubilit- list of 12,000 reports on atomic energy Ivhich h s r  
been published in “Xuclear Science Abstracts,” has been compiled gfid 

made available for sale as “Cumulated Xumerical List of -hailsbh 
Unclassified U. S. Atomic Energy Reports.” 

The reactor handbooks and other volumes specificallr prepard fz 

the Geneva Conference, unclassified nuclear power studjy team f lP~% 
bound ~-01~zmes of ‘’Xuclear Science Abstracts,” Joint Conlmitte GS 

Techno Zogica 
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. ~ ~ ~ e r g y  Hearings, and other general interest publications 
urchased from the U. S. Government Printing Office. 

filR AIicrocard Foundation, through special arrangements wit11 
From 

kEc? some 9,000 AEC unclassified reports included in Tuclear  
;cieuce ,4bstracts“ are now available as inicrocopj- in card form. 

lynder the AEC classified documentary seirice, the Commission 
,Utllorized an expedited review for downgrading or declassifica- bl5 ,pproximately 2@,0OO classified reports in ceiitrul files of the tion of 
nical Inforination Service a t  Oak Ridge. This review is sched- TPeh 
to be completed by Rlarcli 1956 (see Classification). Indus- dd saidls significant reports will be made available as unclassified, 

,fi&ntial, or Secret to the permit holders as soon as appropriate 
mductions can be accomplished. 

RP 1 document sales agency has been established at Oak Ridge to effect 
dcient and equitable distribution of classified information to 

mit holders. Sales are on a cash remittance system and order ‘ are available to cleared firms from AEC Technical Infoma- to@ eon Service, Oak Ridge. 
,.ts regular announcement of report availability, the AEC has 

b m  publication of a new monthly confidential abstract journal 
pntltled, “Civilian Applications of Atomic Energy.” The standard 
il&fied abstract journal, “Abstracts of Classified Reports” is avail- 
gble to those permitted access to secret material. 

Persons granted access permits receive immediately a listing of all 
araiInble unclassified materials. Wlien personnel and facilities clear- 
%nces have been completed, the permit holders are apprised of all 
riasifiecl information available to them. 

itofl@ 
- f b e P  

on 

=. 

Te‘shno7ogical Advisory Service 

.,$ccess permittees are notified of and encouraged to utilize services 
bforided by the staff of the Industrial Information Branch. Tech- 
dogical advisors proride information to the access permit holder 
t7pi aliere Fork is being accomplished, who is doing the work, progress 

various fields of research and general oral and/or written technical 
&stance. 

rm’ting Program 

Despite broad dissemination, the ,4EC recognizes limitations of 
shing materials. Since this niaterial was prepared to inform project 
xmnnel of scientific advances rather than to present a complete 
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Drawings Program 

As still another phase of the information dissemination proeare 
for industry, the AEC has provided engineering drawings such 
those for the Oak Ridge Research Reactor. As the demand for such 
graphic materials increases, the Technical Information Service 
make known the availability of selected sets of drawings t o  all ffh;, 
qualify to purchase them. 

Teclmical Information Service has cooperated with the Division of 
Civilian Application and other responsible divisions in planning and 
conducting briefing sessions, including the printing and distributioe 
of reports and transcripts of these meetings. As additional firms 
cleared under the access program, orientation and technical briefiw 
will be arranged to proride on-the-spot information. 

The Technical Information Service has participated in commercial 
exhibits and professional meetings, providing speakers, exhibit m- 
terials, technical advice, and direct contact for the AEC with indus 
trial representatives interested in becoming informed of technid 
data available from the AEC. 

Classification 
DECLASSIFICATION OF INFORMATION 

The Commission puts its basic classification policy into effect thmu@ 
the Declnssification Guide for Responsible Reviewers prepared b7 h 
Division of Classification for Commission approval. This GIG& 
spells out by means of topics the types of information which maf i& 

may not be declassified, and assigns an appropriate classificatioB @ 

each topic. 
The Commission is continualh aware of the growing and ch& 

needs of science and industry ;or the information in its POWiar- 

which under 
don-ngradi 
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eriodic revisions of the Guide a fine balance must be struck 
rotectiiig information d i i c h  is of national security interest 

idiig the maximum assistance to peaceful applications. 
s to the Guide take into account the information in the 

and Canada. Through annual 
nces the three nations Beep their 

eficial results of keeping the Declassification Guide up to 
bv tile United States to meet changing needs Tere illustrated by 

''peeontent of the papers presented a t  the International Conference *tile Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy. During the previous year, 
before such a conference was proposed, the rapidly growing in- 

r reactors had occasioned a searching 
might be changed without endanger- 

ation were recognized as 110 longer 
tection, and proposals to revise the 

[ = d e  accordingly were made a t  a tripartite conference in October 
%&, The new rules were put into effect in April 1955. 
-*7he declassification of information entails more than the making of 
46and fising of policy. The information must be found in tangible 

the rules must be applied in the 
ual classified documents. 

 ports are written for operational reasons and generally are 
pose requiring data from various 

*hid fields. Because of this many reports contain information 
2 must remain classified as Tell as information that can be released. 

ddition some information that is of interest in civilian applica- 
of atomic energy has great value to production or military 

!hation programs and cannot be declassified. For these reasons, 
reriev of individual reports is necessary. Reports cannot be 
i f i d  or declassified on a block basis. 

since April 1055, have applied to the review of 
ation currently arising in the atomic energy program. They 

f k t  earlier information residing in classified papers and reports 

. 

rids of these declnssifiable or at  least eligible for downgrading 
fidential-in fact, a rapid survey of report holdings for material 
entia1 value to peaceful uses disclosed more than 20,000 reports 
under the current rules should be reviewed for declassification 

t 
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S p e c i d  Review Project 

The Commission is aware of its obligation to eraluate this 
and, where possible, make it available. The doiiig of this, ~loivevt.r 
involves a review of large proportions. 

I n  the normal procedure, a report proposeci for decIassificatiol, ir 
reviewed as to security and appropriateness of content by tile coordi~ 
nating Organization Director a t  the particular site. It then goes t,, 
a Responsible Reviewer, a scientist foremost in the particular 6 "Id, 
who reriews it in light of the Declassification Guide and detepmilla 
its appropriate classification. Finally, the report is reGq-e(t by 
Declassification Branch of the Division of Classification and, if tliF 
other reviews have indicated that such action is warranted, it is doart- 
b waded from Secret to Confidential or is declassified and ma& a,.ail 
able for distribution. 

expanded in Kovember 1955 to speed up the reT7iew of the backlog if 
reports mentioned above. Some 35 teclinically trained people, rJn 

loan f roin the various AEC and contractor installations, were gatliered 
as a reviewing team at Oak Ridge under supervision of the I)iyisic,r.' 
of Classification. 

With the Declassification Guide furnishing the vorking rules, tli5 
team has processed reports at  a rate of more than 2,000 per me& Of 
the first 6,000 reriewed, approximately one-third were declassified, 
one-third were downgraded from Secret to Confidential and one-tl&j 
retained their original classification. It appears that the same ptt 
portions will apply to the entire 20,000 reports when the revieK n-ori; 
is completed in Rlarcli 1956. 

As part of the same overall review program, all major installatioh 
are conducting a continuing and thorough search of their files for 
additional information that may be of value to peaceful uses. MOR- 
over, current reports are being reviewed as they are prepared, co 
that as man>- as possible may become immediately available. 

Circunist ances cliange continuously and, even while the reriseed 
classificat ion rules and criteria are thus being applied, steps are being 
talien tomxrd meeting the growing need for further rerision. 

Opinions are obtained from the AEC's Committee of Senior Fie- 
vien-em, an advisory group of recognized experts in the w - i w  
phases of the atomic eneqv  projects. Subcommittees on Teapons 
reactors, and chemistry and metallurgy, are consulted to advise the 
AEC of their views as to securitj sensitivity of information in t h e  
fields. The needs of industry for certain kinds of information *R 

also determined. With all such material accumulated, Atomic 
Commission is again prepiring revisions to the Guide, 

,4 special program was first initiated in April 1955 and then 
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Nuclear Materials Management 
f J Uses of Xpecial A‘uclear :Uutew’a7s 11eaf8 U 

collnection x i th  proposals for iateniatioual peaceful uses of 
111 

studying the measures necessary to maintain appropriate ac- 
&OW 

’iBntatire procedures were developed to facilitate distribution and 
.ilntrol of special nuclear materials to be used in domestic peaceful 

fications, in anticipation of increased requirements for such mate- 
@PP 
Responsibility for compiling information on material requirements 
all peaceful uses was centralized in the Division of Nuclear 

energy, inforniation was provided to several governmental 

,tsbilitY over the special nuclear materials required. 

Management. 

Jad Neeting Change 

ne fifth annual meeting of AEC personnel to discuss accountabil- 
rs included for the first time a joint 4kEC-contractor session. 

pe of future meetings Trill be broadened to include similar 
t sessiolls on chemical and physical measurements, auditing and 

muting, in addition to mathematical statistics. 

f ie  review of material management policy, projected in the previous 
annual report, has been initiated. Purpose of the review is to 
rtain what policy changes, if any, are necessary in view of the 

ed volume and scope of Commission activities. Attention is 
directed to possible need for differences in policy regarding 
s and contractors. 
financial incentive of licensees, in terms of charges for loss or 

rJf material, presents an additional consideration. I n  this regard 
v 

aluation is being made of the types of chemical reference stand- 
eeded as an aid to appropriate determination of quantities of 
als transferred and on inventory. * 

Inspection 
iori - 
Erlf‘G2* 

ent of inspection policy applicable to AEC officers and em- 
and to contractors n-as approved by the General Manager. 

mection with tlw imnortant task of preparation of technical 
e - 5 6 8  ,-(- 
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inspection standards and procedures, the collaboration of outstandin, 
and experienced persons in the field of reactor tecllnology is bein; 
sought. b 

Compliance Activities 

An incident involving a fuel leak in the S x t h  Carolina sht, 
College reactor was investigated and the Division of Inspection col- 
laborated in technical evalution of the difficulty and formulation of 
remedial action. 

Two official inspections were performed on the Pennsylvania State 
University reactor facility prior to and during initial operation, 

The Geneva installation and its operation were inspected prior to 
the opening of the Conference. 

The Bulk Shielding Facility, the X-10 Graphite Reactor, the hw 
Intensity Test Reactor, and the Tower Shielding Facility at oak 
Ridge ; the Materials Testing Reactor in Idaho, following an increase 
in normal power lerel ; and the University of Michigan reactor, -hi& 
is under construction. 

Other inspections included : 

i l lanagewnt Beview 

At the request of the General Manager a broad review of the polim 
and systems for accounting for source and special nuclear mater& 
was undertaken. 

Discussions were conducted with staff and program divisions for 
the purpose of encouraging the development of intepated field in- 
spection programs. A continuing review of inspection reports com- 
piled by staff divisions and operations offices was initiated bF the 
Division of Inspection. A review of the systems of inspection utilized 
bp headquarters offices and divisions is being conducted. 

Construction and Supply 
Coiistruction activity continued to  taper off during the first half of 
fiscal year 1956. During this period, capital investment in atomic 
energy facilities increased $155 million, bringing the total to  $G.G 
billion, before depreciation reserves. Monthly construction cask 
averaged about $23  million, a decrease of nearly 55 percent from the 
$57 million per month for the previous 6-month period. It is e% 
pected that costs will average about the same during the second hdf 
of fiscal rear  1956. 

Present construction activity continues to be mainly of produCti@B 
I 

I- ;1->’;~;,y,4 plant facilities. However, there was increasing construction 
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4nncction with reactors of civilian and militarr significance, and 
in 
prfl 

norl;: is expected to become increasingly important in the con- 
During the past 6 months, Fork started on the 

fl Aneerin, CF Test Reactor at  Idaho and on the Submarine Advanced 
C"rctor test facilities at  XTest I\rlilton, K. Y. 

program. 

public Law 31,84th Congress, First Session, approved Il[ay 6,1955, 
ori& the Atomic Energy Commission to construct a new head- 

building in or near the District of Columbia. a f te r  con- 
&kr% qqroximately 50 potential sites as a location, the Commis- 

smounced on July 29, 1955, that a site near Gaithersburg, in dan 
@ornery County, RIaryland about 23 miles northwest of domn- go& 
Washington had been selected for the building. It is planned #3m 

iw@ mtruction will be completed in the latter part of 1957. 

During fiscal year 1955 significant ProFess was made in the AEC 
wo&j managemellt program. This is the first year during, which 
mords disposa.1 has exceeded records growth. A total of 94,414 
abic feet of records mere disposed of, 105 percent of the volume 
perated during the year and an increase of 28 percent over the 
19s disposal rate. 

I&&.ange of Scientific Fadlities by Government Agenhs  

certain unclassified AEC scientific equipment and facilities have 
*m listed as available for use by other Federal agencies to the extent 
pmdcable and consistent with AEC work requirements. Designed 

help this agency interchange, an inventory report, "Major Scien- 
tific Facilities and Equipment of U. S. Government Laboratories," 
n s  prepared by an Interdepartmental Committee established by 
Executive Order 10521. The Committee has as its broad objective 
the strengthening of the national scientific effort. 

UC's implementation of the report provides for (1) cooperation 
d i n g  AEC-listed equipment and facilities available for other 

9 n c y  use and (2) use of the report to  locate possible sources of sup- 
P k  to meet AEC needs for additional equipment or facilities. 

xegotiations with western rail carriers to establish a lower scde of 
hi&ht rates from potential ore-producing areas in Oregon, California, 
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alld Kevada to Kalunite, Utah: and other processing poillts have ~~ 

sulted in a number of reductions ranging from 10 percellt to 33 perce,,; 
of tlle original rates. X'egotiated in the interest of increasing UraniUri, 
ore supply, such reductions are norinally an incent ire to ore producticJll 
in the areas involved. 

oh JIaximun1 practicable small business participation continued t 
emphasized a t  each AEC operation and COst-tYPe contractor pur&% 
illg office in line with the Congressional small business policy restated 
in the Small Business Act of 1953, as amended A u p s t  9, 1955, that a 
fair proportion of total supplies and services be procured from small 
business. 

The rate o€ small business participation in -4EC procurement 
increased in fiscal year 1955. During that period the subcontpw 
dollars going to small business amounted to 46.6 percent of a total 
of $338.3 million. From July 1, 1951, to September 30, 1955, *4Ec 
cost-type contractors awarded $2.63 billion in subcontracts and of th 
amount $1.03 billion or 39.1 percent went to small business. Direct 
contract awards to small business during the same period amounted to 
$202 million or 3.2 percent of the total amount of AEC contractj 
($6.274 billion) . 

Community Operations 
Community Disposal 

The Atomic Energy Coininunity Act of 1955 was signed by the 
President on August 4. It provides for the disposal of federall) 
owned properties a t  the communities of Oak Ridge, Tenn., and 
Richland, T\Tasli., and prescribes a basis for the establishment of self- 
government by the residents of the communities. 

To carry out the Act, all properties at both Oak Ridge and Richlaad 
hare been classified and plotted. The Federal Housing Administma 
tion has established offices a t  both locations and is proceeding Kith the 
appraisals of all real property which is to be offered for sale. 

The Commission published, in the Federat Eegister of November 
22, 1955, a proposed regulation to establish priority of purchm 
allowing 30 days for conment. 
December 22,1955, and the regulation was expected to be issued duiinT 
January. 

The Commission has recommended that all sales and financiz 
functions under the Act be delegated to another Federal agency. 

Comments were accepted 
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' S e e  Appendix 8. 
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23 single residential lots, previously leased by competitive 
been offered for sale under prorisions of the Atomic Energy 

trallsfer of municipal installations to the new municipalities 
entities is not contemplated prior to fiscal year 1958. An 

jicatioI1 to purchase the community telephone sy st'em at Hanf ord 
eived from the General Telephone Co. of the Northwest. 

ission is studying this application and possible transfer of 

Act of 1955. 

tilities under the criteria specified in the statute. 

!d by the 
f ederitlt> 

'enn., :md 
n t  of *If- 

464 Ridge. A new "downtown" commercial center financed privately 
built on land leased from the Government on a long-term basis, 

officially on October 6, 1955, with 216,000 square feet 
of fimr space available. Thirty-one business establishments were 

20 of them new to Oak Ridge. By the end of the year another P 
$1. 

ass 

square feet of space had been added to the center. 

oihner areas. The Public Housing Administration on September 30 
Wntinued operation of the Waverly, Ohio, project of 400 tem- 
@mry housing units provided for the construction workers at the 
'portmouth plant. €'HA contemplates discontinuance of all tempo- 

housing activities in the Portsmouth area by Rlarch 31,1956. 

Finance 
ne financial report of the Atomic Energy Commission for fiscal 
ear 1955 contains more detailed financial information than the Com- 
&ion has made public in previous years, including suminaries of 
x~ts by years for 19,50-55 inclusive in the major AEC pro,o;rm 
zdrities. 

h s  latest financial report shows the'financial position of -L~EC at 
Jsne 30,1955 and June 30,1054, the results of operations for the fiscal 

ended on these dates, and a summary of the history of the Na- 
ki~'s investment in the atomic energy program from June 1940 
&ugh June 1955. 
Appropriations to AEC and its predecessor organizations for fiscal 

F'f 1940 through 1955 total $14.4 billion. AEC assets shown in the 
sheet total $9.1 billion a t  June 30, 1055. For security rea- - 

'b Aeecndix 8, 
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sons, the assets shown in the published report do not includ e asseh 

oreater productive capacity brought the conipleted plant and equip. 

in the form of inventories of stockpiled products- 
Plant and equipment in use reached a new Gg11 as progress in tf k t  

plant expansion program authorized in fiscal year 1959 to “chieve 

ment total to $5.9 billion at  June 30, 1955. This compares with a 
total of $4.1 billion at  June 30, 1954. 
major projects included in this expansion program, construction Rork 
in progress decreased to $629 nlillion a t  June 30,1955 from $1,615 mil- 
lion at June 30,1954. 

Operating costs rose to $1.3 billion for fiscal year 1955 from 
billion for fiscal year 1954 as new production plants came into 
tion, ore receipts increased, and greater efforts mere devoted to 
developing reactors. 

as a result of completion 

Organization and Personnel 
Personnel and Organizational Changes 

I n  a recess appointment, the President named Harold S. Vance 9n 
October 10 to fill the existing vacancy on the Commission. 

Dr. Charles L. Dunham, formerly Deputy Director, Division of 

Biology and Medicine, was appointed Director of the Division 
placing Dr. John C. Bugher who will continue to serve the &C 
on the Advisory Committee on Biology and Medicine. Charles L. 
Marshall, formerly Deputy Director, Division of Classification, ws 
appointed Director of the Division replacing Dr. Charles D. Luke, 
who has been appointed Technical Assistant for Reactor Hazards 
Evaluation. 

John A. Hall, formerly Director, Office of International Affairs, 
was appointed Director of the newly established Division of IntRrca- 
tional Affairs. 

Kenner E’. Hertford was appointed Manager, Santa Fe OperatioE 
Office, effective October 1, 1955, replacing Donald J. Leehey. 

James E. Travis succeeded David F. Shaw (transferred to head- 
quarters 2s ,4ssistant General Manager for  Manufacturing) as l iana-  
ger, Hanford Operations Office, effective August 1, 1955. 

Organisation and Nanagement 

Several rather significant organization studies were made dafW 
the past 6 months. 
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id delTelopment of Commission responsibilities growing out of 
p P  alldine (I Btoms-for-Peace Program of the President led to the 

&? e s ( ~ e ~ ~ t  on Kovember 13 of a Division of International Affairs. 
E@~’’” wit is charged with the development of the AEC interns- 

,,,ptg-ation program in the area of peaceful applications of 
do .c e n e r a .  I n  carrying out this function, the new Division will 
~~~i~~~ the program among other interested AEC Divisions and 
@d qith the Department of State and other agencies and with rep- 

@ was absorbed in the new Division. 

I 

f 
i 

€ 

f i s  n e s  ~ 

d 

&& tatives of foreign nations. The former Office of International 

b@ifi 

& 
s c  
Tb 

@ 
t d t h r  
of plms on organization. 

Commission contracted with RilcKinsey and Co., a private 
.mment consulting firm, to study the adequacy of the organi- 

oosl and administrative arrangements that have been made by the 
to encourage the derelopment of peaceful uses of atomic energy. 

e ammission published, in manual form, guides on the princi- 
and standards of organization planning. These will aid key 

oughout the Commission in the development or modification 

,I,fliatiom on Advisory Boards 

n e  Commission published regulations setting forth the scope, pro- 
pjm and limitations of the authority of advisory boards established 

Commission pursuant to Section 161a of the Atomic Energy 
i d  of 1954. The Commission also issued instructions setting forth 
Wjicies and criteria for the employment and compensation of indi- 
;dud consultants and members of advisory groups. 

i’ t 

iacmtive Awards 

The incentive awards program was expanded through the estab- 
h e n t  of special AEC honor awards and provisions for recognition 
cffength  of service and retirement. The special honor awards are 
&Distinguished SerT-ice Award and the Outstanding Service Award. 

’ h e  AEC Distinguished Service Award had been granted to five 
=%duals. They were as follows : 

Xame Position Date Present e& 
Fdter J. Williams ___. Deputy General Manager _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  January 28,1954 
- m e w e  R. Hafstad-. Director, Dirision of Reactor De- December 21,1954 

relopment. 
z7 B. Snapp _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  Secretary to the Commission _ _ _ _ _  February 28,1955 
~ ~ . h h o l s  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  General Manager _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -  April 28,1955 
ea c. Bngher-_----- Director, Division of Biology and 

Medicine. 

.. 
September 22,1955 

: :‘J f J  (-1 : f:, yj 5.‘ 
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a 25 cash awards, 2 honorary. 

Two AEC career employees, Don S. Bu~~oI\-s,  Controller, and Sam. 
uel R. Sapirie, Manager, Oak Ridge Operations Office, were among the 
ten Federal Goveriiineiit employees selected for the first annual Canyr 
Service Awards made by the Kational Ciril Service League on Decen- 
ber 2, 1955. The winners were selected "because they exemplifi ki 
an outstanding manner the primary characteristics of the career Srr. 
ice-competence, efficiency, character, and continuity of service.'' nt~ 
ten recipients were chosen from over 100 nominations made b j  $: 
Federal agencies. 

,4EC and Contractor Employment Trend 

Direct employment of the Atomic Energy Cominission totaled 6 X A  
in October 1955, gaining sliglitly during the past 6 months due lsrpff 
to increased einpliasis on the civilian application program and rag 
materials exploration activities. 

E m p l o p e n t  by operating contractors totaled S-4.747 in Octclkkr. 
gaining about, 6,600 since the beginning of 1955. The most sipifi 
cant increases were experienced by : ACF Industries : Bendix Ari~tia 
Corp. ; Holmes & Karver ; duPont-Savannah Rirer : General Ektt'ic 
Co.-Hanf ord and Lockland : Westinghouse Ele,ctric Corp. : a d  
rersity of California-BerL-eleF. ~ n i a ~ ~ e r  gains are forecast duripz 
future nionths. 

& CONTRACT( 

ITork Stoppage 

There was a n 
Etent disputes ii 
dar year 1955. 
hours scheduled 
1954 and 1953, i 

oak Ridge in Ji 
W over wage J 

p a r  occurrec 
hmrs a t  the pro, 
fa% to 3.0 p reen  
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loyment is expected to reach about 87,000 by June 1956, leveling 
Empbout 90,000 toward the end of 1957. 

, t a t  Io-j7ment by construction and design contractors engaged in FnW totaled 15,949 in October. ,4 43 percent reduction has oc- 
d in this category during the past 6 months and a 73 percent LEG 

UrR pJdCtion during the past year. Current employment in this phase 
AEC program is the lowest in 5 years. Further declines are ,f tbe 

$tic$ ated durillg the coming year but at a slower rate. The year- 
,oIlstruction employment estimates for 1956 and 1951 are forecast 

ID 
Q 
be &out 14,000 and 12,000 employees, respectively. 

(ONTRACTOR EMPLOYMENT bft 8 
4l OF LYPLOYEE 

.r' 

I 950 I951 19P 1953 1954 Ocl. 1955 I U l  1948 1949 
YEAR-END DATA 

G t k  Stoppages 

There vi-as a marked decrease in the time lost due to labor-manage- 
Lent disputes in coiistruction and design activities during the calen- 
=!ear 1955. The percentage of time lost in relation to  working 
4r-s scheduled was 0.S percent compared to 2.0 and 2.4 percent for. 
3 4  and 1953, respectively. The most significant loss occurred a t  
~ R i d g e  in July as a result of a general widespread strike in the 

over wage negotiations. Although most of the idleness during 
%Year occurred a t  Oak Ridge, the percent of time lost to scheduled 
' T a t  the project has decreased substantially from 4.4 percent in 
'qto3.0 percent in 1955, 
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Between January and November 1955, there were three stoppages 'ti  
operations actit.ities which resulted in  a loss of 0.09 percent 
scheduled Torking time. The percentage of time lost during the cop. 
responding period of 1954 was 0.08 percent. 

The most serious vias a stoppage involving employees of ssndia 
agreements, which was settled with the assistance of the ~h~~~ 
Energy Labor-Management Relations Panel. Organized emplogg 
of ACF Industries, Inc., Buffalo, N. Y., walked out in June in prokt 
of the discharge of an employee. A dispute over contract reneRal 
terms initiated a second stoppage a t  ACF which began on October 
With the aid of the Federal Rlediation and Conciliation Service 9 
strike was terminated on October 5. 

Of the 

Corp., Albuquerque, N. Mex., in a dispute over renexal terms of 1 abor 

.AD 

CONTRACTOR WORK STOPPAGE 
OPERATIONS CONSTRUCTION h OESICW 

PERCENT LOST TIME * 

.30 

1952 

1953 

1954 

1955 

0 1 2 

Earnings and Hours 

Gross earnings of atomic energy production and related work= 
averaged $2.37 per hour in September, the latest month for which data 
are available. Over the first 9 months of 1955, earnings of these 
workers hare increased 4.4 percent as compared to 5.0 percent and 
10.9 percent during the same periods of 1954 and 1953, respectioelr. 

I n  industries considered most comparable to AEC in process and 
equipment, the rate of increase was greater than in atomic energ 
during the year-6.1 percent in products of petroleum and coal and 
5.1 percent in industrial inorganic chemicals. However, aver@ 
earnings in atomic energy continue to fall between the two indudris 
the September average being 5 cents below 6hat of petrolem and 
coal products and 12 cents above the chemicals industry. 

GROSS AVERAGE 
GROSS AYE 

I I 
. c:.s<:::<A::. 

.$&*:A 
.< -w<.:.:.. ,, .............. 

..>:.:.:.:.:. 
3S:::A: 

.......... 
........ ?E ..... 

t 
, 2  

I I ! 
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t11e year the average number of hours worked per week by 
in atomic energy was 40.9; in products of petroleum and 
and in industrial inorganic chemicals, 40.8. 

- 

l ~ ~ ~ ~ G f  HOURS EARNINGS 
GRou A y ~ ~ ~ ~ E  HOURLY EARNINGS 

I $1.50 s1.00 S.M 0 

AEC OPERATIONS 

PRODUCTS OF 
PETROLEUM L COAL 

INOUSTRIAL 
INORGANIC 

CHEMICALS 

AVERAGE MONTHLYHOURSWORKED 

0 IO M 30 40  so 

gc a& Contractor Sa fe t y  Experience 

was an overall reduction of 21 percent in the number of in- 
jr;r;s per million man-hours to the end of October 1955 from the 1954 
uperience for the same 10 months. 

Injuries per Million Han-Hours 
Jan. through Jan. through Change i n  

Oct. 1955 Oct. 1954 Percent 
Uktirities _________-______-__________ 1.92 2.43 -21.0 
~ction__--_-__--_----------_-_--- 2.98 2. 70 +11.0 
83pmltiOns ---__---------- -- -_-----_---- 1.60 2.23 -28.3 

2. 01 2. 03 -1.0 

The severity of injuries (measured by duration of work time lost) 
&decreased from 580 days lost to 365 days lost per million man- 
SUB worked. This reduction in severity rate reflects the fact that 
h e r  fatal accidents occurred than in the same period of 1954. Dollar 
&es from fires and explosions continue a t  a low rate, despite the 
a m n c e  of a serious explosion at the Y-12 plant at Oak Ridge, 
*a+, on June 17,1955. 
During the period from July 1 to October 31, 1955, 13 Awards of 

%t and 4 AFards of Honor were presented to contractors with 
?*ding safety experience. 

bmmuent (aEC ) -__-_---_------__-_- 

r 

=-$f - t , - \  -,1-1f!-. 
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Twenty-seven serious incidents were reported during the sari, 
P - L  

months’ period, invoking personal inj UrieS, fires, property dah,Elrr 
motor vehicle accidents and unscheduled interruptions of Ope ratiorl, bfS 

Ifore complete reporting since February 1955 reveals that spills af 
radioactive material occur more frequent11 and a t  greater cost th at, 
previously indicated. 

There has been an increase in the development of promotional 
materials in accident and fire prevention, and an increasing dernarid 
from private industrial and insurance interests to obtain technical 
data on accident and fire prevention. 

A classified “Summary of Accidents and Incidents 111volving xadi.. 
tion in Atomic Energy Activities From June 1945 tlirough December 
1954” was prepared for use in evaluating the experience in llazapG 
peculiar to atomic energy operations. An unclassified version is hi% 
edited for use in the civilian application program. 

i 
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Director, Division of Inspection------ CURTIS A. NELSON. 
Director, Division of Intelligence---- C. H. REICHARD'I'. 
Director, Division of International 

Director, Division of Military Appli- 
Affairs _____________________---__- JOHN A. Ham. 

cation__--___-----_-----__--_----- Brig. Gen. ALFRED D, TAk. 

Director, Division of Nuclear Materials 
Management - _ _  - _ _  _ - _ - _ _ - - - - _ - _ _  - _ D. F. MUSSER. 

Director, Division of Organization 
and Personnel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  OSCAR S. SMITH. 

Director, Division of Production _-_-_ E. J. BLOCH. 
Dirxtor, Division of Raw Materials-- JESSE C. JOHNSON. 
Director, Division of Reactor Develop- 

Director, Division of Research _-_____ T. H. JOHNSON. 
Director, Division of Security __-____ JOHN A. WATERS, Jr. 

h!fAXAGERS O F  OPERATIONS OFFICES AND 

BIRD, USA. 

merit_,__,______-____-__-_-__-_--- W. KENNETH DAVIS. 

AFfEAs: 

Hartford Area _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
Chicago (Ill.) Operations Office _ _ _ _  J. J. FLAHERTY. 

Lockland (Ohio) Area _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  E. &I. VELTEN. 
Pittsburgh (Pa.) Area _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  LAWTON D. GEIGER. 

Office- _ _  _ _ _ - _ _ _  _ _  _ - - _ _ _ _  - _ _ - _ - - _ SHELDON P. WIMPFES? 

ERNEST B. TREBfnm,  

Grand Junction (Colo.) Operations 

Hanford (Wash.) Operations Office- JAMES E. TRAVIS. 
Idaho (Idaho Falls) Operations 

New York (N. Y.) Operations 
office- -- _ _  - - -- - - _- - _ _ _ _  _ _  MERRIL EISENBUD. 

Brookhaven (Long Island, N. Y.) 
Area _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  E. L. VAN HORN. 

Oak Ridge (Tenn.) Operations 
office - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  S.R. SAPIRIE. 

Fernald (Cincinnati, Ohio) Area- CLARENCE L. KARL 
Kew Brunsxick (E. J.) Area _ _ _ _  C. J. RODDEN. 
Paducah (Ky.) Area _________-__ KEX~WY C. BROOHG. 
Portsmouth (Ohio) Area _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  KENNETH A. D T J N B ~ ~  
St. Louis (390.) Area _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  FRED H. BELCEIEE~ 

Office _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  HAROLD A. F I D L ~  

Office -__-_______________________ ALLAN C. JOHNSON. 

San Francisco (Calif .) Operations 

ALLAN E. JQNES has been designated Manager, Grand Junction Operation* Orna * 
tive February 1, 1956. 

Sank Fe  
Operat 
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NEMBERSIIIP OF COHINITTEES 

STATCTORY COXMITTEES 

Joint Committee on Atomic Energy-Eighty- fourth conyi,,,, 

and Contbw This committee was established by the Atomic Energy Act of lM6, 
under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, to make “continuing studies of th 
of the Atomic Energy Commission and of Problems relating to the depeloDmQ. 
use, and control of atomic energy.” The committee is kept fully and * 

primarily to the Commission or to atomic energy matters is referred 

Senate and nine members of the House of Representatives. 

e actiriuc, 

informed with respect to the Commission’s activities. Legislation CUrrentrr relatior 

committee. The committee’s membership is ComPosed of nine members o i  ~ 

Senator CLINTON P. ANDEBSON (New Merico), (‘huirmun. 
Senator RICHAJ~D B. RUSSELL (Georgia). 
Senator JOHN 0. PASTOBE (Rhode Island). 
Senator ALBEBT GORE (Tennessee). 
Senator HENRY M. JACKSOX (Washington). 
Senator BOURKE B. HICKEKLOOPEB (Iowa ) . 
Senator EUGENE D. hTmuxcm (Colorado). 
Senator WILLLAM F. KNOWLAKD (California). 
Senator JOHN W. BRICKER (Ohio). 
Representative CARL T. DURHAM 1Sorth Carolina). 
Representative CHET HOLIFTELD (California). 
Representative MELVIN PBICE (Illinois). 
Representative PAUL J. KILDAY (Texas). 
Representative JOHK J. DEMPSEP (h‘ew Mexico). 
Representative W. STERLTNO COLE (Piew Tork) . 
Representative CARL HIESHAW (California). 
Representative Jams E. VAN ZAKDT (Pennsylvania). 
Representative Jams T. PATTERSOX (Connecticut). 

Military Liaison Committee 

Under See. 27 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, “there is hereby establisbd z 
Military Liaison Committee consisting of-a. a Chairman, who shall be the be: 
thereof and who shall be appointed by the President, by and with the advice am2 
consent of the Senate, who shall serve at the pleasure of the President, and  ST^ 
shall receive compensation a t  the rate prescribed for an Assistant SecretarF rz 
Defense ; and b. a representative or representatives from each of the Departma:. 
of the Army, Navy, and Air Force, in equal numbers, as determined by the &KT 

targ of Defense, to  be dssigned from each Department by the SecretarY t h W F f  
and who will Serve without additional compensation. The Chairman of the hrr 
mittee may designate one of the members of the Committee as Acting ChairESg 
to act during his absence. The Commission shall advise and consult ‘& 

Pepartment of Defense, through the Committee. on all atomic ene ra  manprj 
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~ l ~ n .  HERBERT B. I 
Gen. JOHN P 

Sfuj. Gen. HARRY 1 
Kcnr Adm. GEORGE 
€{ear Adm. PAUL € 
3fnj. Gen. HERBER’I 
Itrig. Gen. RICHAR 
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Department of Defense d e e m  to relate to militarx applications of 

dCb seaP oris or atomic energy including the derelopment, manufacture, use, 
gtfifliC ,,e of atomic weapons, the allocation of special nuclear material for mili- 

and the control of information relating to the manufacture or 
Ear- of atomic \Teapons ; and shall keep the Department of Defense, through 

cmmittee, fully and currently informed of all such matters before the 
be al,ission. The Department of Defense, through the Committee, shall keep the 
0 fully and currently informed on all matters within the Department of 
c@ the Commission deems to relate to the derelopment or application 

enera.  The Department of Defense, through the Committee, shall pie@ 

B authority to make written recommendations to the Commission from 
time on matters relating to military applications of atomic energy as the 

dse to 
rtment of Defense may deem appropriate. If the Department of Defense at Tdme that any request, action, proposed action, or failure to act on 

pa rt of the Commission is adrerse to the responsibilities of the Department of 
'wp",e pfm- ~e Secretary of Defense shall refer the matter to the President whose 

w 
~~ H ~ B ~ T  B. LOPEB, Chairman. 

Gen. JOHN P. DALEY, United States Army. 
Gene BADY McK. ROPEB, United States Army. .t9ig* 

BId A&. GEORGE C. WBIGHT, United States Nary. fw -gdm. PAUL H. RAWEY, United States Nary. 

UJ. 

sp3 stor&,- 

*&%Hti@ 

f atomic 

,-ion shall be final." 

c;on. HERBERT B. THATCHER, United States Air Force. 
Gen. RICHARD T. COIXER, Jr., United States Air Force. 

General Advisory Committee 

@wittee was established by the Atomic Energy Act of 1946 ( Sec. 2 (b )  ) , Tbi- 
td is continued by Sec. 26 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954. The nine civilian 
m k r s  are appointed by the President to advise the Commission on scientific 
& technical matters relating to materials, production, and research and de- 
w e n t .  Under the Atomic Energy Act, the committee shall meet at least 
WpT times in everr calendar year. 

gt. I. I. RABI, chairman ; professor of physics, Columbia University, New Pork, 

L. JESSE W. BEAMS, professor of physics, University of Virginia, Charlottesrille, 

k J. B. FIBK, esecutire vice president, Bell Telephone Laboratories, Murray 

k KARBEN C. JOHNSOS, dean of physical sciences, University of Chicago, Chi- 

k. €k~ffIX 31. MCMILLAK, professor of physics, UGRL, Berkeley, Calif. 
GZE y. A~UWHREE, president, ESSO Research and Engineering Co., New Pork, 

f. T. 

YL 

m. h'. T. 

azo, 111. 

3. T. 
iT J. (2. RARYER. president, Carnegie Institute of Technology, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

G. ~ ~ ' H I T L ~ X .  head. department of chemical engineering, Massachusetts 
hqitute of Technology, Cambridge, Mass. 

* ECCEXE P. WIGK'ER. professor of physics, Princeton University, Princeton, 
5. J, 

'. p d c H - ~ D  IT. DODSON, secretary ; chairman, department of chemistry, Rrook- 

* 

xational Laboratory. Upton, Long Island, N. T. 
~ 6 9 4 6 0 - 5 c 9  
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PATEKT COXPEKSATION BOARD 

This board was established in April 1949 pursuant to Section 11 of the AtoQic 
Energy Act of 1946, and is the Board designated under Section 157a of the Atornip 
Energy Act of 1954. Section 157 provides that upon application for just 
sation or awards or for the determination of a reasonable rogalty fee certain 
proceedings shall be held before such a board. 
CASPER IT7. OOMS, chairman ; firm of Casper W. Ooms, Chicago, Ill. 
ISAAC HABTER, of Babcock 8: \T7ilc0x Tube Co., Bearer Falls, Pa. 
JOHN V. L. HOGAN, consulting engineer, Hogan Laboratories, Inc., New 

COmPeIl. 

N. Y. 
COMMITLYZ OF SENIOR REVIEWERS 

The Committee of Senior Reviewers studies the major technical activities of the 
Atomic Energy Commission program and advises the Commission on classifica- 
tion and declassification matters, making recommendations with respect to the 
rules and guides for the control of scientific and technical information. The 
committee consists of six members appointed for a term Of 5 years on a rotat- % 
basis. 

of Dr. WABEEN C. JOHNSON, chairman; dean of physical sciences, University 

Dr. THOMAS B. DREW, head, department of chemical engineering, Columbia 

Dr. ALVIN C. GRAVES, J division leader, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratoq, 

Dr. JOHW P. HOWE, section chief, reactor materials, Atomics International, xorth 
Dr. WINSTON 11. MANXING, director, chemistry division, UT, Lemont, 111. 
Dr. J. R. RICHARDSON, professor of physics, University of California, Los b g e l q  

Chicago, Chicago, Ill. 

University, New Pork, N. Y. 

Alamos, K. Rlex. 

American Aviation, Inc., Downey, Calif. 

Calif. 

ALWIGORY BODIES TO THE ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION 

Advisory Committee on BioZogy and Medicine 

The Advisory Committee on Biology and Medicine was created in September 
1947, on the recommendation of the Commission’s Medical Board of Review. 
The committee reviews the AEC programs in medical and biological research 
and health and recommends t o  the Commission general policies in these lieldii 

Dr. GIOACCHINO FAILLA, chairman ; director, radiological research laboratorf, 
College of Physicians and Surgeons, Columbia University, New Pork, X. F. 

Dr. JOHN C. BUGHER, director, medical education & public health, Rockefeller 
Foundation, Kew Pork, N. P. 

Dr. CHARTES H. EWNETT, professor of medicine, University of North Carolina. 
Chapel Hill, K. C. 

Dr. SIMEON T. C m m L ,  director, Tumor Institute of Swedish Hospital, 
Wash. 

Dr. EDWARD A. DOIST, director, department of biochemistry, St. Louis U d v e d u  
School of Medicine, St. Louis, 310. 

Dr. H. BENTLEY GLASS, professor of biology, The Johns Hopkins Unire&@s 
Baltimore, Md. 

nr. SHIFXDS W ~ m m - ,  rice chairman ; pathologist, New England DeaWnes’ 
Hospital, Boston, Mass. 

i 7 1  I 
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Dr. ALLAh’ G .  GR 
EOGEKE HARDY, 
KEITH HENNEY, t 

Inc., American 

of Physics, Ne\. 
XOBMAN H. JACO 

cago, Ill. 
WALTEB E. J~ssr  
Engineers, Nen 

ANDREW W. KRAI 
Chicago, 111. 

R’EBGIT S. LEE, A 
Dr. WALTER J, E 

Chemical Societ 
EERICK A. PA 

Washington, D. 
EDWARD H. R & I ~  

Engineers, h T e \ l v  
KARL T. SCHWART, 
GEORGE F. SIJIJ.I\~A 

E. THUM, editl 

h R  H. TOWKSE 
A. TUCKER, pub] 

Pork, N. y 

Dr. ELMEZ HUTC 

Pa. 

Ohio. 
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Advisory Board of Contract Appea7s 

was established in  February 1950. One or more of its members 
contract appeals arising under the "disputes articles" of AEC contracts 
wontracts and makes recommendations to the General Manager concern- 

Jr., dean of the law school, Unirersity of North Carolina, p. BRANDIS, 

d x  D. ELLIOTT, director of institute for judicial administration, New Pork 

EINOSLEY, dean, school of law, University of Southern California, Los 

PTJRTE~, executive director, American Institute of Architects, Wash- 

@is board 

s* disposition. 
t@ 

el Hill, N. C. 

ersity, New Pork, N. Y. 

Ch8P 

cnic 
R@ 

@)guJR* R. - I .  
Aageles, Calif. 

&on, U. L 
F. TAGGABT, dean, school of business administration, Unirersity of 

s i p a n ,  Ann Arbor, Mich. 

Adviiory Committee o n  Industrid Information 

amittee, formed in 1949, appraises technological developments within the we@ atomic energy program and makes recommendations which serve as 
dnides in the formulation of AEC information-for-industry policy. 

msm D. KIRKPATRICK, chairman : vice president and director of editorial devel- 
' opment, BlcGraw-Hill Book CO., Inc., Kew Torli, N. T. 
k. &UX G, GRAY, editor, Steel, Penton Publishing Co., Cleveland, Ohio. 

HARDY, National Association of Manufacturers, Washington, D. C. 
ma EENNEY, editor, Nucleonics and Electronics, McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., 

m, ELXEB HUTCHISSON, editor, Journal of Applied Physics, American Institute 

H. JACOBSOX, Electric Light and Power, Haywood Publishing Co., Chi- 

F ~ ~ T E B  E. JESSUP, editor, Civil Engineering, The American Society of Civil 

p m ~ w  W. KRAMER, editor, Power Engineering, The Technical Publishing Co., 

EtEBETI' S. LEE, dmerican Institute of Electrical Engineers, New Pork, N. P. 
Et. KALTEB J. B ~ U R P H Y ,  editor, Chemical and Engineering News, American 

fhaEarcs A. PAWLET, research secretary, Smerican Institute of Architects, 

~ A U D  H. R ~ B I E ,  secretary, American Institute of Mining and Metallurgical 

T. SCHLVARTZWALDEB, The American Ceramic Society, Inc., Columbus, Ohio. 
&KEF- ~ULLIVAR', editor, The Iron Age, Chilton Publication, Inc., Philadelphia, 

lnc, ,merican Institute of Radio Engineers, Kew Pork, N. Y. 

of physics, New Pork, N. Y. 

ram, 111. 

h,gineers, New Tork, N. T. 

Chicago, Ill. 

Chemical Society, Washington, D. C. 

W'ashington, D. C. 

Engineers, New Tori;, N. p. 

s Pa. 
E E %UM, editor, Metal Progress, A4meric~n Society for Metals, Cleveland, 

; '3Bio. 
h a  FL TOWSSEIVD, secretary, Atomic Industrial Forum, Inc., New Pork, N. Y. 

g %- J, Tnma , publications manager, American Society of Mechanical Engineers, I 'm Tork, N. p. - 
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Dr. ALBERTO F. THOMPSOS, head, office of scientific information. X\ltional RC'iell,,c 

F. J. TAX AXTWERPEX, editor, Chemical Engineering Progress:. A%merican I W t  I l t , ,  

BERNARD 31. FRY, secretary ; acting chief. technical information ser\-ice, ,liTiSi, 

Foundation, Washington. D. C .  

of Chemical Engineers. Sew Tork, K. T. 

of information services, AEC, Washington, D. C. 
' 1 ,  

This committee was originally appointed by the Manhattan District to  adris, (,o 
the off-project distribution of isotopes. The Commission approved its 
tion in December 1947 to aid in establishing new Policies on distributing radi,, 
active materials and to  review existing policies. The committee revieas a, i  
initial applications for use of radioisotopes ill human beings, and all other ~~~ 

quests for their use in research, education, and industry which are referred it 
by the Commission. 
Dr. JOHK E. CHRISTIAX, associate professor, department of pharmaceutiCttl 

Dr. LEON 0. JACOBSOS, associate dean, division of biological sciences, Unirersitp 

Dr. EDITH H. QUIMBP, associate professor of radiology, College of Physicians and 

Dr. JOHN E. WILLARD, professor of chemistry, University Of M7isconsin, &dison 

Dr. PAUL C. ,~EBERSOLD, secretary ; chief, isotopes division, AEC, Oak IiiCjzt., 

nr. ROBERT ROBBIR'S, department of radiology, Temple University Hosl,itjll. 

chemistry, Purdue University, Lafayette, Ind. 

of Chicago, Chicago, Ill. 

Surgeons, Columbia University, Xew Tork, R'. P. 

Wis. 

Tenn. 

Philadelphia, Pa. 

Ad cisory Co?zz?nittee on Reactor Suf e g w r d s  

The committee, formed in 1953 from the former Reactor Safeguard Commit& 
and the Industrial Committee on Reactor Location Problems, Serves in an ad- 
risorg capacity to the AEC with regard to the hazards associated with the own- 
tion of reactor facilities. The committee reviews safety studies prepared br 
organizations planning to  build or operate reactor facilities and appraises p w  
posed reactor locations in terms of accepted industrial safety standards. 

Dr. C. ROGERS NCCULLOUGH, chairman ; general development department, 31011- 

Dr. BLmsox BENEDICT, professor of chemical engineering, Massachusetts Institute 

nr. HARVEY EROOKS, professor of physics, Harrard University, Cambridge, J f a s  
Dr. WILL \n11 P. COXSER, manager, phxsics dirision, research department, Hu- 

Dr. R. L. DOAN, manager, atomic energy division, Phillips Petroleum CO., Idaho 

Dr. HTJIER FRIEDELL, director, department of radiology, Lakeside ~ ~ 0 s I ) i t a ~  

nr. I. E. JOHSS. Rlonmnto Chemical Co., Everett, Mass. 
Dr. MARK 31. MILLS, radiation laboratory, University of California, LiWmore* 

santo Chemical Co., St. Louis, 310. 

of Technolo,T, Camhridge, Mass. 

cules Powder Co., Wilmington, Del. 

Falls, Idaho. 

Tes t e rn  Reserve Unirersity, Cleveland, Ohio. 

Calif. 

Tj]i$ conmittee. 
It,yrillg Founds 
(-l,ntmissio~l in 1 

tFpe 3-47 stainle? 
public. 11. 

to include the n~ 
pr.  1'. S. KRIVOB 

Sickel Co., Inc 
W. 0. BINDER, 1 

Falls, N. Y. 
F. Ti'. DaJ7IS, U. 2 
\V. B. RELONG, E. 
R. B. G U N I ~  Car 
Dr. ill. A. SCHEIL. 

Ti'is. 
R. DAVID THOJIA 

BI*COS Corp., PI 

mis committee n- 
of obtaining the 1- 
AEC's regula tors  
Dr. DANIEL BERGE 
A. c. BLACKMAN, 

Industrial Relaf 
Dr. ROY L. CLEEJ 

Health, Denver, 
COSTISS 31. EVERT 

State Board of € 
JAMES G. FROST, d 
Dr. ALBERT E. HEI 
~ ~ I L L I A M  T. LINTO 

Carolina State 13 
B. A. POOLE, direct 

Indianapolis, I n  

Health, Nashvill 
DORfiD P. ROBERT 
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OSBORS, manafer of industrial derelopment, general chemical dirision, 

H o G E ~ ~ .  m:lnager, central enginrering. Allied C'li~iiiical and I ),ve Corp.. 

I(gr.F.L c. S ~ A ?  TUX', superrising chemiwl e n ~ i n w r .  rngi~irrring :I i l t l  loss cont 1 . 0 1  

heiid. department of saiiitary e~ipiiwrring n11d Ivnter re- 

WEXLER, chief, scientific servires division, I-. S. U'eather Bureau, 

2. HOLLAND, secretary ; C. S. Atomic Energy Commission, JVashington, 

Cbplnical and Dye Corp., Xew Tork. S. I-. 

$irision, the Travelers Ins11r:111ee Go., of Hartford. C'onn. 

s Hopkins rniversity, Baltimore, JId. 

mmerce, Washington, D. C. 

-. ld~isoPj/ Co?n??2ittee on ACtaiii less ,?tee1 

niE coIll~ittee, formed in 1950, by the Welding Research Council of the Engi- 
ering Foundation, in July 1951 at  AEC request became adrisory to the 
t,r,DImis~ion in regard to research and development to improre the welding of 

3.45 stainless steel. All data resulting from these inrestigations are being 
public. In  October 1953 the scope of the committee's services was enlarged 

include the manufacture, fabrication, and use of all stainless steels. 
Tr. y. s. KRIVOBOK, chairman ; development and research division, International 

0. B I X D ~ ~ ,  research laboratory, Union Carbide and Carbon Co., h'iagarn 
?;ic.el Co., Jnc., New Pork, K. P. 

falls, N. T. 
\v. DAVIS, U .  S .  Atomic Energy Commission, Washington, D. C. 

g, E. DELOXG, E. I. du Pont de Xemours & Co., Inc., Wilmington, Del. 
iL E. GGSIA, Carnegie Illinois Steel Corp., Pittsburgh, Pa. 
fa, 11. A. SCHEIL, director metallurgical research, A. 0. Smith Corp., Rlilnyaukee, 

g, DAVID THOMAS, Jr., vice president and director, research and engineering, 
Wis. 

~ 

3 - - ~ r c o s  Corp., Philadelphia, Pa. 
ium i t tm I 

A d c i s o ~ y  Committee of Stnte Oflcials 

csmmittee was established by the Conimission in September 1935 as a means 
dubmining the views and adrice of State regulatory agencies in connection with 
JEC'S regulatory activities in the field of public health and safety. 
b I ) A S ~ L  B E R G s i i A ,  coniiiiissioner of health, Trenton, N. J. 
i C. B U C K M A E ,  chief, division of industrial safety, California Department of 
Industrial Relations, San Francisco, Calif. 

k. ROY L. CLEERE, esecutire director, Colorado State Department of Public 
Health, Denrer, Colo. 
:mss 31. EVERTS. Jr., director, division of sanitation and engineering, Oregon 
state Board of Health, Portland, Oreg. 

~ E s  G. FROST, deputy attorney general of Blaine, Augusta, Maine. 
=Y ALBEBT E. HEUSTIS, conimissioner of health, Lansing, Blich. 
'U~M T. LIETOPI', esecutive director, water pollution control authority, South 

POOLE, director, bureau of environmental sanitation, State Board of Health, 
Carolina State Board of Health, Columbia, S. C. 

Indhapolis, Ind. - $ ''Uu p. ROBERTS, chief, industrial hygiene section, Tennessee Department of < Bralth, Kashville, Tenn. 
€ 
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CLABERCE I. STERLING, Jr., chief sanitary engineer, division of Sanitation, D 
ment of Public Health of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Boston, 

Dr. IRVING TABERGHAW, director, division of industrial hygiene, Xew xork s;‘ 
Department of Labor, Kew Tork, h’. T. 

Dr. ARTHW B. WELSH, medical coordinator for civil defense, Department 
of 

@Dan. 

Health of Pennsylvania, Harrisburg, Pa. 

Committee on Razv Naheridb 

This committee was appointed in October 1947 to review the Atomic E~~~~ 
Commission’s raw materials program and to advise on questions of exploration, 
development, and procurement. 

Chairmanship (vacant). 
THOBOLD F. FIELD, consulting mining engineer, Duluth, Minn. 
FRANCIB C. FRARY, technical advisor, aluminum research laboratory, &urninurn 

J. K. GUSTAFSON, consulting geologist, M. A. Hanna Co., Cleveland, Ohio. 
ERNEST H. ROSE, project director, metallurgy, Materials Advisory B 

WALTEB 0. SNELLIKG, director of research and consulting chemist, Trojan powder 

ORVIL R. WHITAKEB, consulting mining engineer, Denver, Colo. 

Company of America, Kern Kensington, Pa. 

Oarq Kational Research Council, M7ashington, D. C. 

Co., Allentown, Pa. 

Nuclear Cross Xections Advisory Group 

This group is appointed on a yearly basis t o  make a continuing review of the 
AEC p r o n a m  of nuclear cross section measurements, and to evaluate the 
for cross section information in the various activities of the m. ne 
following members were appointed to serve from July 1955 to July 1956. 

Dr. RICHAXD F. TASCHET~, chairman; physics division, LOS Alamos Scienm 

Dr. LOWELL 31. BOLLINBEB, department of physics, Argonne National Laboratory, 

Prof. TOM W. BONNER, department of physics, Rice Institute, Houston, Tex. 
Dr. JOSEPH L. FOWLER, physics division, Oak Ridge h’ational Laboratory, Oak 

Dr. HERBERT GOLDBTEIK, Nuclear Development Corporation of America, White 

Prof. WILLIAM W. HAVENS, Jr., department of physics, Columbia Universitf, 

Dr. DONALD J. HUGHES, department of physics, Brookhaven National Laboratorr, 

Dr. GEORGE A. KOLSTAD, Tice chairman ; physics branch, division of research, 

Prof. HENRY W. NEW’BON, department of physics, Duke University, Durhaa 

Dr. JACK 11. PETERSON, cyclotron group, University of California Radiation be 

Dr. THOMA 31. SSYDER, manager, nuclear physics section, Knolls Atomic Pow@ 

Laboratory, Los Alamos, N. Mex. 

Lemont, Ill. 

Ridge, Tenn. 

Plains, N. P. 

Ken- Pork, N. P. 

Upton, Long Island, N. P. 

Washington, D. C. 

N .  c. 

oratory, Livermore, Calif. 

Laboratory, Schenectady, N. Y. 

mis board I 
security casc 
d a r e  and t 
The board, i~ 
consideratior 
eligibility f o  

GANSON PUR1 
Dr. Pam E. 

ington, D. 1 

W W A M  E. 

Tbe appointn 
Energy Corn 
of gaseous ef 
ders continui 
and developn 
snlting advict 
Dr. ABEL Wc 

water resoi 
Dr. PHILIP D 

of Public H 
Dr. LYLE I. 

Reduction ( 
Dr. H. FBASJ 

Illinois, Or1 
Dr. CHABLES. 
Dr. WILLIAM 

Idiances co 
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F. Z A E T M A ~ ,  division of reactor development, U. S. Atomic Energy 

fl;. ZABEL, secretary; department of physics, Los Alamos Scientific 

1 u  IV; DllDiSSiOn, Washington, D. C. 
LQ 

tory, LOS Alamos, Pi. Mex. 

Patent Adviso y Panel 

was appointed in January 1947. It makes informal reports and 
9' ndatiOI.lS to the Commission and i ts  stag on various questions of policy f l ame  
,Da Et TaoMas BUSTERN ; Of CoVhgtOn &i Burling, Washington, D. C. 
gflM E. DAVI6 ; Of Davis, Hoxie & Faithfull, New Pork, N. 'P. 

'c 20%- 

f f l  

relating to patents and inventions. 

D ~ E N N ~ ;  of Brown, Jackson, Boettcher t Dienner, Chicago, Ill. 
m. OOMS ; firm of CasPer W. Ooms, Chicago, Ill. 

Personnel Security Review Board 

rd was appointed in March 1949 primarily to review specific personnel 
rcority cases which arise under the Commission's administrative review pro- 
d@ and to make recommendations concerning them to the General Manager. 
Be ward, in its monthly meetings, also advises the Commission on the broader 
,,asiderations regarding personnel Security, such as criteria for determining 
!i,&i]ity for security clearance and personnel security procedures. 

G A 5 w ~  mcm, chairman ; of Pureell & Nelson, Washington, D. C. 
e -  

p A a  E. KLOPSTEG, associate director, National Science Foundation, Wash- 
ington, D. C. 

Kawu E. LEA=, president, Columbus University, Washington, D. C. 

Stack Gas Pro6 Zem Working Group 

neappointrnent of this group was authorized in May 1948 to  advise the Atomic 
bpm Commission and its contractors on problems in the treatment and control 
dgneous effluents. The group meets formally at irregular intervals but ren- 
cfeff continuing assistance in the field of air cleaning through specific research 
md development work directed by individual members and by individual con- 
sulting advice. 
R. ha WOLNAK, chairman ; head, department of sanitary engineering and 

ZR. PHILIP DRINKEZ, professor of industrial hygiene, Harvard University School 

lk. LYLE I. GILBEBTSON, director, research and engineering department, Air 

water resources, The Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md. 

of Public Health, Boston, Mass. 

Reduction Co., Inc., Murray Hill, N. J. 
k. H. ~ A ~ E R  JOHKSTORE, professor of chemical engineering, University of 

Illinois, Urbana. 111. 
I -  

fk. cEmLE6 E. LAPPLE, Stanford Research Instituie, Palo Alto, Calif. 
k TS~LIAM P. PAKT, director of research and development, Mine Safety A p  

flianC@ CO., Pittsburgh, Pa. 
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Argonne Cancer Research Hospital (University of Chicago 
contractor), Chicago, Ill. 

> 

The participating institutions associated with Argonne h'ational ~ ~ l , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
(listed immediately below) are also affiliated with the Argonne Cancer 
Hospital. 
Director _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  ------------------- Dr. LEON 0. J A C C J B ~ ~ ~  
Associate Director ____________________----- ------ Dr. ROBERT J. H ~ T E ~ ~ ~  

Argonne A'ational Laboratory (University of Chicago, contractor) 
Chicago, Ill. 

The participating institutions are  : 
Battelle Memorial Institute 
Carnegie Institute of Technology 
Case Institute of Technology 
Illinois Institute of Technology 
Indiana University 
Iowa State College 
Kansas State College 
Loyola University (Chicago, Ill.) 
Marquette University 
Mayo Foundation 
Michigan College of Mining and Tech- 

Michigan State College 
Northwestern University 
Ohio State University 
Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechani- 

Purdue Unirersity 

nology 

cal College 

St. Louis University 
State University of Iowa 
Washington Unirersity (St. h u k ,  

Wayne University 
Western Reserve University 
University of Chicago 
University of Cincinnati 
University of Illinois 
Unirersity of Kansas 
University of Michigan 
University of Minnesota 
University of Missouri 
University of Nebraska 
Vniversity of Notre Dame 
University of Pittsburgh 
University of Kisconsin 

MO.) 
(;enera1 Manager 
Uanager, SIR PI 
Unnager, SAR P: 
Mnnager, Technic 
Ummager, Auxilia: 
Uamger, Progran 

Lo8 AZanaos 

Director-- _ - _ _  - - _ 
Twhnical Associat 

Uounu! La l  

Project Director-- 
hbora tory Direct 
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Betiis plant (Westinghouse Electric Corp., contractor) , 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 

SA gal/i Atonzzc Power Laboratory (General Electric Co., contractor), 
Schenectady, N. Y. 

Los dlamos Scientific Ldoratory (University of California, 
contractor), Los Alamos, N. Mex. 

Xound Label-atory (Monsanto Chemical Go., contractor) 
Miamisburg, Ohio 

w -m Director _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  Dr. N. N. T. SAMARAS 

*'mt*rS Director _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  EDWARD C. RI CCARTHY 
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Oak Ridge  Institute o f  n'uclear Studies (contractor) 
OagRidge, Tenn. 

The sponsoring unirersities of the Institute are : 
Agricultural and Nechanical College 

Alabama Polytechnic Institute Uniyersity of Alabama . 
Catholic University of America 
Clemson Agricultural College 
Duke University Unirersity of Georgia 
Emory University University of Kentucky 
Florida State University University of Louisville 
Georgia Institute of Technolorn University of hfaryland 
Louisiana State University University of Mississippi 
Meharry Medical College University of North Carolina 
Mississippi State College University of Oklahoma 
North Carolina State College University of Puerto Rico 
North Texas State College University of South Carolha 
Rice Institute University of Tennessee 
Southern Methodist University University of Texas 
Tulane University of Louisiana University of Virginia 
Tuskegee Institute 

Vanderbilt University 
of Texas Virginia Polstechnic Institute 

University of Arkansas 
Unirersi ty of Florida 

Chairman of Council ____________________------- ---- Dr. MARTEN TEN H~~ 
Vice Chairman of Council _______________------ ----- Dr. w. M. h - m g ~ l p  
President of Institute _________-_____: ------ -------- Dr. PAUL 11. G B O ~ ~  
Vice President of Institute ______________-___-_-- ---- Dr. C. K. BECK 
Scientific and Educational Consultant--------------- Dr. GEORGE B. PECR~,, 
Executive Director of Institute _____----- ----------- Dr. WILLUM G .   POL^^ 

Oak Ridge National Laboratory (Union Carbide Nuclear ~ 0 .  of 
Union Carbide 8; Carbon Corp., contractor), Oak Ridge, Tern. 

Director _____________________----------__--_-------_-- Dr. A. M. W E Z S ~ ~  
Deputy Director ____________________----_------------ -- Dr. J. A. Swaa~0c-r 
Assistant Laboratory Director ____________________---- -- Dr. G .  E. BOYD 
Assistant Laboratory Director __________________-_------ Dr. R. A. CHARPIE 
Assistant Laboratory Director __________________-_------ Dr. E. D. SHIPLET 
Assistant Laboratory Director ____________c_____-_______ Dr. R. W. JOHKSOS 
Assistant Laboratory Director _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  Dr. C. E. WIRTEEE 

Radiation Laboratory (University of California, contractor), 
Berkeley, Calif. 

Director _______________________________________ Dr. ERNEST 0. LAWWSCE 
Associate Director ______________________________ Dr. LUIS TT. ALTABEZ 
Associate Director _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _  Dr. DOXALD COOKBEY 
Associate Director ______________________________  Dr. EDWIN M. McMILU~ 
Associate Director ______________________________  Dr. GLENN T. SEABOW 

Associate Director ______________________________  Dr. EDWABD TELLW 
Assistant Director ______________________________  WILLIAM 111. B E O B E ~  
Director, Crocker Laboratory Xedical Physics----. Dr. JOSEPH G. ~ ~ m '  
Director, Donner Laboratory of Medical Physics--- Dr. J. H. LAVXENCE 

Director, Livermore Laboratory _________________. Dr. HERBERT F. T O R S  

A 
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ateriaZs DeueZopment Luboratory (Kational Lead Co., con- 
tractor), Winchester, Mass. 

ter Atomic Energy Project (University of Rochester, contrac- 
tor), Rochester, N. Y. p d @  

cad& Laboratory (Sandia Corp., contractor), Sandia Base, Albu- 
querque, N. Mex. L 
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Aug. 2, 1946 
DCC. 31, 1955 

Jan. 1, 1955 
IC0-r. 30, 1955 

ISOTOPE 

I 

3 r.7 ...\ {", "' i..j r -  ,-- 
i..! I...) .... ._.I .. ,.-2'..> 

4.583 
2,306 
444 
80 

133 
230 
107 
52 

3.598 

11,533 

1,14: 

141 
11: 
6: 
2: 
5: 

21) 

61 

23 

------- 

c z 
4 
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SHIPXEKTS OF RADIOACTIT7E AKD STABLE ISOTOPE3 TO FORE COVSTRIES k y  

I 

1 '  
2 1  
0 
1 
15 
0 
0 

100 
0 

208 
25 
1 
8 
1 

102 
4 
0 
0 
0 

16 
0 
12 
11 
0 
0 
12 
1 
0 
c 

6 
0 
3 
5 

58 
0 

41 
14 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 

14 
4 
3 
1 
15 
9 
0 
1 
0 
0 
2 
1 
20 

0 

n 

0 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
9 
0 
0 
0 

c 
c 
( 
( 
( 

I 
11 
11 

a 

1 

I 
I 
I 

125 
110 

1 
3 

lfio 
16 
0 

359 
1 '  

882 
124 

1 
16 

1 
33; 
227 

1 
2 
0 '  

161 1 
14 

35 , 
1 

123 I 

A !  
1 
5 

29 
3 1  
0 1  
9 
39 
3% 

0 
6 

13; 
71 
12 
0 
44 
I 

1 
34 

6 
8 

10 
M i  , 
i 2  
0 
1 
3 
5 
31 
11 
28 

1 

52 :I:- 3,893 3 

/----- 

TOTAL----- - 

369460-5 
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Pressure Ascertaining Means ______-____.--_.. 

Liquid Sampler _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
Pulse Analyzer-- _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _  - _ _ _ _ _ _ _  - _ _  _ _ _ _ _ - - - _  
Recovery of Zirconium Tetrachloride from 

Method Making Metallic Oxyfluorides------. 

Process for the Concentration of Isotopes- _ - - -  

Pyrometer ......-.------....------------------ 
Remote Control Manipulator- __- - -__ - - - - -  - -  - 

Atomic Bomb Air Zero Locator. __-___._----. 

Electrostatic Amplifier- - ._. ._ . . _ _  -. _ _  - ._ - _ -  - - 
Dual Circuit Electrical Safety Device.------- 
Radio Electric Generator _._. __. _.-._______--- 

Flotation Methods for Uranium Ores.-. - _ _ - - -  

Apparatus for Handling Frangible Articles 

Ion Sources ___..__.____..____.________________ 

The Isotope of Curium Having a Mass Xum- 

Magnetic Time-of-Flight Mass Spectrometer- - 
Ion  source----__-____-__---------^------------ 

Its Complex Compounds. 

by Remote Control. 

ber of 236. 

PATEXTS ISSUED TO THE COBICMISSION WHICH ARE AVAILABLE ~0~ 
LICENSIXG 

-4 
C. V. Osborne, Albuquerque, N. M ~ ~ .  

mi% L. F. J. A. Casler, Royal Oak, H. 0. s 
Coleman, and M. Levenson, ch. 

R. Fairstein, Oak Ridge, Tern. Icag0, 
W. C. Fernelius, State Collepe. pn 

The following 133 U. S. Letters Patents owned by the United !States G~~~~~~~~ 
as  represented by the Atomic Energy Commission are in addition to the ~ 

patents listed in the 17th Semiannual report. 
made available for licensing a t  periodic interrals. Licenses are manted & 

The Patents listed hape 

non-exclusive royalty-free basis. on a 

tion Quantities. 

in Powder Form. 
Apparatus for Vapor Coating Base Material 

Recovery of Uranium from Aqueous Solutions- 

PATEST 
KO. 

2,693,700 
2,693,705 

2,694,146 
2,695,213 

2,695,214 

2,695,268 

2,695,364 
2,695,715 

2,696,050 
2,696,530 
2696,539 
2,696,564 
2,697,518 

2,697,529 

2,697,788 
2,698,290 

2,698.905 
2,700,107 
2,700,149 
2,700.606 
2,700,736 

2,702,523 

2, 703,271 

2,703.337 
2,703,843 
2,704,330 

2,704.335 
2,705,108 
2.705,674 
2, iM, 676 

2, 707,555 
2, 707,964 

2,708,118 
2,7OS, G 6  

2,709,222 

2,709,750 
2, 709, i91 
2, 710,249 

R. J. Prestwood, St. Louis, Mo., D. S. A l e  

J. F. Shea. Columbus, Ohio, M. G.  R b  
Ames, Iowa. 

Elgin. Ill. 

TITLE PATENTEE I 

Insulator Clamping Device _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
Mass Spectrometry _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
Voltage Stabilized Oscillator _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
Ion ProducinE Mechanism _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
Electronic Adder-Accumulator- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
Ternary Zirconium Alloys . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
The Conversion of Fluorine to Hydrogen 

Fluoride by Superheated Steam. 
Beryl Ore Selector __________________._________ 

Measurement and Control of the Composi- 
tions of Flowing Streams of Fluid Mixtures. 

Cnmera Timer _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
Pieutronic Reactor ________________.___________ 

Methods of and Apparatus for Separating 

Magnetic-Period Mass Spectrometer----_-___ 
Saturable Reactor _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
Iodine-13'2 Generator 6; Shipping Container-- 

Materials. 

WTErScott. Jr., Oak Ridge, Tern. 
A. E. Cameron, Oak Ridge, Tenn. 
T. F. Marker, Sandia Base, -4lbuqnw 

J. S. Luce. Oak Ridge, Tern. 
J. J. Stone, Jr., Clinton, Tern. 
W. Chubb, Columbus, Ohio. 
C. R. Schmitt and S. H. Smiley, Oak %&% 

A. M. Gaudin, h'ewtonville. Mass. 
P. S. Monroe, Summit, Tu'. J. 
&.I. R. Clark, Detroit, Mich. 
E, Fermi (deceased), L. Szilard, 

E. 0. Lawrence, Berkeley, Calif. 

L. G .  Smith, Center Morich?, x. 1;. 
R. L. A4nderson. Jr., El Cerrlto, Cald. 
K. E. W'insche, Wilmington, Del., L . G * 5 w -  

N. Mex. 

Tenn. 

hlass. 

Polarity Selector-- - ._________________________ 

Production of Vanadium Metal- - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
Method and ApparatuS for Measuring Radia- 

- --- .  
D. W. Shemood, h o d ,  N. J., 0. c. B- 

c. A .  H. Wright, Tadanac, British columk 
R. A. Wolfe, Ann Arbor, Mich. 

kiotes, Brooklyn, N. Y .  

Canada. 

R .  C. Goertz, D o m m  Grove, Ill., p,, G ,  
Schmitt, Waperville 111. 

B. C. Taylor, Battle breek, Mich. 
Q. A. Kerns, Berkeley, calif. 
E. W. Peterson, Kansas City, Ma. 
p. E. Ohmart, Dayton, Ohio. 
G. A. Bennett, Patchogue, h'. Y., p. L. vd:- 

man. Severna Park, Md. 
J. P. Hubbell, Garden City, Long I&, 
3. T., H. J. Reinig, West EnglevN, x-7 

R. R. Wilson. Ithaca. N. T. 
G. T. Seabok and Kenneth Street, Jr., h- 
S. A. Gondsmit, Sayville, N. P. 
J. S. Luce, Oak Ridge, Tern. 
J. J. Stone, Jr.. Clinton. Tenn. 
H. A. Wilhelm and J. R. Long. Ames, 10- 
N. 0. Roberts, Liverpool, England. 

keley, Calif. 

Patents listed as of Sorember 29, 1955. dpplicants for licenses should apply to Chief, Patent Be 
Office of the General Counsel, U. S. AEC, IVashmgton 25, D. C., identifying the subject matkrbS'** 
number m d  title. 
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------- 

3jethd and L4pp8rStUS for Discriminating 

sf= Spectrometer Sampling System _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .  
Frequency Modulated Records. 

hfethod of Separat@g Certain Platinum 
Group Metals ~71th Cation Exchange 
Resins 

Scutronic Reactor- - 

Radiation Responsive Device - - - - _ _  - - - - - __. 
Compensated Ion Chamber 
pulse Height Analyzer 

Automatic Control System _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
Isotope Separating Apparatus ____________.___ 

Ion Producing Apparatus- _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
Ion Producing hlechariism ___.___ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
Method of Producing Zirconium Halide------ 
Polyethylene Coating and Method of Apply- 

Electrical Snitch- _ _  - - _ _ _ _  ___. .___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _  
Pulse Generator ____________.-__._____________ 

Ion source _ _ _ _ - _  - _ _  _ _ _ _ - -  - _ - -  - .--------------_ 

Thyratron Trigger Circuit for Discharging a 

mg the Same 

CaDacitor 
Leak-Detector. - - - - - - - - - - - -. - - - - -. - - - - -_  - _-  - - 
Derice for Counting hlpha and Beta Particles- 
support for a Tube Cutting Device _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
Radiation Shield--- - .___..___________________ 

Liquid Metal High Pressure. __..____________ 
Jfethod of Preparing KaUF6 for Fused Bath 

Electrolysis 

PATENTEE 

M. 0. Inehram. Chicago and D. C .  He-% -~ 
Riverdefi, 111. . 

L. B. Vandenberg, Sharon Springs, K. 1'. 
Kenneth Street, Jr., Berkeley, Calif. 

J. G. Beach, Columbus, Ohio. 
J. G. Beach, If-. C. Schicfmer, and 

Faust, Columbus, Ohio. 
W. T. Miller, Ithaca, and A. D. I< 

baum, New York. y. y .  
E. V. Martin, Oak.Ridge, Tern. 
H. Gi. yeil, Oak Ridge, Tenn. 
M. Bems, Oak Ridge, Tenn. 
1%'. R. Baker, Berkeley, Calif. 
L. P. Hunter, Oak Ridge, Tern. 
W. R. Aiken, Berkeley, Calif. 
J. IT. Litton. and R. F. Kmeger, Oak 

c. L. 

:inhen- 

Ridge, 
Tenn. 

W. A. Joerndt and J. J. Kane, Albuquerque, 

A. D. Wooten, Falls Church Vn. 
E. C. Pitzer, Schenectady, N. Y. 

N. Mex. 

H. W. Savage, Oak Ridge, Tenn. 
B. T. Wright and E. 0. Lawrence, Berkeley, 

_-I.. t a w .  
J. H. Scott and J. W. Valentine, Albuquerque, 

N. Mex., and W. Gross, San Diego, Calif. 
J. W. Riggle, New Castle, and J. B. Roberts, 

\f7ilmington, Del. 
J. D. Reid, Oak Ridge, Tenn. 
C. Starr, Paciflc Palisades, Calif. 
I. Bloch, Chicfrgo, n1. 
F. H. Speddmg and A. H. Daane, Ames, 

Iowa. 
P. C .  Stevenson, Livermore, A. A. Franke, 

Sari Francisco, R. J. Borg,. Millbrae, and 
W. E. Nervik, PiedmontCaIif. 

E. Fermi (deceased). W. H. Z h ,  Chiago, 
n l  u. 

E. 0. Lawrence, Berkeley, Calif. 
W. C .  Tunnell, Oak Ridge, Tern. 
B. F. Miller, Berkeley, Calif: 
J. H. Burney, Corpus Christi, Tex., W. H. 

Appleton, Lafayette, Caljf., and R. de 
Liban and 0. M. Farley, Berkeley, Calif. 

W. H. Zinn, Chicago, Ill. 
S. M. MacNeille, Fairport, h'. Y. 
W. E. Glenn, Jr., Schenectady, X. Y., Almon 

E. Larsh, Jr., Berkeley, Cald 
C. W. Roeschke, Albuquerque, h'. Mex. 
H. L. Hull and S. hl. hlacxeille, Oak Ridge, 

Tern. 

Oak Ridge, Tenn. 

J. D. Reid, Oak Ridge, Tenn. 
A. D. Mackintosh and T. R. Hungerford, 

E. 0. Lswrence, Berkeley, Calif. 
1. 0. Backus and B. Peters, Berkeley, Calif. 
A. B. Cardwell, Manhattan, Hans. 
3. M. MacNeille, Oak Ridge, .Term., K. R. 

MacKenzie, Vancouver, British Columbia, 
Canada. 

E. P. Yockey, Inglewood, Calif. 
1. A. DeJuren, Berkeley, Calif. 
[. E. Campbell, Gahanna, Ohio. 
R. A. Wiese, New York, N. Y. 
F. R. Shonka, Riverside, Ill. 
D. A, Mack, Berkeley, Calif. 
R. J. Jones and R. E. Wright, Oak Ridge, Tenn. 
E. A. Aas, Albuquerque, N. Mex. 

R. F. Weh.rmann, Dayton, Ohio, and E. W. 

3.  E. Driver, Richland, Wash. 
P. E. Lowe and H. J. Bellarts. Richland, 

Rebol, Richland, Rash. 

Kaqh. 
K. H,Zinn, Chicago, Ill. 
L. B. Vandenberg, Sharon Springs N. P. 
R. Xagy, Bloomfield, and J. W. Marden, East 

Orange, K. J. 
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Patm2ts Issved to the Commission Which are Availnble for Lice,l~i)i~~~~~~~~,,, 

PATENT 
h T 0 .  

2,717,316 
2,717,353 

2,717, 696 

2,717,915 
2,717.962 
2,717,963 
2,717,964 

2,718,235 

2,718,459 

2,719, 233 

2,719,777 

2,719,823 
2,719,843 

2,719,924 

2,719,925 
2,719,941 

2,720,105 
2,720,593 

2,720,622 
2,721,272 
2,721,699 
2, 721,700 
2,722,609 

2,723,181 
2,723,371 

2,723,901 

2,724,058 
2,725,028 
2,725,278 
2,725,279 

2,725,284 

2,725,477 
2,725,478 
2,725,479 
2,725,480 
2,725,481 

TITLE 

Pulse Limiter and Shaper 
Precision Regulated Power Supply- _ - _  

Separation of Fission Products by Sdsorption 

Apparatus for Production of Purified Metals. 
Electric Discharge Devices _____.__._____-.__ 

Arc Discharge Device ____..__________.______ 

Sulfur Crystal Counter ________._____________ 

Valve Device for Isotope Separating Appara- 
tus 

Remote Control Apparatus for Transferring 
Liquids 

Charge Receptacles for Use in Ion Source 
Units 

Process and Apparatus for Protecting Urani- 
um Hexachloride from Deterioration and 

from Organic Solvents.. 

Contamination 
Neutronic Reactor Radiation Indicator- _ _  - _  
Method of . Synthesizing h’ucleosides and 

Analogous Compounds and Compounds 

Electric Discharge Device-- _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _  
Reciprocating Motor Control for Automatic 

Cut-Off Apparatus 
Radiation Shield Block .____________________ - 
Scintillation-Type Ion Detector- - _ _  _ _  _ _  - _ _ _ _  

Processes of Producing Uranium Trioride--- 
Arc Safety Device for High Voltage Power 

Cation Exchange Separation Process _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
Calutron Receivers _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
Combined Adjusting and Indicating Means- 
Manufacture of Uranium Tetrachloride_..___ 
Preparation of Uranium Hexachloride_-_--..- 

Apparatus for Reacting Dense Chlorinating 

Calutron Receivers.. _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _  
Apparatus for the Separation of Materials__- 
Calutron Receivers .____ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
Calutron Shielding. _ _ _  _ _ _  _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _  .___ _ _  .__ 

Calutron Receiver ..________ ______.____.____. 

SUPPlY. 

Vapor with a Solid. 

-<: 
PATESTEE 

R. Madey. Berkeley, Calif. . 
c. Sewell, Jr.. Lo: Alamos, and D. hr. 

hlesilh Park, ,h . hfes. 
T. Schubert, Chicago, Ill. 

ut:** 

z. 31. Shapiro, Pittsburgh, Pa 
L. F. M’outers, Berkeley, Calii. 
R. M. Brubaker, Crescent Hius pa. 
v. L. Parsegian, Brooklyn, K. y:, 

inger, MontTale, K. J .  
P. J. Galbreath and W. C .  T m e l l ,  0 

Tenn . ak Rich 
hf. C. Leverett, Houston, Tex., F. R 1\ 

Springfield, Mass., and 5 .  T. ]veil&, 
Island City, AT. Y. 

D. C. Seaell, Berkeley, Calif. 

R. C. 

D. Lipkin, Santa Fe, s. &lex., S. E. ]yeis% 
Chicago, m. 

W. H. Zinn, Chicago, 111. 
J. Davoll, Londop, England, G. B. 

Mamaroneck, h . Y. Br-. 

J. R. oppenheimer, Princeton, s. J., 8, 
Frankel, Los Angeles, Calif., E. 
Nelson, Los Alamos. N. Mex. 

F. Oppenhelmer, Berkeley, Calif. 
C. s. presenz, Berkeley, Calif. 

J. 0. Billups, Manhattan Beach, ~ ~ 1 %  
p. I. Richards, Bellport, and E. E . ’ ~  

EastDOrt. h’. IT. &?- 

15’. H.beuser, El Cerrito, Calif. 
E. 0. Lawrence, Berkeley, Calif. 
W. R. Baker. Berkelev. Calif 

C. E. Lakon, Oak Ridge, ye& 
R. P. Featherstone, Minneapolis, ?*fim. 

F. T. Hagemann, Chicago, Ill., H. C. An&t, 

S. P. Frankel, Los Angeles, Calif. 
H. H. Obergfell, Albuquerque, S. hiex. 
M. J. Polissar, San Francisco, Calif. 
R. E. Van Dyke and E. C. Evers, P r o v i b .  

M. J. Polissar, San Francisco, Calif. 

Ames,Iowa. 

R. I. 

J. 0. Backus. Berkeley, Calif. 
B. T. Wright, Santa Fe, IT. Mex. 
R. E. Parkins, Berkeley, Calif. 
J. R. Richardson, Berkeley, Calif. 
S. W. Barnes, Rochester, X. Y. 

’Policies and r+ 
h n d  in t h e  Fed+ 
girth Report, Nin 

Fourteenti 



APPENDIX 6 

R ~ G L A T I O N S  OF THE u. s. A ! ~ O m ~  ENERGY Cojsf&frssIoN 

w purpose. 

sol. 
(7.1 purpose. The regulations in 

&e part set forth the scope, procedure 
gd limitations of the authority of ad- 
wv hoards established by the Atoniic 
wm Commission pursuant to section 
fgis of the Atomic Energx -4ct of 1934 
i& stat. 019). 
i i 2  Dcfi?z,itions. AS used in this 

fcxstt : 
tal “Commission” ineans the Atomic 

wrgy Commission. 
rh) “Duly authorized representa- 

*m” of the Commission means a full- 
mvernnient employee designated 

&the Commission or the General Alan- 
ex. 

17.3 Functions mid linzitntions. (a) 
i: ii the function of an advisory board 
~ furnish advice, recommendations and 
anions concerning the subject matter 

reFDeCt to which the board has 
bestablished. Advisory boards may - 

not establish policy or take any action 
on behalf of the Commission. 

( b )  Advisory boards may not request 
information from any source other than 
the Commission either in the name of 
the board or in the name of the Commis- 
sion. Information needed by an Adri- 
sory Board will be obtained by the 
Commission or its duly authorized 
representative. 

i .4  Chairnta?i. ( a )  Each advisory 
board will h a m  as chairman a full-time 
government employee, except where the 
Commission finds that  the public inter- 
est will not be adversely affected if the 
chairman is not a full-time government 
employee. 

( b )  The chairman mill preside at all 
meetings of the advisory board and will 
be responsible for the control and con- 
duct of its meetings. Where the Com- 
mission makes a n  exception to the re- 
quirement of a full-time government 
chairman, a full-time government em- 
ployee will attend a11 meetings of the 
advisory board. 

$ 7.5 M e m  berslr ip. The Commission 
or i ts  duly authorized representative 
will appoint the members of the ad- 
visory boards. 

8 7.6 dleetings. (a) Advisory boards 
shall meet only at the call of the 
Commission or i ts  duly authorized rep- 
resentative. Meetings will be called 
suflkiently in  advance to  enable board 
members to  make arrangements to at-  
tend and to  permit prior individual con- 
sideration of the matters to  be 
discussed. 

(b )  Escept as otherwise authorized 
IF the Commission or its duly author- 
ized represen tatire, adrisory boards 

’ P ~ W s  and regulations of tile U. S .  AEC announced prior to December 1955 can be 
in the Federal Register and in the following semiannual reports: Fifth Report. 
BeWrt, Ninth Report, Tenth Report, Eleventh Report, Twelfth Report, Thirteenth 

*rt* Fourteenth Report, Fifteenth Report, Sixteenth and Seventeenth Reports. 
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APPENDIX 6 138 
shall meet only on government prem- 
ises. 

$7 .7  Agendcr. The agenda for each 
meeting will be formulated by the Oom- 
mission or i ts  duly authorized repre- 
sentative and, so f a r  as practicable, will 
be forwarded to the members of the ad- 
visor17 board in advance of the meeting. 

g 7.8 Minutes. (a) Full and com- 
plete minutes of each meeting shall be 
kept, including a record of those in at- 
tendance. Such minutes shall be main- 
tained as permanent and official records 
of the Commission. 

(b)  The chairman or the duly a U -  
thorized representative of the Commis. 
aion shall decide whether a stenographic 
transcript is necessary. 

f 7.9 Xubcommittees. All  advisory 
board subcommittees, temporary or 
permanent, shall be subject to the rules 
and procedures governing the respec- 
tive full boards. 

6 7.10 Industry advisory committee2 
and conferences. (a)  Industry advisory 
committees and industry advisory con- 
ferences a re  deemed to be industry ad- 
visory boards and subject to the re 
quirements of the regulations in this 
part. Escept as otherwise authorized 
by the Commission, or its duly author. 
ized representative, attendance at meet, 
ings of industry advisory committees 01 

conferences shall be limited to tht 
members of the committee or confer 
ence and Commission employees. 

( b  ) Persons selected for membershi1 
on industry advisory committees 01 

conferences shall be chosen, insofar as 
is practicable, m-ith a r-iew to assure a 
representation of a cross-section of thc 
group or groups affected, with due con. 
sideration giren to large, medium and 
small business, geographic distribution 
memliers and non-members of trade as 
socintions i n d  other relerant factors. 

Dated at Washington, D. C., this 23tl 
day of August 1955. 

I<. E. FIELDS, 
Gew era 1 Manager. 

C 

PART ST-RADIoIsoToPE R E S E , ~ ~ ~  

DISCOUST PERCHASE P R O C E D ~ ~ ~ ~  

SUPPORT PROGRAI,~ 

Pursuant to  the Atomic Energy 
1954 (Public Law 703, ad c * ‘*: 

‘fig., 2. 3ess.i 68 Stat. 919ff) and the Admittix: 
tratire Procedure Act of 
lmended (Public Law 404, 79th 
Zd Sess.) , amendments to  Title 10,:; 
37, Code of Federal Regulations, ~ 

titled “Radioisotope Research s , , ~ ~ , ~  
Program”, effective July 1, ~QZ,, ~~~ 

published in 1701ume 20 Page 4712 et ~ 

of the FEDERAL REGIS=, are set fftttfi 
hereunder to be effective upon puhli(.,- 
tion. 
1. Amend 5 37.12 to read as followg, 
f 37.12 Discount purchase prw: 

dures. Discount Certificate holdrt, 
may make discount purchases of radik 
isotopes from either suppliers or 
tributors : 

( a )  BY providing the supplier or dis 
tributor with a purchase order nrK,e 

which, or affixed to which, is an 
signed copy of the following: 

The undersigned certifies to the sup 
plier and to the U. S. Atomic Enerq 
Commission that  Discount Certifiatc 
NO. ------, which expires _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
has been issued to the undersigned tlZ 
the Director, Division of Biolog 
Medicine, U. S. Atomic Energy Cam- 
mission, authorizing the purchase af 
radioisotopes at 20% of AEC estab 
lished price; that isotopes purchased 
under this authority will be used or& 
for agricultural and biomedical re 
search, including research in medicai 
therapy and diagnosis ; that tbct under- 
sign& is authorized, pursuant t@ * 
regulations in Title 10, Part 30, Cmb 
of Federal Regulations, Radioisoti%= 
Distribution, to  procure Such radi** 
isotopes : and, that  all Of the infoma* 
tion set  forth and the Statements 
herein are to  the best Of (its) (W’ 
knowledge t rue and correct. 

---* 

_____r-*----- 

( Sigpatnrd 

1. sotice is 1 
#Wnt to Secti 
Atomic Energy 
~ 2 ) ~  the Atom 
bas determilled 1 

(a) Constitut 
ewging in tl 
special nuclear 
country other t 
now or hereafte 
countries or dt 
37l3 of the  ( 

Schedule of the 
ment of Commel 

(b) Does not 
rIon of Restrict€ 
fied defense infc 



REGGLATIOSS 139 

po,%rarding to the supplier or 
with the first pur- 

laced with it during the fis- 
current, a COPS of the 

4 isserYs Discount Certificate as fur- 
Commission, or a certified 

S@ mereof. 
@ Cop*rt the following note as a sepa- 

5 lase apb after B 37.13 ( d )  : 
& , The reporting requirements 
?""k bereiIl have been approved by 

of the Budget in accordance 
Federal Reports Act of 1942. 

at WashinSton, D. C., this 30th 

~ fld b. 

parag 

i@ 

**. 
rirtt 68 Stat. %8; 42 u. s. c. 2201) 
ptd AngUSt 1955. 

E. E. FIELDS, 
General blanager. 

&T of 

nox FOB CERTAIN ACTIVITIES 
&m0pL4sEmoN FA- 57a (3) (B) OF THE 

1. Sotice is hereby given that, pur- 
€ to section 5'ia.(3) (B)  of the 
ic Energy Act Of 1954 (68 Stat. 

icao 
m 

@e Atomic Enerm Commission 
rdeteqnined that any activity which : B- 

Constitutes directly or indirectly 
sq@g in the production of any 
+ nuclear material in any foreign 
m&y other than countries or areas 
sN or hereafter listed as Subgroup A 
wnies or destinations in Section 

of the Comprehensive Export 
W u l e  of the United States Depart- 
mt of Commerce ; and 

!b) Does not involve the communica- 
&a of Restricted Data or other classi- 
& defense information ; and 

ssac ENEBGY ACT OF 1954 

( c )  Is not in violation of other provi- 
sions of law : will not be inimical to the 
interest of the United States and is 
authorized by the Atomic Energy Com- 
mission. 

Xothing in the foregoing determina- 
tion or authorization shall relieve any 
person from compliance with other pro- 
visions of law or regulation, including 
rules, regulations o r  orders relating to 
the export of production or utilization 
facilities, or source, special nuclear, or 
byproduct materials, pursuant to the 
Atomic Energy Act of 1954 or relating 
to the export of commodities or techni- 
cal data pursuant to the Export Control 
Act of 1949, as amended, the Mutual 
Security Act of 1934, or other law. 

2. The Commission intends soon to 
promulgate regulations incorporating 
the foregoing determination and au- 
thorization. It is planned that  such 
regulations will include provisions re- 
quiring persons who have engaged in 
certain activities pursuant to the au- 
thorization set forth in paragraph 1 of 
this Xotice to submit a report to the 
Commission concerning such activity. 

3. Inquiries concerning this Notice 
may be addressed to  the Atomic Energy 
Commission, Washington 25, D. C., At- 
tention : Director, Division of Civilian 
,4pplication. 

Dated at Washington, D. C., this 30th 
day of September 1955. 

K. E. FIELDS, 
General Manager. 
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CURREST AEC UXCLASSIFIED RESEARCH COXTRACTS IS P H X S I ~ ~ ~ ~  LIIvL 

BIOLOGICAL SCIEXCES, RAW ~IXTERIALS, AXD REACTOR D E I . E I , O P ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  

Chemistry 

Alabama, Universitg of. J. L. Kassner, and E. L. Grove, -4 Study of the prir,. 
ciples, Theory and Practice of High Frequency Titrimetry. 

Arizona, Universitl/ of. S. Chapin, The Mechanism of the Heterogeneous Low 
Temperature Ortho Hydrogen Conrersion. 

Arkamus ,  University of. R. R. Edwards, Chemical Effects of Nuclear T~~~~ 
formation. 

Arkansas,  University of. R. R. Edwards, Investigation of the Radioactivity of 
Thermal Waters and Its Relationship to the Geology and Geodieniistrr of 
Uranium. 

Radiation Induced Solid State Polymerization. 
G. 31. Harris, A4pplications of ISOtOWS in Chemical 

Kinetics. 
H. Brown, Studs of Fundamental cw, 

chemistry of Critical X:i terials & Development of Econoruic Procrssp,, f,,r 
Their Isolation. 

K. Daridson, Complex Ions and Reactjou 
Mechanisms in Solution. 

Brooklyia, Polytechnic Inst i tute  of. R. B. Mesrobian and H. Morawetz, studS 

Buf fa lo ,  University of. 

California Institute of Technology. 

California Inst i tute  of  Teclmology. 

California, University of. 
Cali fomia,  Un icersity of. 

California, U ~ i t * e m i t ~ /  of. 
Carnegie Ins t i tu te  of Tcchnologg. T. P. Kohman, Nuclear Chemistry Research. 
CathoZic Unit-ersity of America. F. 0. Rice, The Thermal Production and. Idru. 

tification of Free Iiadicals. 
Chicuqo, Uniz'ersity of. C. A. Hutchison, Paramagnetic Resonance Absorption 
Chicago, University of. K. Sugarman and A. Turkerich, Operation of Synchm 

Chicago, Unit*ersitu of. N. Sugarman and A. Turkevich, Nuclear Chemical 

Chicago, Universit14 of. H. C. Urex, Sa tu ra l  Abundance of Deuterium and Other 

Clark Zi?zice?.sity. A. E. Uartell, Reactions of Partially-Chelated Metal Ions 
CZarkson ~ o ~ c g c  of Tcck9io7ogy, N. Kerker, A Study of the Size and Shill*' c*f 

Colloidal Particles by Light Scattering and Electron Blicroscopy. 
Clarkson College of Teclmology. H. L. Phulman, The Determination of Inter- 

facial Area in Packed Absorption and Distillation Columns. 
Colorado, University o f -  R. K, Iceller, The Scintillation Properties of COOrd'- 

nation Compounds. 
Colunzbia U n i ~ e r s i t ~ .  J. L. Kulp, Helium in the Atmosphere and LithOW1l@ff- 

C. S. Garner, Isotope Exchange Reactions. 
J. H. Hildebrand, Studies in Iiltermolecular Forts 

R. L. Scott, Fluorocarbon Solutions. 
and Solubility. 

cyclotron. 

Research. 

Is0 topes. 

* Contracts listed as of h'orember 30, 1956. 
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tmit ,eT-si t~.  J. L. Kulp, U-Pb liethod of Age Determination. 
p;dtr ,,hi@ tinivcrsity. P. K. LaSler. Fundamental Investigation of Phosphate 
&rtb ia 

@tllbi@ L-tlircr~itli.  R. AI. Piores, Photochemical Reactions of Iodine. 

! 
sj gri@es. g,iz.ersity. 

&g#Z bin 

J. 31. Miller, Research in the Field of RadiochemistrX. 

L7nicersity. T. I. Taylor, Separation of Isotopes b~ Chemical Ex- --&nt bia 

= tbat lF  pcljcllt, ~ ? ~ i z * c r s i t y  of. R. Ward, Tracer Element Distribution between Melt 
*+ 
, ~ E I  I..niccrsit~. R. Bersohn, Gradient of the Electric Field in Ionic Crystals. 
L 

cN ~-.tziz;ersitg of. R. L. Pigford, Thermal Diffusion in Liquids. 
~~~~ f n t l  ersjtv. H. A. Strobel, Ion Exchange in Polar Son-Aqueous Solvents. 

-m.Qa K. E. Johnson, Exchange Between Labeled Halogens 

'' ~ t ~ t e  UniversitU. R. H. Johnsen, Radiation Induced Effects in Hetero- 

R. Sheliue, Search for Long-Lived Radioactivities ; 

a, jyfliversity of. G. B. Butler and A. 8. Gropp, Studies in the Prepara- 
and Properties of Quaternary Ainmonium Ion Exchange Resins. 

gniz;ersitU. &I. Cefola, Studies of Formation of Complexes by Thenoyl- 

r:CFOrd Unirersity. E. S. Barghoorn, Itadioactirity in Uraniferous Plant 

z 8 a r d  t - i i i~erSi tg .  R. 31. Diamond and G .  Wilkinson, Nuclear and Inorganic 
-r2aistry of the Transitional Elements. 
.%.e sqd CniversitY. C. Frondel, Synthesis of Uranium and Thorium Minerals. 
E d r d  College. 
=Dig zmtitzite of Teclinologg. 31. L. Bender, Correlation of Isotopic Xffect 

a& Institicte of Tcc1~noZo.w. G. Gibson, Fundamental Chemistry of Uraniuni. 
B o i s  Insfifute of Techizolog?~. H. E. Gunning, Decomposition of Organic Mole- 

P&s&, Unizersity of. H. G. Drickainer, The Mechanism of Molecular Motion 

m, Dniwersity of. P. E. Tankwich, Studies in Radiochemistry. 
Wv3na uni2'erSitv. L. L. JIerritt, Study \vith Radioactire Tracers. 
&mu C?tiversify. W. J. Jioore, Rate Processes in Inorganic Solids at High 
imperatures. 

*&?a t-niversitll. B. Schaap and F. C. Schmidt, Electrochenlical IIesearch 
3 Amine Solrents. 
m* u?liver8ity of. L. Eyring, Preparation of Rare Earth Oxides. 
-* U ~ ~ i v e l c ~ i f l l  O f .  I<. Ihmmermeyer, Separation of Gases by Diffusioll 

ailr fioPkitM U?ZiEe?*sif?J. 
Sta te  CoZEege. R. E. Hein, Labeled Chemical Species Produced by 

state Collc'ge. E. R. Lippincott, Raman Spectra of Colored and Absorb- 

Solid. 

I I  t r t l i l lcrs i t~.  F. A. Long, Kinetic and Equilibrium Salt ERects. 

Oniversitg. 
Certain Inorganic Halides. 

Organic Systems. 
gtate Unicersity. 

eW retical suclear Studies. rn@ 

€an 

,viflooroacetate and Other Chelating -4gents. 

Fe-ils. 
-* 

J. A. Southern, Cyclotron Research. 

Beaction Rate with Reaction Riechanism. 

d~la bF Metal-Photosensitization. 

s Determined from Diffusion and Thermal Diffusion Measurements. 

- 
*BroUph Permeable Membranes. 

lj-. s. I<oslci, Nuclear Chemistry Studies. 

Lurron Irradiation of Phosphorous Trichloride and Related Compounrls. 

2 Substances. 
'*'V rnioersif!, of. P. W. Gilles, High Temperature Research. 

hiwersity of. P. W. Gilles, Hot Laborator- Assistance. 
Gniversity of. J. Bleinberg and E. Griswold, Some Problems in the 

$mist9 of Low Osidatiop States of Xetals. 
C;,-lt j:; rc?-', 
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Litt le,  Inc., Arthur D. G. A. Bleyle, Study of Deuterium Separation* 
Louisville, University of. R. H.  Wiley, The Synthesis and Properties 

1% Exchange Resins. 
Massachusetts Inst i tute  of Technology. &I. Benedict, Transfer of D 

@uteri% from Steam to Hydrogen. 
Mu8saChusett8 Inst i tute  07 Technology. a. R I .  Gaudin, Techniques in hfirtcQI 

Engineering. 
Nassuchusetts Institute of Technology. P. IM. Hurley, Investigations of 

Abundances of Strontium, Calcium and Argon in Certain ATineralg. 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. C. D. Coryell, D. N. Hume, J. D, Sh 

and C. G. Swain, Nuclear Chemistry Research. 
Massachusetts Institute of TechnoZogy. T. H. SherKood, Mechanism 

Transfer to Drops. 
dlichigan State College. C. H. Brubaker, Investigations into Aperiodi 

tion States. 
Nichigan State College. J .  L. Dye, Thermodynamic Investigation of Dilute sole. 

tions of the Alkali Metals in Liquid Ammonia. 
Uichigan State College. 31. T. Rogers, A Physico-Chemical Investigation ~ 

Interhaloaen Compounds. 

Of ar, 
oarla. 

b k  Michigan, Un$versi& of. R. B, Bernstein, Fundamental Research on 
Reactions. 

.Vichigan, University of. P, J .  Elving, Polarographic Behavior of orgnk 

Michigan, Universitg of. W .  W. Meinke, Nuclear Chemical Research. 
Michigan, University of. E. F. Westrum, Low Temperature Chemical Them,, 

dynamics. 
Nezo Hampshire,  University of. H .  RI. Haendler, Infra-red Spectroscopg 

organic Fluorides. 
N e w  Pork State College for Teachers. 0. E. Lanford, Concentration of Nitrt, 

gen 15 b y  Chemical Exchange. 
North Carolina State College. I?. P. Pike, Performance of Contractors for L i q a  

Liquid Extraction. 
North  CaroEina, University of. K.  Enox, The Preparation and Propertied 

Compounds of Technetium and Rhenium. 
Northwestern University.  11. Dole, The Mechanism of High Energy Radiatia 

Effects on Polyethylene. 
A70rthwestern University. R. G. Pearson, and F. Basolo, Mechanism of Sub& 

tution Reactions of Inorganic Complexes. 
A70tre Dame, University of .  N. Burton, Radiation Chemistry Studies. 
Ohio S ta te  Uniwersitu. R. J. Kline, The Reactions of Uranium with Solutim 

OliZ~ahom~ Agriculture & Mining College. E. R I .  Hodnett, The Isotope Eifect b 

Oklakoma Agriculture d ,lfini?zg College. T .  E. Moore, The Separation of ht 

Oklahonza, University of. J. R. Nielsen, Spectroscopic Properties of FIU@EF 

Oregon State College. T. H .  Norris, A Study of Generalized Acid-base Pbe 

Oregon, Unive?'sity of .  D. I?. Swinehart, Study of Gaseous Chemical Reactroa 

Pennsylrania State University.  T. F.  Bates, An Investigation of the Mineralm 

Compounds. 

of Ammonium Salts in Liquid Ammonia. 

the Study of Chemical Reactions. 

organic Salts by Liquid-Liquid Extraction. 

carbons and Fluorinated Hydrocarbons. 

nomena with Radioactive Tracers. 

Kinetics, Using a Xass Spectrometer. 

and Petrography of U-Bearing Shales and Lignites. 
,z.i"., i-, -.: r..t - 
.... I . . .... .... I ... r? 4 

- 

p- 
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State Unirersity. 

qtnte Cniversity. 

Stnte university.  

11'. C. Fernelius, Stabilities of Coordination 

B. F. Howell, Studies of the Dielectric Constant 

C. R. Kinneg, An Inrestigation of the Chemical 

~~~~~~i~ gtntc Universit?f. IT. 1V. Xiller, Chemical Reactions lnduced in 

It.@& 

fyfcflrlio 

4 utlds and Related Problems. 
EmtwiP 
prs ~ 

Minerals. 
' &lidL 
~~~'~~ the Organic Matter of Uraniferous Shales. ' 

R ia 

Systems by B-decw. 
State Dniversity. H. D. Wright, Mineralogy of U-Bearing De- 
Boulder Batholith, Montana. 
ufiiuersity of. J. O'M. Brockris, A Study of the Structure of 

fl sl& & Silicates. 
h, UnicersitU of. H. Freiser, The Development of Organic Reagents 

h ,  ufi&ersitp o f .  R. Levine, Synthesis of Beta-Diketone and Beta- 
~ ~~~ ~~ in Inorganic Analysis. 
e' 
6deters with Heterocyclic Nuclei. gs8utg 

jyni~er8it2/. J. Turkevich, Study of Kucleation Processes. 
university. J. Turkevich, Temporary and Permanent Effects Pro- 

+Hce'college. M. A. Fineman, The Nature of Gaseous Negative Ions 
* by Electron Impact. 

dgF ~ ; ~ i ~ e r s i t y .  H. C. Brown, Chemistry of Polyvalent >fetal Halides. 
~ ~ i ~ e r s i t y .  J. W. Cobble, Chemistry and Nuclear Chemistry of the 

* 
wF3 Elements. 

~;&?e?Xity.  T .  DeVries, Polarographic Studies in Non-Aqueous Solvents. 
Cniz'er8itlJ. W. F. Edgell, Studies in Molecular Spectroscopy. 
~ - ~ i t e r s i t y .  W. H. Johnston, G a s  Phase Exchange Reactions. 

b.r Radiation on Solids. 

F d  

college. A. F. Scott, The Diffusion of Cathodic Hydrogen Through Rletals. 
H. 11. Clark, Extraction of Inorganic Sub- *&~t.  PolytecILnic Istatit ute. 

&&dffl, university of. E. 0. Wiig, Radiochemistry. 
g d ~ 8  rnirersity. E. R. Allen, Polar Inorganic Bf olecules. 
-8 cnirersity. Wm. Rieman, Analytical Chemistry of the Polyphosphates. 
mtj  Carolina, Uwirersity o f .  0. D. Bonner, Fundamental Studies of Ion Ex- 
ange Equilibria. 

s d r m  Cdifornia, 77niz;ersity of. H. L. Friedman, Solutions of Inorganic 
Eiretmiytes in Solvents of Low Dielectric Constant. 

g i t thm California, Uniz-ersiti) o f .  W. K. Wilmarth, Homogeneous Solution 
Itegrtions of Molecular Hydrogen. 

fmw Zmfitute of TeC-?inology. E. R. Johnson, Effect of Radiation on Solids. 
GnicersitlJ. €3. p. Burtt, Mechanism of Gaseous Radiation Chemical 

*%w university. L. Gordon, Coprecipitation Studies. 
w8p I'niversity. H. Linschi tz, Photochemical Reactions of Complex 11ole- 

'%acgdeer ufliversitV of. J. 3'. Eastham, Determination and Application of 
%mition Factors for Some Chemical Fractionatious of Hydrogen Isotopes. 

w*84eC, university of. G .  K. Schweitzer, Study of Radiocolloids. 
ura*eG unicersity of. H. A. Smith, Catalytic Reactions Involving Deuterium 
ew Papor Pressure Studies. 
'wg8eg* L'913iret*sit?/ 6f. P. B. Stockdale, Inrestigation of the Chattanooga 

I 

by Organic Solvent. 

k=Wm and the Chemical Reactions of Electrons. 

in Condensed Phase. 

E 
Shale of Tennessee as a Source of Uranium. 

~ 

'=*. rnirersity of. G. 1V. n-utt, Unusual Oxidation States of Transitional 
b e n t s .  
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Tzifts College. T. R. P. Gibb, Jr., Research on the Preparation 

Utah,  Cpzirersity of. H .  Eyring, Studies on Surface Chemistry. 
Utali, Unizersity of. R. B. Parlin, Induction of Chemical Rea(*tic,ns I ,J  ,1 

Utalt, t;*iiz.ei'sity of.  

Hydride ; Research on Hydrides. 

Frequency Discharges ir. Gases. !Z :  

A. L. Wahrhaftig, Ionization and I)issociation of 
' "lCt.,&, by Electron Combardment. 

Compounds. 
rsity.  E.  A. Jones, Raman SI)ectra of Some Inorganic E'll,l,,plf*p 

Vanderbilt Unirersity.  31. D. Peterson, Kadiation Stability and I 

JT/'asI~ington S ta te  CoZEege. H. W .  Dodgen, The Formulae and Stability of c' 

washington Unicersity. J .  W. Kennedy, Generation of High Voltages I , ~  llr4h 
of Kuclear Radiations. 

Washingtom University. 

Tt'estern Reserve University. E .  L. Pace, Thermodynaniic Properties of ca, 
Absorbed on Solids. 

lvisconsin, Unicersity of. E'. Daniels, Studies on the Geochemistry of uraai,.@ 
and the Recovery of Uranium from Low Grade Ores. 

Wisconsin, University of. J .  0. Hirschfelder, Quantum Mechanical and Semj 
empirical Determination of Intermolecular Forces. 

Wisconsin, Unicersity of. E. L. King, Studies of Rates and Equilibria iti 

Inorganic Reactions in Solution. 
Wisconsin, Unirersity o f .  J .  W. IVillard, AppIication of Radioactive I~~~~~ 

to Chemical Problems. 
Yule  U n  iucrsity. H .  S. Ha  rned, Diffusion Coefficients of Electrolxtes ad 

Molecules. 

Radiochemistry. nc'rRaBj- 

plex Ions in Solution. mi- 

J. W. Kennedy, Study of Reaction Kinetics rx, 
Stable Isotope Tracers. wi: 

Metallurgy 

Alfred University. V. D. Frechette, Graphitization of Carbon. 
Arnzour Research Foiindation. 

Uausch d Lon22, Optica7 Contpany. PI'. J .  Kreidl, Irradiation Damage to G l a a  
Brown University. R. Truell, Radiation Effects in Solids. 
Buffalo,  University o f .  S. Mrozowski, Basic Principles of Manufacture 4 

California, l inicersity o f .  E. Parker, Creep of Alloys. 
California,  University o f .  J .  A. Pask, The Mechanics of  Metal-Ceramic Bond% 
C'alifomia, Gniz'ersity of. A. W. Searcr, The Gaseous Species Abore High 31di- 

ing Solids. 
Cali fornia.  Unirersity of .  J .  Washburn, An Inrestigation of the Origin of Disk. 

cations in Crystals and Correlation of Properties with Dislocation Density a d  
Distribution. 

Ca.11 i s i l ls  College. 
Carnegie Imti tz i te  o f  Techtzology. 

Carnegie  Insti t i i te o f  Tec7inology. €3. Coles, X-Ray Studies of Idtie 

Camiegie Insti t  lite of  TechnoZogy. G. Derge, Electrochemical Studies of srrt- 

D. J. NcPherson, Heat Treatment of Zirconiac 
Base Alloys. 

Carbons. 

H. A. Szymanski, Inrestigations in Irradiated Vitreous 
A. Arrott, Research on Properties of 

111 eta Is. 

Imperfections. 

Aqueous Melts. 
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Pittsburgh, Unisersity of. IT'. E. Wallace, Application of Chemical T 

Purdue University. R. E. Grace, Diffusion of Liquid Alloys. 
Purdue University. K. Lark-Horoyitz, Basic Radiation Damage Studies. 
Rensselaer Polytechnic Insti tute.  H .  B. Huntinf$on, Anisotropic Self- 

Rutgers University. S.  Weissmann, The Fundamental Study of 

dynamics to the Study of Metallic Alloy Formation. 

in Metals. 

Damage of Metals and ,411oys by Means of Special X-Ray ~ i a ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
Techniques. 

Tennessee, University of. E. E. Stansbury, Studies on the Direct MeaSUreQc.II. 
of the Energy Changes Resulting from Plastic Deformation and Phase Tran, 
formations. 

T u f t s  College. T. R. P. Gibb, Jr., Basic Properties of Light Rfetal Eydrida 
Utah,  University of. I. B. Cutler, Recrystallization and Sintering of 0 
Virginia,  University o f .  A. T. Gmathmey, The Growth and Chemical proDertlf, 

Wichi ta ,  University of. L. L. Lyon, The Permeability Method of &term 

Tale  University. W. D. Robertson, Specific Heat of Liquid Metals and 

of Nearly Perfect Crystals. 

Surface areas of Finely Divided Materials. 

Physics 

Brown University. R. A. Peck, Precision Measurements of Xeu tron Interactiob 
California Ins t i tu te  of Technologg. J. W. DuMond, Precision Nuclear sm,: 

~ California Inst i tute  of Technology. R. F. Bacher, High Energy Physics. 
scopy. 

California, University o f .  C. D. Jefferies, Nuclear Moments. 
California,  Universitlj of. J. A. Jungerman, Beta-ray Spectrometry. 
CaZifomia, University of. J .  R. Richardson, High Energy Physics &sear& 
Cnrnegb Inst i tute  of Technoloqg. E. Creutz, Synchrocyclotron Research. 
Carnegie Inst i tute  of Technology. G. Hinman, Beta-ray Spectroscopy. 
Case Ins t i tu te  of Technology. E. C. Gregg, Jr., Interaction of High Enm 

Chicago, University o f .  S .  K. Allism, Reactions of the Light Nuclei. 
Chicago, TTniversitg of. G. Wentzel and AI. Goldberger, Theoretical Research & 

Columbia University.  W. 'AT. Havens, Kuclear Physics Research. 
Colztmbia University. C. H. Townes, Nuclear Properties by Microwave TeA 

Connecticut, Univcrsitu of. 
Duke  Universitjj. H .  W. Kewson, Shcll Structure and Fast Neutron Cms 

i&conain, Unizjel 

rimonsin, Unive? 
Wisconsin, Univer 

Fiaconsin, Uniuei 
Tale University. 
Fale Uniuersity. 
Tale University. 
Tale University. 
FeEe University. 

Gamma Rays and Electrons with Matter. 

Elementary Particle Physics. 

niques. 
S. S. Friedlnnd, Inelastic Scattering of Keutrons 

Section. 

Forces. 
Florida Stn te  University.  A. S. Green and M. A. Melvin, Analysis of S u c k  BIOLOGY, BIOPl 

FZorirla, Universitjl of. D. C. Swanson, Electrostatic Generator Program. 
Frankl in  Insti tue.  C. E. hlandeville, Keutron Scattering Measurements. 
l O ? M ,  S t a f c  Un i zws i tg  of. J .  A. Jacobs, Research in Nuclear Structure. 
Johns Hopkins University.  G,  H .  Dieke, Spectra of Molecules. 
Johns Hopkins University.  G. H .  Dieke, Study of Nuclear Properties. 
Johns H o p k i m  University.  S .  Hanna, Study of Neutron Reactions. 
h'anSaS Sta te  College. C.  11. Fowler, Kuclear Spectroscopr. 
Kentucky  Research Fmindation. B. D. Kern, Study of Nuclear EnWF 
Louisiana s t a t e  universi ty .  R. C. Moblex, Keutron Scattering project. 
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nysice. 

:lei. 
. Resrarc=b ir: 

ts  institute of Technology. G. R. Harrison, Echelle Spectroscopy. 
ersitg of. D. M. Glaser, Bubble Chamber Development. 
er3it.21 of. R. W. Fidd, Electron Synchrotron. 
rsitg of. W. C. Parkinson, 42-inch C,vclotron Program. 
ersitg of. J. H. \17illiams, 60 Mer Proton Linac. 

of Bciences. Kay Way, Kuclear Data Compilation. 
rsitg of. T. Jorgenson, Jr., Mechanism of Energy Transfer of 

university of. A. V. Nasket, Measurement of Inelastic Keutron 

university. E. K. Strait,  Completion of 5 Mer Electrostatic 

Dame Uni~ersitV. B. Waldman, Remodeling of Electrostatic Generator. 
university. J. N. Cooper, Nuclear Spectroscopy. 

University. R. Pepinsky, h'eutron Single Crystal Diffraction. 
t y .  M. G. White, Nuclear and Fundamental Particle Physics. 

gnizersity. E. Bleuler, Research in Nuclear Physics. 
c,&@%itY. K. Lark-Horovitz, Modification of Purdue Cyclotron. 

rrnke finiVer&tg. K. Lark-Hororitz, Linear Electron Accelerator. 
* gsivtysity. R. M. Whaley, Research with Synchrotron. 
~ Irditituje. T. W. Bonner, Nuclear Physics Research. 
w4tM; uniVW8itV of. R. E. Marshak, High Energy Nuclear Physics. 
* fwd univer8ity. E. L. Ginton ,  Electron Linear Accelerator Studies. 
e,w, UfiipWaity of. E. L. Hudspeth, Fast Neutron Interactions. 
:+bgt university. C. D. Curtis, Research with Cockcroft-Walton Generator. 
iderbilt university. R. T. Lagemann, Precision Beta-ray Spectroscopy. 
-dRb, OfliCWSitg of. F. L. Hereford, Interaction of Polarized Photons with 

niversitu Of. J. H. Manley, 60-inch Cyclotron Program. 
Fejf i ,  University of. J. R. Dillinger, Low Temperature Physics. 
r a i n ,  Unirersity Of. W. F. Fry and W. D. Walker, High Energy Inter- 

ramsin, University of. R. G. Herb, Experimental Nuclear Research. 
p d n ,  vnivmsitg of- D. A. Lind, Coulomb Excitation and Neutron Scatter- 

a& Gltit'ersity. E. R. Beringer, Heavy Ion Accelerator. 
WE MmW. G. Breit, Theory of Nuclear Reactions. 
&rfii:nicersi@. H. L. Kraybill and E. Fowler, High Energy Physics. 

* H. L. Schultz, Neutron Cross-section Measurements. 
fnirersitg. w. w. ITatSOIl, Isotope Separation and Use. 

mmy, B I O P ~ S I C S ,  ~ ~ D I C I N E ,  AND RADIATION INBTRUMENTATION 
RESEARCH CONTIRBCI'F, 

Biology 
w e ,  I?. S.  Department of, Agricultural Research Administration, Soil and 

Branch. Accumulation and Morement of Fission Products 

artment of, Agricultural Research Administration, Animal 
rY Research Branch. The Intermediary hletabolism of Proteins and 

acids in Avian and Mammalian Species. 

c .  - - -  
~ ,( I i - 1  , I  Ic?,:' 
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Caip,, 
Blabanla Polljtechttic Insti tute,  Agriculture Experi?)le?zt Station. 

Utilization of Radioactive Tracer Techniques in InTeStigatiOns of the . 
: 1 p  Habits of Son-Gall-Forming Plant Parasitic Xematodes. 

ing the J1etal)olism of Amino Acids in Xicl'ool'galliSl~~S and A ~ n i m a l ~ ,  

Alubanza Polytechnic Iizstittrte. AgricuZture Exper.itrlcllt Stcltioii. 
lich, Radioisotope Studies on Amino Acid Imbalances and Other F'actor.s bff 

A??leriC~?Z iIIrat Insti tute Foundation (Chicaw). R. s. Schwigert, fielati,,,, ,,, 

Amhe?-8t College. G. E.  Kidder, Studies on xucleic Acid and Free y 

87nherst Collegc. H .  H .  Plough, Genetic Effects of Acute and Chronic L~~~ 

Arizona, Uitiuersity of .  

'Y't. 

Vitamin B-12 to Xucleic Acid bletabolism. 

Synthesis in Normal Tissue and in Tumor Tissue, Using Carbon 14. 

Irradiation with Cobalt 60. 

A U+oti&& 

1 "I 

W. H. Fuller axid 13'. T. McGeorge, Ctilizalic,n 
Phosphorus from Biological Material and Uptake Of Strontium by FBri,,Ut (It 

Crops. 
Arizona, iYnicersity of. E. E. Kurtz, The Synthesis Of Fatty Acids in aiBteq 

Plants. 
Arkansas, Universitii o f .  F. E. Clayton, Developmental-Genetic StudS of tf,e 

Effects of X-Ray Irradiation in Drosopliila v'irilis and B u f o  va1liccpss 
Arkansas, Universitg of .  P .  31. Johnson, The Utilization of Radioisotora 

9 Vertebrate Embryos. 
Arkansas, Univerfritg of. Jacob Sacks, Studies on the Phosphorylation Crcilr 

in the Intact Animal Using Radioactive Phosphorus. 
BO?/Ce Thompson I?istitt(te. G. L. BIcXem, Use of Tracer Labeled ~~~~i~~~~ 

in Determining the Mechanics of PrOteCtinE Plants from Fungus Djeea%- 
Brigham Y O U ' I I ~  University.  A .  L. Sllen, The Effects of S-Irradiation 

Embryonic Development in the Paradise Fish, dlacropodzcs opWmZari&. 
Brown Oniversity.  31. H .  Hatch, Penetration of the Gut Wall by Intestinat 

Bacteria after S-Irradiation. 
Brown University.  J. W .  Kilson, The Role of the Intestinal Flora in Radiation 

Injury. 
California Insti tute of Tecknology. G. W. Beadle, The Genetic and Qtolngie; 

Effects of High Energy Radiation. 
California Insti tute of Technology. Henry Borsook, The Biological SSnth& 

of Protein. 
Cri7ifornia, U7iirersity of (Berkeley). E. A. Adelberg, Enzymatic Changes .b 

sociated with Radiation Induced Rlutations. 
Californicl, University of (Davis). 9. C.  -4nderson and G. H. Hart, The Efk.c-t 

of Radiation on Work Capacity and Longevity of the Dog. 
Cal i fov i ia ,  Uniz'crsity of (Berkeley). H. A. Barker, W. C. Hassid and C. e. 

Delwiche, Tracer and Enzymatic Studies on the Metabolism of Plants aaC 
Bacteria. 

Culifornin,  Fnirersity of ( D a r k ) .  A. S .  Crafts, The Use of RndioactiTe 1st- 
topes and Other Indicators to Study Absorption and Distribution of Herbiciih. 
Chemicals in Plants. 

Califonzicl, Unii-erSjt!/ of (Berkeley). W. G .  Dauben. Mechanism of Bi@!T 
thesis of Polycyclic Compounds. 

California. Unirersit!! of (Berkeley). 1,ouis Jacobson and Eo!. OWrfitrwi* 
Study of the Internal or Metabolic Factors and the External or E n ~ i r o ~ m n t -  
tal Factors Affecting Ion Absorption by Plants. 

L. 31. Julian. R. W. Bl'aUer and J. ' 
Brelrs, Distribution Studies of the Reticuloendothelial System at J7fUi'''m 

Stages of Development in Relation to the Problem of the Dissociation Of 

Functions. 

Californin. LT)iircrsit]/ of (Berkeley). 

-: f I l l - i  

p- 
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u,liversity of (Davis). Max Kleiber, Intermediary Metabolism of 

' &flOiC onigersitq of (Riverside). R. B. Narch, Use of Radioactive Tracers 

-s5t' university of (Berkeley). A. D. McLaren, Investigation of the 
.@&, 

E+* henism Roy Overstreet, Study of the Decontami- 
~~~~~~~ soils Containing Radioactive Elements and Salts. 

A. H. Smith, Radiosensitil-ity of the Hen's 
+*e ' 

P. R. Stout, Micronutrient Element Nu- @d& 

@@&if plants as Determined by Essential and Nonessential Soil-Borne 
E@nnre~i~  of Importance in Plant Nutrition. 
ffava, U%iversitY of (Los Angeles). S. G. Wildman, The Study of Plant 

' a t ion  of the Immature Forms of Tendipedidae (Chironomidae: Dip- 

~ ~ B 8 0 ,  nn,iver& of. Hans Gaffron, Effect of Blue and Dark Red Light upon 

USiversitY of. E. M. K. Geiling, Biosynthesis of Radioactive Drug 

o&msity of. J. 0. Hutchens, The Entropy of'  Amino Acids and 

p f f p s J M ,  unh7W8ity of. B. L. Strehler, Studies in Photobiochemistry and Bioen- 
a -tic problems. 
rkdliafi Brother8 CoZZege. Edward Doody, Uranium Complexes with Amino 
uj& and Peptides. 

Fi of B o p  Medical Center (Duarte, Calif.). W. D. Kaplan, (a) The Effect, 
Gpoo ae Mutation Rate, of Removal at Time of Irradiation of Peroxides from 
masted Germ Cells; (b) A Comparison of Patterns of Free Amino Acids 
tr;d Other Metabolites in Several Minute Stocks of Drosophila melanogaster 
€: rarious Stages of Development and the Influence of X-Irradiation upon 

maon Agricultural College. J. G. Dinwiddie, Jr., Investigation of the Mode 

~-%~ditn dgricuztural College. J. B. Whitney, Jr., Overwintering of Xantho- 

i m b i a  Universitg. R. F. Dawson, Pathways of Alkaloid Biosynthesis. 
%&stria University. Theodosius Dobzhansky, The Population Genetics of 

%ec& of Drosophila. 
*iglRbiQ D?liversitV. L. c. Dunn, Studies of Mutations in Populations of Wild 

HGQE Mice. 
E*mbia u?1irersit2/. c. G .  King, To Identify Precursors and End-Products 

Ienntaining Radiocarbon, in Studies of the Role of Glucose, Ascorbic Acid, etc., 
S Betabolism, 

I.& #io ,  Comwunds and Biological Synthesis in Farm Animals. 

~ ~ ~ u ~ ~ i ~ ~  $ 9  of the Mode of Action of Organic Insecticides. 

of the EXfect of Ultraviolet Lgoht on Enzymes and Viruses. 
gfg . gniz;ersitg of (Berkelex). 

.a gfiiversity of (Davis) 

cniz;ersit2/ of (Berkeley). 

~~~~~ ss Approached by the Study of the Normal Plant Proteins, 

&Hichigum rw College of Education. L. L. Curry, A Proposed Key for the 

# 
&-I. 
wcecation of Ultraviolet Treated Photosynthetic Microorganisms. 

gamponnds. 

frotetns- 

@mPf 

Patterns. 

&Action of Xaleic Hydrazide as a Plant Growth Regulator. 

; s m n d  pruni, the Causal Organism of Bacterial Spot of Peaches. 

~ 

f -mbia Unizersity. Darid Rittenberg, The Activation of Hydrogen by Bio- 
5 =ad Catalysts. - - 

3 MtgyaphS. 

Lhirersity. J: H. Taylor, Nucleic Acid and Protein Synthesis in In- 
itidMl Cells and Chromosomes Studied by Radioactive Tracers and Auto- 

Q -  
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Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station. A. E. Dimond and p. 

Cornell uniuersity,  i2;ew York  S ta t e  Agricultural Exllerinzent Station, 
goner, Therapy of Plant Disease by XUClear Radiations. '* Rag- 

mnset, The Induction and Testing of Somatic Alutations in Apples, G:Qb 
and Other Economic Plants. 

Cor?& University. M. R. Zelle, CYtOlOi$cal and Genetic Studies of Bacteria 
Related to  Effects of Radiation. 

Delau;are, University of.  A. M. Clark, The Relation of Genome N ~ ~ ~ ,  
Radiosensitivity in Habrobracon. 

Duke University. P. J. Kramer, The Relationship Between Root Stru 
the Absorption of Minerals by Plants. 

Duke University. K. M. Wilbur and Frederick Bernheim, The EfPects of olb* 
violet Light and Gamma Rays on Cell Lipids and the Physiological A~~~~~ ~ 

Irradiated Lipids. 
~ m o r y  Universitg. A. V. Beatty, Studies of the Influence of Oxygen hrel ~d 

Temperature on the EYYects of Ionizing Radiation. 
FZorida, University of. G. K. Davis, R. L. Shirley and A. Z. Palmer, 

tion of Mineral Elements in the Fetus and the Relationship to Place 
fer of These Elements. 

Florida, University of,  Agricultural Experiment Station. A. T. Wallace and 
F. H. Hull, Recovery of Radiation Induced Nicromutations in Oats 
current Selections. 

F o r d h m  University. L. R. Cerecedo, Fate  of Thiamine and Thiamine A~~~~ 
in the Animal Body : Mechanism of Thiamine Inhibition by Thiamine bsltlgg 

Fordham University. E'. F. h'ord, Investigation on Enzymatic Degradatioll ol 
Native and Chemically Modified Proteins. 

Georgia, University of. E. P. Odum, J. J. Paul and D. C. Scott, A Study of the 
Ecological Change on the AEC Savannah Area Through the Use of Indice for 
Total Community Function and Measurements of the Biomass of Key pope- 
lations. 

Harvard University-Bussey Insti tution. Karl  Sax, The Biological meet 
Radiation ; EEects of Irradiation on Chromosomes. 

Hawaii,  University of. M. S .  Doty, (a )  The Utilization and Evaluation of 
Isotope Techniques for the Determination of Algal Productivity in the Tropm 
Pacific ; (b)  The Role of Benthic Algae in the Central Pacitlc. 

Hawaii ,  University of, E'niwetok Marine Biological Laboratory. R. R. &% 
Technical and Administrative Functions of Eniwetok Marine Biologid 
Laboratory Operations. 

Hawaii ,  University of. R. W, Hiatt, Radioisotope Uptake in Marine Organisms 
with Special Reference to the Passage of Such Isotopes as are Liberated from 
Atomic Weapons through Food Chains Leading to  Organisms Utilized as F& 
by Man. 

Howard University. W. 31. Booker, The Relation of Ascorbic Acid to CholesterctL 
Howard University. L. A. Hansborough, The Effect of Labeling the Gem Celk 

with Radioactive Isotopes on Fertilization and Development. 
Howard University. Kathan Lavenda, The Influence of Radioiodine and lWW 

phosphorus on the Hematopoietic Systems of Leukemically-Resistant and 
Susceptible Strains of Mice. 

I71inois, University of. I. C. Gunsalus, Intermediary Metabolism Of Carbob- 
drates. 

IIlinois, University of. R. G. Hansen, Utilization of Carbon 14 in Studies ' 
the hletabolism of Lactose. 

IElinois, University of. E. C. Johnson, Nutritional Biochemistry On the 

,i ,: I olism of Vitamins and Amino Acids. 

I 

: 
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nn.iueraitg o f .  George Wolf, Metabolism of Amino Acids Labeled w i a  
~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ t i ~ e  Dig! "'-- Carbon. 

rmi , ,eTs i t~  Foundation. Felix Hauromitz, Biosynthesis and Specificity 

$gone "'"- - 
Extracts. 

*'l-Frziversily Foundation. T. RI. Sonneborn, Cellular Heredity in Para- 
dioffa z-- 

d a u .  8. Department of, Fiah and Wild l i fe  Sewice .  W. A. Chipman, Ac- 

yctnte College of Agriwl ture  and Mechanic Arts. Samuel Aronoff, Plant 
~~~~~~~*~ of Fission Products by Marine Fish and Shellfish. 

f@ prochas&g of Boron* 
State College of Agriculture and Nechanic Arts .  P. A. Dahm, A Mode of 

'"",,,,,, Study of Radioisotope-Labeled Organic Insecticides with Emphasis 
&el-" 

e problem of Insecticide Resistance. nna J. W. Gowen and Janice 
qmaer, Quantitative Study Of Lifetime Sickness and Mortality and Progeny kHts Resulting from Exposure of Animals to Penetrating Irradiation. 

2ilaM ~ ~ ~ l ~ i n ~  University. Robert Ballentine, Cell Membrane Permeability and 
kmmation of Ions. 

J>I1l ~ ~ ~ k i n s  University. B. F. Chow, Purification of Intrinsic Factor in 

College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts .  

Theodore Enns and Francis Chinard, A Study of 

H. B. Glass, The Action of Radiation and Other 
gutaenic Agents; (a )  in inducing Mutation in Drosophila Females, and ( b )  
in Controlling the Action of a Specific Gene Responsible for Suppressing Un- 
cnntroIIed Growth. 

Hopkins Universitv. R. Bf. Herriott, (a)  The Transformation of E. coli 
f: from Virus Sensitive to Virus Resistant or Vice Versa ; (b)  Chemical and 
Sudtional Studies of Bacterial Viruses. 

JJM ~ o p k i n s  University. W .  D. McElroy, Biochemical Changes Resulting from 
Hutations Induced by X-Rays, Ultraviolet, and Nitrogen Mustard. 

of Isotopes from Capillaries. 
J-fl - - 

;*.,lins ~ o p k i n s  University. C .  P. Pmanson, Modification by Supplementary 
%puts of the Rates of Induced Chromosome and Gene Changes. 

Hopkim University. Robert Van Reen, Factors Influencing the Metabo- 
%itm of Copper and Iron. 

i = ~ s  state  College of Agriculture and Applied Science. R. E. Clegg, Phos- 
$mproteins of the Embryonated Egg. 

E m m  State College of Agriculture and Applied Science. M. F. Hansen, Mode 
d Action of Anthelmintics : Carbon Disulfide. 

Iwae state College of Agrictztlture and Applied Science. C. C. Roan, Use of 
Radioactive Tracers in Investigations of the Mode of Action of Insecticides 
with Emphasis on Potential Systematic or Chemotherapeutic Action. 

L*83 I8Zmd Biological Assodation, Inc. M. Demerec, Symposium on Population 
'*netics-The Nature and Causes of Genetic Variability of Populations. 

Bruce Wallace, Adaptive Value of 
%&ental Populations Exposed to Radiations. 

*mod College (Farmyille. Ta.) .  R. T. Brumfield, Effects of Radiation on 

'*GwL 8tafe University. H. E. Wheeler, Inx-estigations of the Toxin Theory 

Island Biological Associaio?z, Inc. 

Growth of Higher Plants. 

Plant Disease Using Labeled Plant Pathogens. 

t 
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1 
JIarine Biological Luboratory. P. B. Armstrong, Studies on the Ph 

~ ~ a r q u e t t e  Utliversity S C I ~  ooz of dledicine. ~ i c h a e l  Laskomski, fiuclFolyti, 

Marqztette Gn iversity. 

~siolo,R, h' 
Marine Organisms Using Radioisotopes. 

Enzymes. 
J. P. O'Brien, Temperature Prevailing During E 

as a filodifying Factor in the Dose-Response Relationships of X-RaFed Q o s ~ t *  ~~~ 

malian Skin. 
afaryland, University of. J. C .  Shaw, Studies on the PhSsiohgy and the Sbltq. 

tion of Lactating Ruminants. 
filaryland, University of. H. G .  Gauch and R. W- KrauSs, The I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  

of Inorganic Nutrients on the Translocation of Organic Rlaterials in Plantn_, 
Margland, University of. Edward Steers, A Study of the Metabolic precur%h 

of the Benzenoid Carbons of Tryptophan. 
~fassuc1Lzisetts Inst i tute  of Techmlogy .  B. E. Proctor, findamental stuaiM 

Massachusetts, Unixersity of. P. A. Swenson, Effects of Ultraviolet Radiatitia, 
on Phosphate Turnorer of Yeast Cells in the Presence of Galactose. 

jjfichigan Xtate College. R. U. Eyerrum and C. D. Ball, A study of Tnac 
methylation in  Plants Using Carbon 14 as a Tracer. 

Michigan S ta te  College. J. L. Fairler, The Role of Various Aliphatic dcidn ts 
Pyrimidine Biosynthesis. 

Michigan State  College. L. Ti'. IIericle, Effects of Irradiation on D~~~~~~~ 
Plant Embryos. 

Michigan Sta te  CoZZege. H. B. Tukey, ( a )  The Absorption and Utilization rtt 
Radioactive Minerals applied to the Leaves of Plants : ( b )  The Absorption a r ~  
Utilization of Ruthenium by Plants;  (c )  The Leaching of h'utrients 
Leaves of Plants. 

F. C. Evans, W. B. McIntosh and W. J. &hull, T~ 
Effect of Irradiation on Genetically Heterogeneous l?Opulations of the r h r .  
mouse, Peronaysctis ma91 iculatzis. 

;Ilichigu?z, Uniz-ersity of. J. V. Keel, ( a )  The Estimation of the Rate of xu&- 
tion of Certain Human Genes ; (b )  The Estimation of the Genetic r,: 

Radiation on Nan. 
Minnesota, Uniremi ty  of. 1'. D. Boyer, Study of Enzxmic Phosphoryleti6,g 

Reactions with Oxygen 1s and Phosphorus 32. 
A€i?i?tesota, Unirersitv of. R. S. Caldecott, The Genetic Basis and Praetirgi 

Significance of Mutations Induced in Oats and Barlej- with Ionizing Radiations, 
Jfiiinesota, Uniaersity of. J. J. Christensen and E. C. Stakman, Effects of &dig* 

active Substances on R a n t  Pathogens and Other Microorganisms. 
IIfinnesofa, Uiniz;ersity of. W. E. Peterson, et al., Study of Milk Formation b: 

the Use of Radioactive Carbon Compounds. 
Xinnesota,  U?ziz;ersitu of, Honne2 Insti tute.  Herman Schlenk, Studies i n  Lipid 

Rletabolism by Means of Radioactire Tracers. 
dlinsiesota,  L7?iirel-sitg of,  Iiistittite of Agriculture. 11. 0. Schultze. The ( ' 8 ~  

and Xature of an Aplastic Anemia of the Bovine. 
dfississippi, University o f .  D. R. Parker, Chromosome Breakage in OOCFte 

Drosophila. 
Missouri, i7niz;ersity of. Samuel Brody, Determination of Thyroid - k f i r i t F  *e 

Farm Animals by the Use of Radioactire Tracers. 
dlissouri, Uilzirersitg of. C. W. Turner, Study of the Inheritance Of prodwtif.C 

Processes in  Domestic Animals by Endocrine Methods Using Radiosai'~' 
Isotopes as Tracers. 

J. €3. Birnie, The Correlation of Histological Differentiatint; 
i n  the Thj-roid Gland of Fetal Rats with the Beginning of FUnCtiOn. 

Ionizing Radiations on Bacteria. '9 

Jlichigan, Unirersity o f .  

~ lore l iousc  Co77ege. 
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(1, Unicersity of. E. F. Frolik and Rosalind Morris, The Genetic Effects 

, I t  

Radiation on Quantitative Characters in Corn, Soybeans. and Other 
j$&ttfxe~ated to Breeding Impror-€?d Varieties . 
W p  GtEicerSitg of.  V. R. Bohman, Range Liyestock Production Adjacent 

fnrh' yenical College. Carl Xeuberg, Factors Influencing the Solubility of 

dies of fi1etabolic Alterations in Rats Receiring Lethal and Sublethal Doses 
S# aiation, with Emphasis on Terminal Vascular Bed. 
cf p3 rolina State College of Agriczllture a n d  Engineering. W. C .  Gregory, 

Comparative Effect of Irradiation upon Mutation Frequency, Total 
$ 8 )  mnetic Variance, and Progress from Selection in Different Genotypes of 
wnuts and Their Hybrids ; ( b )  The Genetic Characteristics of Radiation 

~~~ Carolina State College of Agriculture aizd Engineering. D. S .  Grosch, 
- ~~ Genetic and Developmental Effects of Ingested Radioactives in Habro- 

rdsriA State College of Agriculture and Engineering. Clayton Ric- 

S .  B. Tove, A 

Maurice Whittinghill, A Study of Genetic Recom- 
bination as Influenced by Mutagenic and Konrnutagenic Environmental 
Agents. 
.rr~hlreaterrz U?iiversitY. G .  H. Mickey, Comparison of the Delayed Effects 
fv7duced by Chemical RIutagens and by X-Rays. 

\nrihtceateriz Uniz;ersity. V. L. Koenig, The Effects of Radiation on Pure Pro- 
tela and Nucleic Acids. 

gQtrf  Dome,  Unircrsity of. C. S .  Bachofer, Mechanisms Involved in the Actions 
i t f~ad in t ions  on Living Cells. . 

f & d i n  College. G. T. Scott, Studies on the Physiology of Ion Accumulation 
kind Electrolyte Balance in Living Cells. 

0. G .  Bentley and A. L. fiIoxon, Inyesti- 
nrttions Of Vitamin B-12 and Vitamin B-lZ-lilie Substances Produced in Rumi- 
mts ,  Using Radioactive Cobalt. 

Robert IIacVicar, Isotope In- 
f Wigstion of the Mechanism of Nitrate Reduction in Bacteria. 1 *iiah0nia, u9illicersity of, Research Insti tute.  J. B. Clark, The Cytology and 

h e t i c s  of Radiation Resistance in Bacteria. 
Lawrence Rohrbaugh and E. L. 

" W e  s tuds  of the Translocation of Tagged 2, 4-D and Other Growth Regula- 
tlrs in Plants in Light and Darkness. 

s;y(?st 

1; gr&dfl' 

Seutron Irradiation of Crop Seeds. 
f p?rma Li,ticersity of. C .  0. Gardner and D. G. H a n w y ,  Eraluation of 

\ *  &ll* 5;,Tada proving Grounds. 

~~ gt-ilrY  for^ ~ ~ i e e r s i t y .  B. W. Zweifach and B. P. Sonnenblicli, Histochemical 
%# lietal Compounds and Their Metabolism. 

@dk Ca 

Resistance in Peanuts. Iojorf 

b@con. 

AdI~e, me Environmental Factors Influencing Root Behavior. 
carolina State College o f  Agriculture aiid Eizgineeriizg. 

~ a ~ o ~ b a ,  Z7?'niversity of. 
of the Effect of the Diet on Lipid Rletabolism Using Carbon 14. 

L L  

&)io Agricultural Erperinlent S t a t i m .  

-ddiotno Agricultural a?id Hechanical College. 

'"jakOnza, U?lirCl'sitfl Of, Resectrch Insti t f f  te .  

PolYphenolic Compounds in Plant AIetabolism. 
O R  CoZlcQe. s. B. Apple, Jr., The Effects of Soil Temperature and 

a1 Age of Plants on the Uptake and Assimilation of Radioactive 

Colzefle. J. s. Butts, The Mode of Action of Labeled 2, 4-Dichloro- 

r. H. Cheldelin and B. E. Christensen, Carbohydrate 

~ 

khenosYaCetic Acid and Similar Agents. 
~ 

"""" State College. 
Interrelationships, Using Isotopic Tracers. 
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Oregon State CoZZege. B. E. Christensen, Elmer Hansen and C. H. lv 
hit'., 

Isotopic Tracers. bllQ - 
mediary Metabolism of Organic Acids and Proteins in Certain F~~~~~ u-,  

Oregon, University of. D. L. Jameson, An Investigation of th 

Oregon, University of. F. J. Reithel, An Investigation of Lactose s ~ ~ ~ ~ , , ~ ,  ic 

PennsyZvania Btate University. 

Pennsylvania, University of. 

Pennsylvania, University of. 

Genetics of the Pacific Tree Frog ( H y l a  regilza).  e P o w t l o ,  

Mammary Gland Homogenates. 
R. J. Flipse, Pathways of hletabolism. 'n Eoy Germ Cells. Q€ 

E. D. DeLamater, Studies on the c 

D. R. Goddard and William Stepka, A 

StologS aw 
Cytochemistry of Microorganisms Follo\ving Irradiation. 

Sulfate Reduction and the Biosynthesis of Organic Sulfur Derivatir,, 
Higher Plants. is 

Penn-8yZvania, University of. L. V. Heilbrunn, Changes in the Capillary FraBlt. 
IQ 

Pennsylvania, University of. Stuart bludd, The Internal Organization of Sorw 

Pennsylvania, University of. P. W. Whiting, Mutation Rates in &,rmonielk 
Pennsylvania, University of. D. W. Wilson and Samuel Gurin, organfc sm 

thesis and Degradation of Radioactive Metabolites. 
Pittsburgh, University of. M. A. Lauffer, Study of the Correlation of i{adiaticlp 

Effects with Physical and Chemical Changes in Viruses. 
Pittsburgh, University of. E. B. Spiess, Genetic Potential of Certain populotiorB 

of Drosophila persirnilis from the Sierra Nevada of California. 
Puerto Rico, University of, Agricultural Experiment Station. J .  A. Bonnet and 

A. R. Riera, Radioactive Iron Studies with Soils and Crops of Puerto Rice. 
Purdue Research Fowadation. Harry Beerers, Carbohydrate Catabolism in 

Plants. 
Purdue Research Foundution. A. B. Burdick, Genetic Effects of Thermal K~~~~~~~ 

Irradiation in Homozygous Tomatoes. 
Purdue Research Foundation. Henry Koffler and D. 11. Powelson, The pfiFsi. 

ology of Hydrogen Bacteria. 
Piladue Research Foirndation. Henry Koffler and P. A. Tetrault, Use of &dfci- 

active Isotopes in Studying Mold Metabolism with Emphasis on the Assirnil#. 
tory Mechanisms of Penicillium Chrysogenum and Other Representative Mol& 

Reed CoZZege. A. F. Scott and A. H. Livermore, The Effect of Ionizing Radiatim 
on Biochemical Compounds. 

Rice Insti tute.  R. V. Talmage, Endocrine and Metabolic Studies UtilMrg 
Radioisotopes and Labeled Hormones. 

Rochester GeneraE IIospitaZ. H. L. Rosenthal, A Study of the Uptake, Trim 
over, and Metabolism of the Chemical Constituents of Bone. 

Rosooe B. Jackson Memorial Laboratory. C.  C.  Little, Study of Endemic nn9 
Epidemic Diseases in Mice. . 

Roscoe B. Jackson Metnorial Laboratory. Meredith Runner, Physiolodd 
Studies on Induced Congenital Deformities in Mice. 

Roscoe B.  Jackson Memorial Laboratory. E. S .  Russell and W. S. MurraS- 
Maintenance of a Genetically Controlled Colony of Mice to Insure the A d -  
ability of Strains of Known Constitution to AEC Institutions and Contrado= 

Roscoe B. Jackson MemoriaE Laboratory. E). S .  Russell, Attempt to ~llne%' '  
Inborn Anemias in  Mice. 

Rutgers Uniusrsity. J. E. Gunckel, Histological and Physiological Effects 
Irradiation on Plant Tissues. 

and the Colloidal Properties of Blood Follawing Irradiation. 

and Phage-Infected Cells as Influenced by Radiation. 
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Iln-iversitYm L. E". Hough and J. E. Gunckel, Irradiation 8s an Aid in 

wit Ifinstitution. R. B. Withrow, A Biochemical Investigation of Radiant 

p&+ IMtitution. R. B. Withrow, Specific Biolodcal Indicators of Ioniz- 

iS"ai:lifia, uziversity of. W. E. Hoy, An Ecological Study of the Flora 

a d F a u n a  State College. E. I. Whitehead and 0. E. Olson, Metabolism of 

stpoiam Californiia, Universitu of. H. J. Deuel, Jr., and A. L. S. Cheng, Effect 
~ ! ~ ~ ~ t i ~ n  on Intestinal Absorption and Metabolism of Fats and Carbo- 

B?draw~a~jorfik, Universitg of. W. E. Martin, The Action of Ultraviolet 
- purine and Protein Metabolism in Echinoderm Embryos. 

ca l i fm ia ,  University of .  M. G. Morehouse, A Study of the Effect 
Mf h = Radiation on the Absorption of Glycerides Utilizing Tracer Techniques. 

IZl&&S Umiversity. C. C .  Lindegren, The Effect of X-Irradiation on 
*,tm loid Series of Yeast Cultures Containing Determined Amounts of 

G s ~ f l '  varietF I ~ P  rovements. 

a i l )  sonian Affects photomaturation in Green Plants. 

,;tb@ tion and the Mechanism of Its Action. 

+tb Car 

- ,asit 

,,p a e  Savannah Rirer Project Area. 

wlb I)aB0tU Radioactive Sulfur in Plants. 

@ 

,glern 

g FOW' 

~eseiarch Institute. H. E. Skipper, Body Retention of Carbon 14. QSk 
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University, Medical Xchool. D. P. Earle, The Effects of Irradia- 
~~~~~~~~~1 nanspor t  Systems. 
* On Hedical Research Foundatiotz. L. P. Eliel, Characterization of 
@ .II the Growth Rate of Human Neoplasms Using Radioactive Isotopes. 

@ @ g 6 i e d i c a ~  EesearcT~ Insti tute and Hospital. C .  D. Kochalrian, Metab+ 
r,fWh”’&ioactive Sex Hormones. 

C. D. Kochaliian, Androgen Regula- 

~~ 

Incorporation of Radioactively Labeled Amino Acids into Tissues. 
#on of, Medical School. E. E. Osgood and A. J. Seaman, Studies 

affects of Radioisotopes, X-Rays and of Adrenocortical Hormones. 
Hjedioaz SchooZ, University of. J. T. Van Bruggen, Studies on Lipo- 

J. K. Weston, Factors Elaborated by 
fl‘’ +a1 Dnc;ssaes which Stimulate Rate of Regeneration of Hematopoietic 

= e8 and Their Synthesis. 

fl use of Na-24 in Cerebral Edema, Brain Tumors, and Focal Epileptic 

Ufiiversity of. H. L. Conn, Kinetics and Mechanisms of Ion Trans- 

~~t ~ r i g l t c M n  Hospital. F. D. Moore, Intracellular Changes in Trauma, 
ppletion and Repair ; Biochemical Studies on the Human Being with the Aid 

~~~~~~~, University o f .  L. V. Beck, Attempted hlodification of Mammalian 
farnor RadiOSenSitiVitS with Agents and Procedures Altering Host Sensitivity. 

WyMburgh, UniOersitv of. F. S. Cheever, The Effect of Ionizing Radiation on 

~iftshrgh, University of, School o f  Medicine. T. S .  Danowski, Neoplasia and 

*Wdburgh, University of, School o f  Medicine. F. J. Dixon, The Study of the 

fjp Retina Foundation (Boston). M. A. Jakus, A Comparison of the Fine Struc- 

Wwnat ic  Fever Research Insti tute (Chicago). R. W. Schayer, Metabolism o f ,  

WAester, University of.  G. B. Forbes, Metabolism of Bone Sodium. 
B~cAester, University of, School of Medicine and Dentistrll. L. H. Hemplemann, 

Indiridual Response to  Ionizing Radiation in Animals and Patients. 
fb Saranac Laboratory (Saranac Lake). G. W. H. Schepers, Studies on the 
Ewrhental  Pathology and Biochemistry of Pulmonary Granulomatosis. 
+h Ifall  University (South Orange, N. J.). E. 17. Brown, Metabolism of a New 
h i n o g e n  Using Radioactire Carbon. 

Z-WR Iiettefing Institute f o r  Cancer Research, Hernorial Hospital. C .  P .  Rhoads, 
Biological Effects of Radiation, and Related Biochemical and Physical 
Irtodies. 

Oalifor?zia, University o f ,  School of Medioine. W. E. Goodwin, Intra- 
OlFihrY Application of Beta Sources. 

hiiern California, University of. Eloise Jameson, Electrophoretic Studies on 
X-frradiated Rats on High Fat and Fat Deficient Diets. 

hihem California, Unwersi ty  of. P. D. Saltman and E. 111. Butt, The Mechan- 

tm 

&@ of 

d Bed 

(I ~ e d i c a l  Research Foundation. 

@@@ 
P@’” . an& Company (Detroit). 

of Animals Exposed to Total Body Irradiation with Gamma Rays. 
-laah, w 
Qphag ivanht University o f .  G. 111. Austin and F. C. Grant, An Investigation 

University of. T. F. Anderson, Biophysical Studies of Bacteri- 

elf  the 
@Om. 

€-@ fer io the Heart. 

e! Isotopes* 

Vbns-Host Cell Relationship. 

&e Disposal of Exogenous Thyroxin. 

~ l fec ts  of Radiation on the Immune Response. 

of the Normal and the Irradiated Lens. 

flfolopically Active Amines. 

_. 

of Ion Secretion. 
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sotltjLqnest Foundation for  Research and EdtMWtion (Sari Antonio). N. T. 

thessen, Investigation of in ci tro Organ BIaintenance Technique for  rod^^.'^* 
% and Isolation of Post-Irradiation Recovery F‘%3m’s. 

Sozitlbzcestern 3ledicaZ SchooZ (Austin). s. JT’iggans and ~ 

Rumsf eld, Jr,, The Metabolism of Doubly Labeled Serum Albumin. 
St.  Louis Cilziversitg. Henry Pinkerton, Study of the Relation of Rickettsial a ~ c l  

Viral Infections to Radiation Injury. 
at. Luke’s Hospital (h’ew Pork). E. H. Reisner, Jr., The Life Span and B6 

havior of Mammalian Platelets in vitro and in  Vivo Using Chromium 51 
ag 

Investigations with the 70 &lev Linear Electron Accelerator. 
Tennessee, University of. N. R. DiLuzio, The Response Of the Reticulo.EBa, 

thelia1 System to X-Irradiation. 
Tennessee, University of. Aaron Ganz, Factors Influencing the Distributioe 

of Intravenously Administered Radiogold Colloids. 
Tennessee, University of. W. M. Hale, A Study of the Effects of Cobalt ~ 

Gamma Irradiation on Infection and Immunity. 
Tennessee, University of. R. E. Hoeppe, The Metabolism Of Serine in the lntrtct 

Rat. 
Tennessee, University of. R. R. Overman, Physiology Of wa te r  and Ionic ~~h~~ 

in Monkeys Subjected to Whole Body Radiation. 
Tennessee, University of. R. R. Overman, Mechanisms Of Ionic Imbalance and 

Pathophysiologic States. 
Tennessee, U n i v e r s i t ~  of. J. D. Perkinson, Jr., Effect Of Internal Irradiation og 

Cellular Metabolism. 
Tennessee, University o f .  Lester Van Middlesworth, Thyroid Metabolism and 

Methionine Metabolism ; Determination of Radioactivity in Thyroid p,ha& 
from Different Parts of the World. 

J. L. Wood, The Origin and Fa te  of Thiocyanate loa 
in Metabolism. 

Developmental Aberrations Induced by Ionizing Radiation in utero. 

W. ’S7. Burr, 

Stanford University. H. S. Kaplan and E. L. Ginzton, Biological and 
@diq 

Tennessee, University of. 

Teaas TechnoZogicaZ College. 

T u f t s  College. David Rapport, Study of the Effects of Radiation on GroFth. 
Tufts  College. Richard Wagner, Enzyme Studies on White Blood Cells and 

Blood Platelets. 
Tulane University of Louisiana. R. H. Turner, The Influence of Radiatim 

Injury upon Physiology of Serum Lipids with Particular Reference to t h  
Function of the Liver. 

Tulane University of Louisiana. W .  S. Wilde, The Metabolic Exchange of Tima 
Electrolytes. 

Utah,  Uniz*ersitq of. S. R. Dickman, The Pathways of Glucose Oxidation h tlw 
Pancreas. 

Utah. University of. 11. 11. Wintrobe and G. E. Cartwright, Metabolism 6: 

Trace Elements in Animals and Man with Special Referencc to Their Role i* 

S. J. Kaplan, The Effects on Rat Behavior 

Erythropoiesis. 

bituric Acid Anesthetics with Special Reference to Eripal. 

and Metabolism of Lipids and Vitamins and the Alterations which occur 
Acute Radiation Injury. 

C .  L. Gemmill, The Metabolic E X c b W  
of Radioactive Isotopes in Isolated Cell Systems. 

irginia,  Jledicnl GoZIege of. H. G. Kupfer and X. F. Young, An InWstigatia 

f’anderbilt Unicersifg,  School of Hedicine. M. T .  Bush, Metabolic Fate of Bar- 

F’anderbiZt Universitg, School of Medicine. W. J. Darby, Study of the Abs@rptioe 

T7ir[! i t t i (z Medical School, University of. 

--. 
5 ~ - ) i - 1 - ~  1 i t-* of Certain Tissue Protein Changes in Irradiated Animals. 
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st CozEege, Bowman Qruu BchooZ of Hedicine. Camillo Artom, Forma- 
SSue Phospholipides and Toxicity of P-32 as Related to Dietary 

F c t ~ ~ & n n o n ,  Hodgkin’s Research Foundation, (Houston). J. M. Rose, 

ton UGiversitg (St. Louis). David Lipkin, Synthesis of Nucleotides and 

(St. Louis). I. L. Shechmeister, Investigations of the 
Radiation Damage and the Immune State. 

g & m - s i t y  of (Seattle). C. A. Finch, ErythropoieFis and Iron 

on, university of (Seattle). B. W. Gabrio and F. 111. Huennekens, 

ton, university of (Seattle). R. L. HufP, Hemodynamics; Blood Dy- 
Simultaneous Multiple Port Scintillation Detection of 

Human Serum Albumin. 
n, uniuersity of (Seattle). R. D. Ray, Mobilization of Radioactive 

on, UniVfY8itV of (Seattle). R. H. Williams and H. H. Tomizawa, 
Stadies of Isotopically Labeled Hormones. 

~n*ersity College of Medicine (Detroit). J. E. Lofstrom, Evaluation of 

rgfern mserve University, School of Mediche.  B. M. Dobyns, A Study of the 
a.siological Function and Histological Changes of Thyroids Irradiated with 

~ e s e m e  Uniuersity. H. L. Friedell, Investigations of the Biological 
sects of Internally Deposited Radioisotopes and Related Radiobiology 

situ. L. 0. Krampitz, Synthesis of Nucleic Acids by 
g&m*chia coZi and Bacteriophage Systems. 

sntem Reserve University. 0. A. Ross, An Investigation of A Recently ISO- 
hted Serum Factor (Properdin) in Relation to Its Role in Protecting Against 

f&m Re8erVe University. H. G. Wood, A Study of Intermediary Metabolism 
with Isotopically Labeled Compounds in Perfused Organs, Whole Animals, and 

gal VirQinia University, School of Medicine. R. F. Krause, Investigation into 
&e Uptake of P-32 by the Tissues of the Rat as Influenced by Carotene-Vita- 
lpin A Metabolism. 

f m i n ,  U?aiuersit?/ of. H. F. Harlow and P. H. Settlage, The Effect of 
Parlous Forms of Irradiation of the Brain on Learned and Unlearned Behavior 
OZ Uonkeys and Chimpanzees. 

E?me8tW Foundation for  Experimental Biology. Gregory Pincus, Investigation 
c4 the Effects of Radiation on the Biosynthesis and Metabolism of Adrenocorti- 

3k Universitg. C .  E. Carter, Phosphorylation Mechanisms in Nucleic Acid 

. LiPSky, The Formation and Utilization of the Saturated 
“Essential” Fatty Acids in the Biosynthesis of Various Lipids in Man. 
LnboratomJ of IWmatt? Biology, Inc., (Orange Park, Fla. ) . H. w. Nissen, 

Hodgkin’s Disease. 

*@‘d8dc Components and Physiological E’unction in the Erythrocyte. 

mma Ray Source for Medical Teletherapy. 

Death Following Exposure to Ionizing Radiation. 

bthesis in Hematopoietic Tissue. 

fbhaoioral Effects of Ionizing Radiation on Chimpanzees of Various Ages. 
369480-56-12 
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Radiation Znst mmentation 

Airbor?ze Ittstrztments Laboratory (nlineola, Long Island, S. T.). 
Automatic Scanning of Nuclear Emulsions. 

Armour Research Foundation of t he  IZZinois Ins t i t t i fe  o f  TecllnoloOZI. 
Reiffel, Detection of Airborne Beryllium Dust. 

Commerce, U .  S. Department of, XatioizaZ Bureau of 8tandards. E 'aluatioo and Testing of Radiation Instruments. 
Commerce, U .  X. Department o f ,  National Bureau o f  Standards. L~~~~ co, 

trell, Radiation Nonitoring Telemetering System. 
C m m e l a e ,  U. B. Department of, National Bureaa o f  Standards. w. A. wud. 

hack, Basic Instrumentation Program. 
Leventhal Electronic Products, Inc. (Redwood C i e ,  Calif.). W. J. Van gciver 

Study of Scintillation and Other Related Properties of NaI  Crystals. I 

Louisville, University of.  R. H. Wiles-, Swthesis and Properties of o~~~~~~ 
Scintillators. 

Naval Research Laboratory. J. H .  Schulman, Research O n  Dosimetric prob 
lems Emphasizing Studies in the Megaroentgen Range (Dosimetry systems 
Employing Radiation Sensitive Solids). 

New Efigland Center Hospital, Prat t  Diagnostic Clinic. C. V. Robinson, smaU 
GM and Proportional Counters for Medical Research. 

~7ew Pork University, Washington  Square College. 11. H .  Shamos and s. z. 
Lewin, Investigation of Certain Physical and Chemical Dosimetric T ~ ~ ~ +  
niques. 

Notre Dame, Universitg of. E. A. Coomes, Fundamental Research on phots. 
mission. 

Radio Corporation of America (Harrison, N. J.). Multiplier Phototube D~ 
velopment. 

St.  Procopius College (Lisle, Ill.). F. R. Shonka, Special Problems in ~ u ~ l ~ ~  
Instrumentation. 

c. Spr.['. 

eonotd 

R A W  NATERIALS RESEARCH CONTRACTS 

BatteZZe dfenzorial Insti tute.  Frank Stephens, Ammonium Carbonate haching. 
Colorado School of Mines Research Fozindation. Fred L. Smith, Determination 

of Physical and Other Properties of Rock Samples. 
CoEorado Sch 007 of .  Mines Research Foundation. Fred L. Smith, Determine 

Solvent or Precipitation Reaction of Sufficient Magnitude to Effect Localization 
of Uraniiim Deposits. 

Colzimbia Unicersity. W. H .  Bucher, Geologic Study of Uranium-Bearing Pre 
Cambrian Dripping Sprine Quartzite, Gila County', Ariz. and Adjacent Areas 

Columbia Unicsrsittl. H. D. Hassialis, Recoyery of Uranium from the Chat- 
tanooga Shale. 

C o l t m b i a  Unircrsity.  Paul F. Kerr, Alteration Studies of Uranium Deposi- 
tion a t  Temple biountain and on the San Rafael Swell. 

J o h n s  H 0 p 7 i i ~ t ~  t'niuersitlr. Aaron Waters,' The Geology of Uranium in Tnf- 
faceous Like Beds of the Western United States. 

LittEe, Arthur D .  Raymond Byler, Derelopment Studies and Chemical In- 
vestigation of Xew Techniques for Recorery of Uranium. 

diiiznesota, U9ziversitg of. J. W. Gruner, Mineralogic and Petrographic 
and Genesis of Uranium Ores in the Black Hills Area. 

Contract with Dr. Waters person all^. 

l= l , - / (  / - -  - 1  I &  
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OniQersity of. V. E. Scheid, Development Studies on the Beneficiation 
+@” m Ores, and Extractive Metallurgy for Recorery of Uranium from 
d 
O@‘* .anis State University. D. R. Mitchell and H. B. Charmburr, Concen- 

1 ‘  ~ * @  of Uranium and Other Values from Phosphatic Materials by DrF 
Beneficiation. 

& State Urtiveysity. Harold Wright, Research on Trace Quantities 
i o  in Sulfides of Veins. 
UniversitY. H. D. Holland, Investigation of Known Uranium Ore 

r”.’””i, 13x3‘ Valley, Utah and Other Areas to Delineate Geochemical Halos. 

yraDiU 

@ti@ 

Ctirk €@es cfliuer-sity of. W. h1. Fassell, J r .  and hl. E. Wadsworth, Kinetics of Leach- 
of Uranium Minerals. 

i@ 

REACrOR DEV3LOPMENT RESEARCH CONTRACTS 

IMrojects, 1 % ~ .  J. B. Jones, Effect of Ultrasonic Energy on Beryllium Solidi- 

/popzojects, Inc. W. C. Pothoff , Application of Ultrasonics to Liquid-Liquid 

~ c o r p .  R. D. Thomas, Jr., Welding of Type 347 Stainless Steel. 
rd.mi5, university o f .  Dr. H. A. Johnson, Research on Metallurgical Inves- 
- **tiODs and Heat Transfer. 
cglifomia, university of- Dr. W, J. Kaufman and Dr. Gerhard Klein, Disposal 

+two, university of. Dr. L. S. Skaggs, Utilization of Fission Products. 
cblnbia university. 

wtion. 

s a c t i o n .  

uf Radioactive Wastes into the Ground. 

Charles F. Bonilla, Boiling and Condensing of Liquid 
UPtalS. 

university. Prof. H. A. Thomas, Jr., Disposal of Radioactive Waste 
&to Surface Waters. 

gmard University. Dr. Leslie Silverman, Air Cleaning Research and Develop 
m?nt. 

1. -;tffois, [iniversity of. Dr. H. E’. Johnstone, Investigation of Fundamental P r o p  
d e s  of Aerosols as Related to Air Cleaning. 

~ o p k i n s  University. Dr. Walter A. Patrick, Separation and Fixation 
.f Specific Isotopes from Radioactive Wastes. 

Hopkins U’niversitu. Dr. Charles E. Renn, Ultimate Disposal of Radio- 
retire Wastes to the Natural Environment. 

ha8uchusetts Iizstitu le  of TeCh’ndOgy. Dr. Rolf Eliassen, Decontamination 
uf Low-Level Radioactive Wastes by Sanitary Engineering Processes. 

b d i g a n ,  Uniz’ersitg of. Dr. L. E. Bromnell, Industrial Utiliziation of Fission 
Products. 

Wmal Acadeniy of Sciemes.  Drs. R. J. Russell and W. Thurston, Disposal of 
bdiaactire Wastes into Surface and Subsurface Geologic Structures. 

*+ftmuZ Bureau of 8tandards. Franz Alt, Shielding Calculations. Detailed 
ahkitions of gamma ray attenuation in various media, covering a wide range 
tf pamma energies. 

‘ rhes t e rn  Dniversitg. Dr. Carlos G. Bell, Study of Waste Disposal Dilution 

’ r h r  Developient Associates, Iizc. Dr. Herbert Goldstein, Shielding Studies. 
3Ra&hnia State University. Prof. Joseph Marin, Stresses at Nozzle Connec- 
’;Q~s of Pressure vessels. 

c 

in the Des Plaines River and Chicago Drainage Canal. 
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BensseZaer Polytechnic Insti tute.  Prof. Paul Harteck Operation Of a 
Distillation-Diffusion Apparatus in the Separation of Isotopes of bletals and 
Study of the Reaction Rates of Gases Under pile Irradiation. 

through concentration capacities of algae. 

Fission Products, Particularly Gamma Radiation on Chemical Reactions. 
R. C. Corey, Incineration of Radioactive Wastes. 

a 
yesas ,  Unioersity of. Dr. E. Gloyna, Disposal of Low-Level Radioactive jT 

by Algae Conentration. Studies of practicalitS Of handling low-level Wastb 

Yale University. Prof. R. H. Bretton, Research on Effect of Radiations prQrL 

U. a. Bureau of Mimes. 
develop a practical incinerator for disposal of solid combustible radioactit, 
wastes. 

U. S. Weather Bureau. H. A. Thomas, Jr., Research on the Dispersal of At mo& pheric Wastes Which May Be of Practical Use in the Location, Design 
Operation of Nuclear Energy Facilities. 
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UNITED STATES 

ATOM IC ENERGY COMM ISSlON 
WASHINGTON 25, D.Z. 

November 1, 1955 

MEMORANDUM TO THE COMMISSIONERS: 

Submitted herewith i s  the unclassified f inancia1 
report of the Atomic Energy C o d s s i o n  for  f i sca l  yem 
1955. 
the financial  position of AEC a t  June 30, 1955, the 
resul ts  of operations fo r  f i s c a l  year 1955, and other 
information of general use t o  the Commission. 

It contains financial  statements which set f o r t h  

A supplemental report prepared f o r  limited dis- 
tr ibution contains production and uni t  cost data, a 
balance sheet showing stockpile inventories, and other 
c lass i f ied information. 

Don S. Burrows 
Controller 
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IKTRODUCTIOX 

1940 tl~rough 1955, $12.2 billion has been spent I - I ~  the *4EC and 

o p t  of the amount spent is invested in facilities, raw materials, 
dproducts. At June 30, 1955, the investment in plant and equip- 

3 amounted to $6.5 billion. A substantial part of the materials 
@st wducts can be used fur peaceful as well as military purposes. 
ad Lcurity reasons inventories of stockpiled products are not shown 
F@- this report. 

Since AEC operations are essentially industrial in character, the 
to pther, summarize, and interpret cost and financial informa- 
on a systematic and continuous basis is in many Fays similar to 
aperienced by private enterprise. Production operations are tbst ducted through contracts with leading industrial firms, and a niajor 
on of the research is conducted through contracts with c o m e r -  @ d~ cOncerns and universities. For purposes of financial control and 

+ling cost data, major contractors establish cost and account- for PW - FSrStems for AEC operations which are entirely separate from their 
% .  der activities and are an integral part of AEC records. This method 
of financial control and integration of records eliminates duplic a t' ion 
pfeffort, facilitates funding of contractor operations, aids in the prep- 
mtion of financial and unit cost reports, and establishes the contrac- 

dw,ounts are maintained in accordance with AEC policies and 
wdards based on generally accepted commercial accounting prin- 
dples. Consequently, revenues are recorded when earned and ex- 
ga~ses are recognized when goods or services are used. Depreciation 
if assets based on the useful life of facilities is computed and assigned 
moperations in order to show more accurately the full cost of prod- 
E$ activities, and inventories. Assurance that all AEC installations 
kwme established financial policies and standards is obtained through 
5e tiEC audit program. Periodic examinations of policies, proce- 
has, and records are made to determine that accounting, cost report- 
q! and financial control are functioning effectively and economically. 

E*@ decessor organizations for the atomic energy program. A major 

;@#on 

600 

financial responsibility to AEC for  funds and property. 

171 



HIGHLIGHTS- FISCAL YEAR, 1955 

OPERATIONS ADVANCED TO THE HIGHEST LEVEL IN 

The procurement of raw materials and production of enriched 
uranium, plutonium, and other nuclear products in- 
creased-Total cost increased 42% over 19.54 _-_- - -----_-- 

Reactor development for civilian power increased 3070- 
Naval, aircraft, and other reactor development increased 

AEC HISTORY: 

13%-_---------------_----------_---_----------------- 

Weapons design, development, fabrication, storage, and full- 
scale tests increased 4% ________---____________________ 

Biology and medicine and physical research increased 5%,, 

PLANT AND EQUIPMENT IN USE REACHED A R'EW HIGH : 

Completed facilities for use in research and development and 
for the production of feed materials, enriched uranium, 
plutonium, and other products increased 43% --_---_-___- $5,858 

MAJOR PLfi7T EXPANSION NEARS COMPLETION : 

Completion of large projects resulted in a 31% decrease in 
construction costs ____________________-_--------------- $842 $1,215 

Construction work in progress decreased 61% --__----- - ---_ 629 1,61:, 



OPERATIONS 



si- 

KET COST OF OPER14TIOSS IKCREASED 24% T(l 
$1.3 BILL103 

The extent, of the increase in operating costs in fiscal year lgjS 
prior years? and estimated costs for fiscal year 1956 are shoR 

n i n  i; chart below. This increase in cost of operatioils is largely the ~ ~ . , *  
of increased purchases of raw materials and of putting new 

PrWl,. 

':is= 

W' 

NET COST OF OPERATIONS 
BILLIONS OF DOLLARS 
2 0  

1.5 

1.0 

.3 

0 

FISCAL YEARS 

tion and research facilities into operation. The need for sdditiond 
production and research was recognized several years ago as the in- 
creasing importance of atomic energy to our national weIfare-cirili~ 
5s well as rnilitury---became apparent. 

Costs of each operating program, including depreciation, are &Om 

1 the following table for the fiscal years 1950 through 1955. 
174 

The chart i 

special nude: 
costs, includi~ 
tlian in 1954. 
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n e  chart at the left shows the increase in total cost of source and 
nuclear materials over the past several years. I n  1955 these 

b, including depreciation, amounted to $785 million or 42% more 
a m  in 1954. They include the exploration for and procurement of 

tllOCUREMENT & PRODUCTION 
#SOURCE & SPECIAL NUCLEAR 
Ilffll ALS 
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- WAPONS PROGRAM COSTS INCREASED 4% TO 
$260 MILLION 

The cost of manufacturing atomic Teapons, the development, de. 
sign, and testing of new weapon types, and the maintenance of stock- 
piled products in a state of constant readiness increased to  $aj 
million in 1955 from $251 million in 1954. These amounts escluh 
the cost of source and special nuclear materials contained in r e a p E  
components or consumed in weapons research and tests. During tb 
fiscal year 1955, full-scale tests were conducted at the Nevada 
Site. I n  fiscal year 1954 full-scale tests mere conducted at the EniKett& 
Proving Ground. 

REACTOR DEVELOPMENT COSTS INCREASED 18% TO 
$118 MILLION 

The chart at the left on the next page shows the increase during th 
past 6 years in costs of developing reactors for civilian and rniIit2-3~ 
use, and estimated costs for 1956. I n  1955 these costs totaled $118 mit- 
lion or 18% more than in 1954. They include costs of research, ea$- 
neering, design, and development of reactors to propel Naval v e s d  
and aircraft, to meet military needs for heat and power in mmGr 
areas, and to produce power for civilian uses. 

A pressurized water reactor is now being constructed at Shipp ie  
port, Pa. This mill be the first United States full-scale nuclear 
tral station powerplant. The Duquesne Power and Light CamPaf 
is constructing the electric generating facilities and contributing t@ 
ward the construction of the reactor portion of the plant. 

BEACTOR DEW 

mts of reac 
though the cl 
rise, knowled; 
for civilian a 

In 1955 wc 
scientific and 
The costs of 
creased nearl. 
fire-year pro€ 
costs of other 
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f marines LLNa? 
I 1 Pdsion" in th  
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. the fiscal year 1955, ,!iEC established a Power Deiiionstra- 
lmrlllg program planned to encourage industry to develop, con- 

~ 8 and operate experimental nuclear power reactors. The aim 
Pct' man1 is to bring private rewurces into the development of 
*A ineerinB 'llis information 011 the perforinance of nuclear power re- 

and tllus advance the time when nuclear power will become 
& F O ~  +nOmica 117 competitive. At June 30, 1955, ,4EC had under con- 

,tion four proposals from prirate organizations for develop- 
Rnd of facilities for production of electric power 

#pat . ,I,clear energy. Taking the proposals a s  a group the estimated 
of the four plans would be about $150 million of which 

at  the riglit shorn the increase in the percent of tile 

pilt 

- 1  10 

,pit81 
90% IT ould be borne by the proposers. 

~ The 

EEACTOR DEVELOPMENT 

~ m 1951 1952 1913 19Y 1955 1956 
5 ESlIY*TED 

FISCAL YEAPS 
~ 

4 

PER CENT OF 

TO TOTAL REACTOR DEVELOPMENT COSTS 
CIVILIAN REACTOR COSTS 

PERCENT 
M 

1 9sa 1911 19s2 1953 1934 1955 

FISCAL YEARS 

MS of reactor development directly related to civilian use. Al- 
*:ough the chart indicates a specific amount as applicable to civilian 
s,hon.ledge gained in research on military reactors is also useful 
kr  civilian application. 

In 1955 work on specific reactor designs constituted 82% of the 
tific and teclinicnl effort in the reactor development program. 
cost3 of the five-year civilian power development program in- 

nearl_v 40% over 1954. The types of reactors included in the 
y - e a r  program are shown in the table on the next page together with 
-15 of other cirilian and military reactor derelopiiient and construc- 

The del-elopnient and construction of reactors for the sub- 
nd "Sea Tfo7f" are included under "Kava1 pro- 
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REACTOR DEVELOPMENT AND CONSTRUCTION 

Civilian power reactors : 
Five-year plan: 

Pressurized Water Reactor ---_- - - 
Boiling Water Reactor- - _ _ _ - _ _ _ -  
Sodium-Graphite Reactor - -e--  - - - 
Fast Breeder Reactor- - - - - - - - - - - 
Homogeneous Reactor - - - - - - - - - - 

Development ComtrMbs 
1955 1954 1955 

(In millions) f% 

% 

$ 10.2 $ 7 . 7  $ 1.2 
4. 0 2. 4 .1 
1. 9 1. 5 - 
3. 5 3. 4 
6. 7 3. 9 . 2  

- - - - 
.t 

p- - 
\ 

% 

26. 3 18. 9 1. 5 
6. 3 6. 3 z 

a4 -- - 
* 4  

32. 6 25. 2 1. 5 
26. 8 24. 9 12.9 2Lt  
22. 6 14. 6 3 . 3  i. 4 

5. 4 7. 8 5 . 7  23 
- - - . 6  

12. 6 12. 4 7 . 6  a: 

100. 6 84. 9 31. 0 x.5 
- --- 

- 17. 4 15. 2 - - --- 
$118. 0 $100. 1 $31.0 $37.9 --- ---- 

To further encourage the interest of private enterprise in civilim 
uses of atomic energy, AEC began issuing permits for access to COP.- 

fidential information to those applicants who could evidence a poten. 
tial use or application of the information in their business, profession 
or trade. Access to certain specific secret information is also granted 
if the applicant can demonstrate that such information has an immedi- 
ate or significant effect on his business, profession, or trade. Appli- 
cants for permits must obtain appropriate security clearances and 
ugree to pay established charges for  publications and other serrie 
furnished by AEC. 

From the time the access program was announced in April 1955 to 
June 30,1955,214 applications for permits were received. At the end 
of the fiscal year 148 of the applications had been approved and tb 
remainder mere in process of being reviewed. In  1955, AEC dfo 
established prices and cliarges for the sale or lease of SOW* a d  
nuclear materials and issued licenses for 2,900 pounds of normal ad 
- 3pleted uranium and 110 pounds of thorium. 

58 ll.l:s 1 :,(*I 

t 

F ~ & S  research 
High energy 
NacIear str1 
Extra-nude: 
Design and ( 
Physical me 

TOTAL---. 

aemistry reseal 
Process che~ 
Chemical pi 
Chemical is 
Other __-___ 

TOTAL--. 

Metallurgy and I 
Production, 
Alloy theory 
m e e t s  of ir 

TOTAL,--. 

Radioactive and 
Dniversi ty coop( 

TOTAL PE 
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RESEARCH COSTS INCREASED 3.3% TO $16.5 
f@I MILLION 

a c S l  research is carried on by the AEC for the purpose of assur- 
ph'e'Government adequate scientific and technical accomplishment 

~ d h  field of atomic energy. Every advance in atomic capability can 
inthe d back to laboratory research of the type no= carried on under 

The aim is to develop and mobiliz6 adequate scientific tr5@ 
rogmm. 

@ facilities for work on the most urgent and promising prob- d@ energy. About 70% of the research is done in the 
&ion's own laboratories. The remaining 30% is done in facili- 

@@ rovided by educational institutions and private organizations. S P  Fhysica~ research costs increased to $46.5 million in 1955 from 
&,g d i o n  in 1954 01- 3.3%. The following table shows the cost of 

ps of 

major types of research for 1955. 
PHYSICAL RESEARCH C O ~ T B  

Fiscal Year 
1 9 5 5  

research : ( in  thOUSand8) 

fIiSh energy physics-------------------- - - _ ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ _ _ _ _ ~ _ ~ ~ _ ~ _ _ _ _ _ _  $7,722 
p;nclear structure and neutron physics ___________________________  8,835 
Btra-nuclear properties of matter _______________________________ 1,435 
mign and development of devices for physics research _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  841 
physical methods of isotope separation ___________________________ 390 

W u r g y  and materials research : 
Production, treatment and properties of materials ----__--______--_ 2,273 . Alloy theory and the nature of solids ___-_________- - __----_--_-__ -- 1,397 
Effects of irradiation on materials _____-________-____-____________ 870 
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BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE RESEARCH COSTS 
INCREASED 8% TO $29.7 bmLIOE 

any qlk The development and use of atomic energy have raised 112 
tions concerning the radiation eff ects-beneficial and harmful 

-311 men, animals, and plants. I n  order to combat harmful effects 0 4 ~  

Qd 
must first know what they are. Similarly, the developnent 
utilization of beneficial applications of atomic energy in the 

BIOLOQY AND MEDICINE RESEARCH COSTS 
E " h l  

1955 
(In thoulaa&, 

Radiation effects on biological systems : 
8% 

2,42 
6, @@ 

a 

Cancer research__,---_---___---------------------------------_- 
Medical research--_,__----_-___------------------------_---- ---_ 
Biological research _____________-  ----_ ----- _-------______________ 
Biophysics research ____________________----- -__---- -_--_____ --__ 

Because Of tl 
ties from POPU 
ties during WC 
prsonnel code 
d;treets, schools. 
of almost $300 

To facilitate 
and Richland, 
houses, apartm 
terested person 
ipal facilities a 
them to other t 

accumulated dc 
Community 

ipal gorernniei 
fire protection, 
sanitation ; ( 2 )  
steam, transpol 
which inrolyes 

dormitory 
activities ; and 
~ O W S  the resul 
?ear 1955. 
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~ is of primary importance. Both areas are being systemati- 
&pc?ostigated in the AEC Biology and Medicine Research Pro- 

4. of illid medicine costs increased to $29.7 million in 1955 from 
P BioloEs 

I Islillioli in 1954, or 8%. The preceding table shows the cost of 
Si.‘ mRjOr categories of research in 1955. I n  this table “Medical” 
fire des studies of AEC problems relating to the care, treatment and 

“Biological” in- ~~~~u 
, t n W  studies of the immediate and long-range effects of radiation ebdes Imts and animals. “Biopliysics” involves studies to determine 
@ louIlt of radiation which can be harmful to human beings and .he @ irthods of keeping the amount below that point in food, air? water 

venernl environnlent. It also includes costs of designing and test- 
f l t d  ? 
, rs ,,lc.ear detection instruments, as well as studies related to waste 
rC, 
J i > p > L  -21 problems. 

$IIT In 

stnI,ding of human physiology and disease. 

Because of the isolation of some of the major atomic energy facili- 
rtc from population centers, it was necessary to establish communi- 
,~~ during TTorld War I1 in which both government and contractor 

could lire. Entire communities mere built including houses, 
;Zryptc Schools, business buildings, and utility systems at  a total cost 

almost $300 million. 
TO facilitate establishment of local government at  Oak Ridge, Tenn., 

sd Richland, Wash., Congress, in 1955, authorized AEC to sell the 
bL+s. apartments, and business buildings to occupants or other in- 
ie=ted persons. The Act also provides for transferring the munic- 
ita1 facilities and utilities to  the new city governments or for selling 
&on1 to other organizations. Cost of these community facilities less 
wwiulated depreciation amounted to $150 million at  June 30, 1955. 

Comniunity operations include four major activities : (1) munic- 
:pal goyernnient which provides such services as schools, police and 
:% ~~rotection, street and road maintenance, and public health and 
=itation ; (2) utility operations, including water, electricity, gas, 

transportation, and communications facilities ; ( 3 )  real estate, 
* L h  inrolres the maintenance and administration of family housing 

dormitory units, leasing of concessions and direct commercial 
:iivltleS; md  (4) the operation of hospitals. The following table 
* l ~ s  the results of operations of the various communi ties for fiscal 
F w  1955. 

* * .  
-f, 
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COMMUNITY OPERATIONS FOR THE Y E A R  EKDED JUNE 30, 1955 

Bj7 Community 

NET COST _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ L -  

Total Oak Ridge Richland LOS rilamos 
(In millions) 

$13. 3 $5. 1 $3. 6 $4. 2 
18. 7 8. 8 5. 6 4. 0 

32. 0 13. 9 9. 2 8. 2 
-c__-- 

21. 6 10. 1 6. 7 4. 3 

$10.4 $3 .8  $2.5 $3. 9 
---- 
- _ _ _ _ = - - -  - 

Major Adloitit% 
Municipal - - - - - - - _ - - - - - - 
Real estate (net revenue)- 
Utilities (net revenue)---- 

AEC ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES DECREASED 2% TO 
$34 MILLION 

The direct ,4EC costs of general management, executive direction, 
and technical supervision of operations, negotiation and administra- 
tion of contracts, and supporting administrative services, totaled $34.0 
million during 1955, as compared with $34.6 million during 1954. 

Administrative expenses compared to the total cost of operations 
continued to decrease. They amounted to 2.6% of operating costs 
during 1955 as compared to 3.4% in 1954, 3.9% in 1953, and 4.75% 
in 1952. 

Administrative expenses for 1955 and 1954 mere as follows: 

-- - 

The pri: 
million for 
displays a1 
million for 

c 
Income f 

performed 
pear 1955 ii 

Sale of isotol 
Sale of mate 
Royal ties fro: 
Income from 
Donations _ _ _  
Fees from loa 
Renegotiation 
Equipment re: 
Miscellaneous 

TOTAL- 
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TS OF SECURITY INVESTIGATIONS DECREASED 22% 
((7s TO $9.8 MILLION 

otal cost of making security investigations in 1955 was $9.8 million, 

Or'* decrease can be attributed to two factors. First, the total 
ber of full-backpound investigations for employee clearances 

"aroeased from 58,618 in 1954 to 44,918 in 1955. Second, the Com- 
' s o n  established a new type of clearance for certain contractor 

lopes and others who handle only material of a low order of 
f@P ,,;ti+ts. The new type of clearances cost only 2% as much as - for employees who need access to highly classified information. &09 

smaller total number of clearances was possible because of the 
airoi A &hing construction activity with its characteristically high rate 
o f  prsonnel turnover. 

!f 

The 

million less than the 1954 cost of $12.6 million. 

OTHER EXPENSES TOTALED $2.2 MILLION 

The principal items comprising other expenses in 1955 are $1.1 
%illion for abandoned construction projects, $0.8 million for materials, 
. -  4iEPlqs and printed matter used at  the Geneva conference, and $0.3 
.,illion for miscellaneous other expenses. 

OTHER INCOME TOTALED $5.7 MILLION 



Plant 

and 

Equipment 



COMPLETED PLA4KT AND EQUIP31EXT I N C R E A S ~ ~  
43% IN 1955 

fiscal -year 1955, more new atomic energy facilities Jver 
pleted by 4EC than in any prior year. Condeted plallt and 
merit increased to $5.9 billion at June 30, 1955 from $4.1 billion Bt 
June 30, 1954 or 43%. Construction work in progress amounted ~ 

$629 million at June 30, 1955, bringing the total AEC investment in 
plant and equipment to $6.5 billion. When construction now author, 
ized is completed, AEC plant and equipment will total aPproxi~;ltelp 
$7.5 billion. 

The chart below shows the progress on the major plant expansioe 
program undertaken several years ago to meet the need for a muck 
larger capacity for production of nuclear products. The sharp reduc, 
tion in con8truction work in progress a t  the end of 1955 shows 
this expansion program is nearing completion. 

e %rl. 

INVESTMENT IN PLANT & EQUIPMENT 

JUNE 30 

1950 

1#1 

1952 

1953 

1 9 9  

1955 

BILLIONS OF DOLLARS 

7 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 

I 

IN PROGRESS 

..................................................................... ............................... j r  .............................................. .................................................. 

The table on the next page shows the amounts invested in the varhs  
types of facilities. It also shows that 80.7% of AEC plant is fa 
production purposes, 11.4% for research installations, 4.7% for Cam. 
munity facilities and 3.2% for administrative and other buildings 
equipment. 

Anlong the production facilities, the greatest investment has 
imde in gaseous diffusion plants where uranium ‘235 is %Pamt’ 

TOTAL I 

pZeeearch f a d i  
Laborat or 
Civilian rt 
Military r 
Acceleratc 
Other---- 

TOTAL 1 

TOTAL- 
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slight differc 
tion involves 
through par( 
and coiicenti 
Ohio; Padue 
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sands of mil 
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River pro j ec 
Savannah R 
Produced in 1 

chemical 
‘“derground 
control. 
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IKI'ESTBIEST IPI; PLANT AND EQUIPMENT 

JUNE 30, 1955 

facilities: 
,&,C tion 

Gaseous diffusion plants, produc- 
tion reactors, and separations 

$3,463 

311 
880 

$378 

105 
98 

$3, 841 

416 
978 

59. 2 

6. 4 
15. 1 

418 
93 
98 
40 
49 

14 
2 

18 
5 
5 

432 
95 

116 
45 
54 - -- 

742 11. 4 

303 4. 7 

207 3. 2 

$6,487 100.0 

- -- 
- -- 

6. 6 
1. 5 
1. 8 
- 7  
. 8  

from normal uranium. This process is dependent upon the extremely 
@ht difference in mass of the two uranium isotopes. The separa- 
ion involves several thousand stages in each of which the gas diffuses 
~ m u g h  porous barriers and the lighter U-235 is gradually separated 
sfid concentrated. Plants of this type are located a t  Portsmouth, 
UGo; Paducah, Icy. ; and Oak Ridge, Tenn. The plant at  Oak Ridge 
zU-shaped nearly a mile long, averages 400 feet wide and 60 feet 
,height, and requires 60 acres of roof to  cover it. It involves thou- 
wds of miles of pipe and thousands of pumps and control instru- 
zms, all of which must be leakproof and highly resistant to corrosion. 

There is also a. large investment in production reactors where plu- 
x i u m  and other nuclear products are made. These reactors are 
==cited a t  the Hanford project, Richland, Wash. ; and at  the Savannah 
her project near Augusta, Ga. Water from the Columbia and 
gramah Rivers is used to cool the reactors. After plutonium is 
d u c e d  in reactors, it is separated from uranium and fission products 
3 clmical means. Dangerous waste products are stored in large 
"derground tanks. Much of the material must be handled by remote 
-mol. 
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The construction of these facilities must be of the highest 
and precision. All this naturally increases the cost of faciliti 
fact, the AEC's investment in plmt is $70,000 for each oper 
tractor employee which is higher than in any other major 
turing industry. 

~ 

i 

f 
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Working capital advances : 

99,773 1Ou,&$ With other Federal agencies _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ - _ _ _  _-  - -------- 
With nonintegrated cOntrRCtOrs ---__------- ------ 

4, * 
105, Q 

4,418 

IO49 191 ------- 
\ Accounts receivable, less allowance for uncollectible ac- 

counts of $192 thousand in 1955 and $209 thousand i n  
1954-------_----_-------------------------------- 10,665 

7, QQ 
\ 

Production inventories in process _-__---_--- ----- 1,061,383 m7, % 
Source and special nuclear research material------ 143,612 103, 
Stores, less allowance for loss of $9,929 thousand in 

Inren tories : 

1955 and $10,620 thousand in 1954 __-_-___- ----- 75,578 ~ 6 ~ 1 ~  

Special reactor material -_____--_---____---- ----- 16, 689 16,1Q 
Other special materials ___-______-___-__---- ----- 11,296 3, Kg - 

1,308,558 ow,@; - 
Prepayments and deferred charges __--__--_________-- 21,494 2 , K  

_. 
Plant : 

Completed plant and equipment _______-_-__---_-_ 5,858,349 4, W,2;f 
Less-Accumulated depreciation __-____--------  1,069,620 860,145 

4,788,729 3,230.B 
Construction work in progress _________________- -  628,932 1,615,W 

5,417, 681 4 , 8 4 5 , 5  

Collateral funds and other deposits -___-___--------- - 29,352 30,s 

TOTAL ASSETS ____________________------_------ $9,139,219 $8,951, E@ 
c___I 

this r e  ort. 
2. Tie balance sheet does not  include 147,166.715 troy ounces of silver loaned to sEr 

by the Treasurer of t he  United S ta tes  fo r  use as electrical conductors in Plans. 
on market quotations at J u n e  30, 1955, this silver had a value of $133 million. &Trod 
mately 80,213,576 troy ounces a re  t o  be returned during the  5scal year 1956. 
$409,000 to process into bullion form. 

3. Claims of $668.000 fo r  refund of certain stnte taxes have not been lnclunett ’ 
reeeivables. 

4. In  addition to  the liabilities shown on the  balance sheet. AEC had a t  Jane so. Ips. 

c.dditions 

Nonre 
age: 

A P P ~ ~  

Reduction: 
Net cc 

of P 
LI 

Nonre 
ager 

Funds 

AEC equity, Jn 

TOTAL L 



,578 68,514 
i, 689 lG, 14:; 
-, 296 3, s r % X  

3,558 993,6Ii 

1,494 22, 4!;7 
- 

9,349 
9,620 

8,729 
8,952 

7,681 

9,352 

39,219 

- 

- 
- 
- 
- - 
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Junc S O ,  June SO, 
l Y 5 5  1954 

.kdditionS : 
Appropriated funds-net _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  1,209,860 1, M, 492 
xonreimbursable transfers from other Federal 

agencies--------__---_--_-----__------------ 3,002 1,985 

1,212,862 1,044,477 

Reductions : 
Net cost of operations and adjustments to costs 

Less-change in inventories of research 
of prior years -_-----__-__ ---_- ---__---______ 1,276,280 1,001,305 

materials and work in process ____-_-____ 293,893 267,757 

982,3Si i33,548 

Nonreimbursable transfers to other Federal 

Funds returned to U. S. Treasury --_____________ 13,238 8,070 

1,025,079 741,618 

agencies---------,--,_-_---,____-_______---- 29,454 - 

$ 8 )  contingent liabilities for claims against the Federal Government or AEC contractors of 
laProrimate1 $31 million: ( h )  contingent liabilities as guarantor on loans under the 
h e w  Pro$uction Act  of 1950 to the extent of 5.8 million; ( c )  commitments for 
F f l o n  pay of AEC apd contractor employees of $12 million: a n d  ( d )  commitments 
4slhble to future periods represented by unpaid obligations of $878 million: 

5. The AEC has guaranteed minimum prices through March 1962 for  domestic uranium 
In  addition, bonuses a re  payable under certain specified circnm- 

The AEC also has long-term 
zl::e?t8 for the purchase of foreign ores, the development of foreign ore sources, 

and concentrates. 
to stimulate the discovery of new uranium sources. 

residues of foreign ores processed in this country. 

, 
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UNITED STATES ATOMIC ENERGY C O M M I S S ~ ~  
COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF OPE RATIO^^ 

Production costs : 
Procurement and production of source and special 

nuclear materials--- -_____________-----  ----- 
Weapons program----------------------------- 259,706 

Research expenses : 
Reactor development _________________-__------ 118,045 
Physical research _____-______________---------- 46,502 

29,702 Biology and medicine ____________________------ . .  

Community operations : 
Expenses_________-_-_------------------------- 31,970 
Less-Revenues (21,597) 

10,373 

AEC administrative expenses _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  34,027 
Security investigations _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  9,817 
Other expenses_______----------------------------- 2,158 
Other income ______________________________________  (5,683) 

XET COST OF OPEBATIONS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  1,289,535 
Credits applicable to prior years' cost-net----------- (13,255) - 

Ket cost of operations-less credits applicable 
to prior years' costs _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - -  $1,276,280 $l,OO1,3&j 

NoTE.-Costs of operations shown in this statement represent costs i n c u d  
during the year for procurement and production of source and special nuclear 
materials and weapons parts and assemblies, and includes depreciation of $3i,* 
123 thousand in 1955 and $205,163 thousand in  1954. 

Subject to - 
based upon - 
tions O f f i c t  
it 16 mY OPI 
of operatior 
the a s s e t s ,  
at June 30, 
ended, i n  cc  
visions,  anc 

September 3c 
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34.671 
12.5% 
9.022 
(5,013) 

,033,176 
(37,6;7:: 1 

-, 001,305 

s incurred 
a1 nuclear 
11 of $ 3 7 . -  
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AUDITOR ' S  REPORT 

bsve r:Jme ye= then ended. 
f f5  

statements are a consolidation of financial statements of the 
W52c t@ 

In the AEC-wide audit examination thereof, the 
Sjstems of control .and related procedures affecting the principal 
SEtivitie~ including the accounting systems, of the AEc and its 
iptegated contractors were reviewed, and without performing detailed 

the balance sheet of the Atomic Energy Commission as 
30, 1955 and the accompanying statement of opsrations for the 

Operations Offices, the Washington Office, and their inte- 
contractas. 

of transactions, examinatiors or tests of the accounting recorda 
supporting evidence were made by methods and to the extent contem- 
by the AEC internal audit progran and considered necessary in P 

@ did the audits include the verification of quantities and values 
However, the audit program did not provide for 

pr&xtion inventories in process, source and special nuclear 

ab jec t  to the qualification noted in the preceding paragraph, and 
w e d  upon the opinions furnished by the Chief Auditor of each O2era- 
tias office with respect to the financial ststements of that Office, 
it is my opinion that the balance sheet and accompanying statement 
3r operations, together with the notes thereto, fairly present 
*e Ssets, liabilities and equity of the Atomic Energy Cominission as 
&June 30, 1955 and the operating costs for the fiscal year then 

in conformity with applicable AEC policies, contractual pro- 
v&IOI lS ,  and generally accepted accounting principles. 

materials, and stockpiled products. 

>*u 
istant Controller for Auditing 

September 30, 1955 
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SOURCES AND USES OF ,4EC FUNDS 
Fiscal Pear Ended June 30, 1955 

22 

848 
167 

19 
33 
10 

1,077 

40 
10 
2 

1,129 

- 

839 

Cash balance, June 30, 1955 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  $944 $1,271 

CASH I N  U. S. TREASURY-$2,215 MILLION 

Cash shown on the balance sheet includes unexpended appropria- 
tions of $2,155 million at June 30, 1955, of which $1,113 million was 
committed for construction of facilities and for operations. The 
remainder of $1,042 million is available for fiscal year 1956 require- 
ments. Also included are balances of working funds from other Fed- 
eral agencies of $59 million for work which has not been completed. 
and agent-cashier funds, withholdings from employees’ pay for taxes 
and savings bonds and other funds on deposit with the U. S. Treasury, 
totaling $I million. 

Cash in the U. S. Treasury decreased $682 million during fiscal year 
1955; this includes a decrease of $730 million in plant and equipment 
funds nnd an increase of $48 million in funds available for operations. 

Advances 
of ,4EC are 
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CASH IVTH INTEGRATED CONTRA4CTORS- 
$31.9 IrfILLION 

balance of cash advances to major AEC operating and 
,trtlction cost-type contractors, who maintain records vhicli are an 

ar t  of the ,4EC accounting system, was reduced $12.7 mil- 
during the year. This reduction n-as accomplished by providing 

tors mith smaller amounts of cash at  more frequent intervals 
finnnce AEC activities, thus reducing interest expense to the Fed- 

e@- 
j i l ter  nrd P 
]io11 
N I w c  

t@ p1'8 Government. 

 Y ORK KING CAPITAL ADPAJSCES-$104.2 31[ILLION 

Forkillg capital advances are amounts advanced to other Federal 
and nonintegrated contractors for the purpose of procuring 

Date a, rials or other assets or for the payment of costs incurred in AEC's 
bojlnlf. The following schedule show the unused portion of advances 
,other Federal agencies at June 30,1955, and June 30, 1954. 

tc 
June SO, June SO, 

1 9 5 5  1954 
( I n  lnillione) 

General Services Administration _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _  $51. g $35.7 
E@patment of the Army------ - - -  - _ _ _ _ _  _ _  _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  35.2 53.3 

. 5  
lwprtment of Interior- - -_ -_  - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _  ____________________ I_  1. g 2 9  

ppartment  of the Navy- - - - - - - - - - - -_____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  7.1 7.9 
Bprtment of Commerce - _ _ _  - - - - _ _ _  - - - - _ . - - _ _ _  - _ _  _ _  _ _ _  _ _ _  - _ - 2. G 

,\dmnces to contractors whose records are not integrated with those 
of AEC are usually relatively small or of short duration. Advances 
frt such contractors amounted to $4.4 million at June 30, 1955, or $0.2 
aillion less than at  June 30, 1954. 

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE-$10.7 MILLION 

Accounts receivable arise from the sale of material and radioiso- 
:yes, from services performed, for others, from refunds due AEC, 
and from rent, utilities, and other services provided tenants in AEC 
wied communities. The amount of these receivables increased $3.5 
d&on in 1955. 
hceivables shown on the 1955 balance sheet have been reduced by 

E allowance for uncollectible accounts estimated at  $0.2 million. 
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PRODUCTION INVENTORIES I N  PROCESS-$1,061 
MILLION 

Production inventories in process consist of uranium and tIlori,iIrl 
source materials, special nuclear and thermonuclear materials, alrd 

m'eapons materials and parts. The increase of $254 nlillion in 13:; 
over 1954 reflects the increased production actil-ity made Possible t,u 
putting new plants into operation. For  security reasons stockpilG 
products are not included in inventories in this report. 

SOURCE AND SPECIAL NUCLEAR RESEARCH 
hlATERIAI-$l43.6 MILLION 

This includes source and special nuclear research materids that 
have been diverted from the production process for use in resear& and 
development activities. The increase of $40 million in 1955 Over 1gG4 
is the result of increased emphasis on these activities. Although 
portion of these materials will be consumed in research, the bulk of the 
inventory could be returned to the production process if necessarg 

STORES-$75.6 MILLION 

Stores inventories include the cost of materials, supplies, and parts 
on hand normally used or consumed in operations, maintenance, and 
general use. For management purposes, stores inventories are divided 
jnto those for current use, items held in standby for future use, and 
those which are excess to the needs of the contractors. The amounts 
in these three categories are as follows : 

Stores inventories increased only 8% during 1955 while the total 
cost of operations increased 24%. Current use materials and supplia 
in inventory at  June 30, 1955 represent an amount which on the aver- 
age will be used in 4.9 months. The decrease of $4.2 million in staiidby 
inventories in 1955 was due to transfers of certain items to the current 
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(;I* ilalidling or disposal of obsolete or excess supplies and spare 

SPE CI,4L REACTOR RL4TERIAL-$l6.? MILLION 

79. 3 
30. G 

q p c i d  re actor material includes beryllium, zirconium and other 
tprial vhich is not available through the usual channels in sufficient 

B ~ l l , t i ~ y  because of limited commercial production or applications 
~ i ~ ~ * e  to AEC's field of activity. This material is for use in reactor 

L 

rntions and for research. 

OTHER SPECI-4L MA4TERIALS-$ll.3 BlILLION 

ler special materials are those materials that generally have a Ut1 
.@Il nlonettLrY value in relation to volume and weight. They include 

gold, silver, platinum, palladium, and certain other special ftlc 
ndiun% D 

,,8terials. 

PREPATBIEKTS S K D  DEFERRED CHARGES-$21.5 
RIILLION 

p,\-.ments made in advance for goods and services and costs appli- 
,ble.to future periods decreased to $21.5 million a t  June 30, 1955 
iron1 $22.5 million at June 30, 1954. The most significant item at 
Julie 30, 1955, is $17.5 million advanced against future production 

~ I Y  materials, to aid in the development of source material ore 
deposits. These advance payments are reduced, under the terms of 
ihe a= nreements for purchase of ores, as deliveries are received. 

t'0JIPLETED PLAKT AND EQUIPMENT-@,858.3 MILLION 3 

The cost of a plant construction project or an operative unit within 
project is transferred to completed plant and equipment from con- 

The following table shows the major types of assets included in 
auction Fork in progress when the facilities are placed in service. 

qmpleted plant. and equipment : 
June SO, June SO, 
1955 2954 
(In milliom) 

Land and improvements _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  $194.8 $150.9 
Buildings and structures ___- -________-__ - -____________  1,869.0 1,521.5 
Equipment ____-__________-________________________- - -  2,961.6 1,838.7 

573.1 Ctilities ____________________---_---_----_--_------_-- 816.0 
Other 16.9 6.1 

. .  

. .  . 
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CONSTRUCTION WORK I N  PROGRESS-$6 

Construction work in progress includes partially completed 1'1 a r,: 
and equipment, inventories of construction materials and 'UPPlip, 
construction equipment, and temporary construction facilities. T * ~ -  t p 
amount in progress decreased to $629 million a t  June 30,1955 
$1,615 million at  June 30,1954, or 61%. The major items transferrM 
to completed plant and equipment during fiscal year 1955 mere gaseuu, 
diffusion facilities a t  Portsmouth, Ohio; Paducah, Icy.! and 
Ridge, Tenn., and production reactors at the Savannah River G 

7 Wr- 
gia and Hanford, Wash., projects. Construction costs during fis:al 
year 1955 amounted to $842 million or 31% less than costs of v19 -1; 
million for 1954. 

' f%i 

COLLATERAL FUNDS AND OTHER DEPOSITf3-$2ge4 
MILLION 

Collateral funds are deposits with insurance companies to fund re- 
serves for immediate use in the event of a catastrophe. Other deposik 
include deposits with contractors to provide funds for  paymenk tQ 
employees suffering disabilities from certain causes, deposits in eSCrOg 
to provide funds for the purchase of pension benefits and annuities for 
contractors' employees, and other funds established pursuant to 
specific contractual agreements. 

The following table shows a breakdown of collateral funds and 
other deposits : 

June 80,  Juna $4. 
1955 1954 
(In thouean&) 

Insurance collateral funds ______---_----_ ------------ $18,6oO $lS,m 
Employee benefit funds of cost-type contractors--------- 4,290 5, 
Sundry collateral and special contract funds---------- 3,655 3,633 
Insurance deposits _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _  ---------- 1,779 1,643 
Other deposits ____________________------------------- 1,028 1,M 

T~TAL--------------------------------------------- $29,352 $30.5 
-- - 

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE AND ACCRUED EXPENSES 
$234.8 MILLION 

Unpaid costs of goods and services received include amoullts o w d  
for raw materials, supplies, special reactor and other materials, poff@- 
equipment, wages earned by employees, and services performed b 
nonintegrated contractors or other Federal agencies. Accounts P2- 
able and accrued expenses increased to $234.8 million a t  June 30,1W* 
from $203.3 million at  June 30, 1954. 
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@NG FUND ADVANCES FROM OTHER FEDERAL 
AGENCIES-$57 MILLION Ir.0 

,,espended balances of funds advanced to ,4EC by other agencies 
templation of receiving services, materials, or other assets from 
decreased to $57.0 million at  June 30, 1955 from $86.9 million 

U 
in ~01’ 

at 
AFC ,Tune 20,1954- 

FUNDS HELD FOR OTHERS-$7.0 MILLION 

Funds held by AEC and its integrated contractors which belong 
ers include amounts deducted from employees’ pay for income 
savings bonds, social security, and insurance. They also in- 

collections made for other governmental units such as states and 
icipalities as well as deposits received on containers and other 

fQ oth 
tas 9 

lDun 
items. 

DEFERRED CREDITS-$O.4 MILLION 

Deferred credits are liabilities for amounts which have been re- 
gyed  but for which the goods have not been delivered or the services 
mdered. They will therefore be earned in the next or succeeding 
b - 1  periods and will be recorded either as income or reductions of 
%t at that time. The amount decreased $35 thousand in 1955. 

AEC EQUITY-$8,840.0 MILLION 

The interest of the United States Government in AEC assets in- 
:reased $188 million in 1955. I n  this report, it is understated foy 
security reasons by the cost of stockpile product inventories. 

The schedule on the next page shows the investment of the United 
States Government in the Atomic Energy program. 
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U. S. GOT'ERKMEXT INVESTMEKT IK THE AT( 

E!YERG17 PROGRAM 

TOTAL APPKOPRTATED ~ ~ D S _ - _ _ - - - - - _ _ _ _ - - - - - - _ - - - - - - _ _ - _ - - -  

Less : 
Collections paid to U. S. Treasury _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
Property and services transferred to other Federal agen- 

cies without reimbursement, net of such transfers re- 
ceived from other Federal agencies -__c____________- 

43.5 

26.6 

- 
TOTAL IWESTMENT THROUGH JUNE 30, 1955 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  

Cost of operations including depreciation ce and obsolescence from 
Less : 

June 1940 through June 30, 19m ____________________-- - - - -  

U. S. G O V E R N M E N T  PRINTING O F F I C E '  


